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Abstract
Early-stage enterprises are characterized by leveraging limited resources during periods of
accelerating industry growth and relatively high uncertainty. This thesis is an examination of an
early-stage enterprise within the medical technology industry using multiple frameworks. In
addition to the standard Lean Advancement Initiative (LAI) suite of tools, the enterprise will be
evaluated using Nightingale and Rhodes' eight Enterprise Architecture (EA) views, Kaplan's
Balanced Scorecard (BSC), McKinsey's 7S framework, and Grave's Spiral Dynamics.
Moreover, this thesis includes a practical examination of the current state using the framework
developed by Piepenbrock's doctoral thesis that introduced the notion of modular versus integral
enterprise architectures.
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based on insights from the various self-assessments and prevailing corporate strategy. The
transformation plan is also informed by the author's perceived receptivity, commitment and need
for change of the organization.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter serves as an executive summary as well as a simplified presentation of the thesis
research through the SCQA technique (Minto, 1987). The following sections will briefly explain
the process executed in developing the enterprise analysis, understanding, and recommendations.
Finally, a detailed transformation plan is described using the McKinsey 7S Framework.
1.1 Detailed Situation
Lentesco Luminarium is an early-stage enterprise established to commercialize a technological
innovation developed at MIT. The company was founded over ten years ago; however, it
received FDA approval for use of its products in human subjects roughly four years ago. The
executive team at the time of FDA approval included a Chief Executive Officer, VP of Business
Development, VP of Engineering, VP of Manufacturing and VP of Regulatory & Quality
Assurance. As the needs of the organization grew, the executive team expanded to include
additional positions: VP of Sales, VP of Foreign Markets, and Chief Financial Officer.
The organization is realizing significant growth despite a poor global economy due to disruption
of inferior performing alternatives within microsurgeries. The sales group has identified proven
strategies and key performance drivers that will enable sustained growth trajectories within
mature modalities. The intellectual property is patent-protected and technological innovation
leverages a platform design coupled with modular consumable products. Although a razor blade
model could be adopted, the focus on customer-specific service solutions justifies current
margins. Moreover, current margins are similar to the medtech industry average.
Strategic objectives are developed by the CEO, approved by the Board of Directors and
communicated to the executive team. The Board of Directors and CEO trust the executive team
implicitly and afford the group near complete autonomy in translating strategic financial
objectives into executable initiatives and action plans. The organization has well-defined
functional groups and reporting structure. The organization's culture respects knowledge,
innovation, and individual performance. The executive team demonstrates a level of humility
that is endearing. Their acceptance of constructive criticism and feedback suggests a desire to
cultivate a learning organization by example.
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1.2 Acknowledge Complication
Although the organization is growing and adding positions as needed, the current rate of growth
far exceeds the enterprise's absorptive capacity. The hands-off leadership style of the CEO has
developed a lead by committee culture at the executive level. The executive team does not
mirror the CEO's leadership style in the management of their subordinates. Instead, the
executive team exercises strong tendencies towards centralized command and control.
Despite the formalistic social architecture (command and control), the enterprise is poorly
aligned to strategic objectives. The organization maintains great flexibility and agility through
ambiguity of enterprises processes. The organization prefers to preserve interpretation of and
adaptation to conditions at the employee level in an effort to maximize creativity and innovation.
These capabilities were instrumental in developing the underlying scientific discovery; however,
their continued existence leads to enterprise inefficiencies and ineffectiveness.
Moreover, the enterprise is torn between two strategic growth alternatives: vertical penetration
within existing modalities or horizontal growth into new modalities. The former strategy
requires performance gains and favors a focus on efficiency. The latter strategy requires
identification of the core value proposition of their technology and markets where the best
alternative is currently under-serving those needs.
Additionally, the organization is currently very fragmented by functional department identities.
Employees within one group relate better to those within that group than they do as a single
company. Instead of being aligned along a single value-delivery chain, employees develop
affiliations to their department similar to Americans self identifying as Texans or New Yorkers.
Finally, the organization currently rewards individual performance which results in a collection
of All Stars. However, continued growth requires transformation of All Stars into Superstars.
The former being individuals capable of extraordinary individual performance; the latter
acknowledges an individual's ability to improve the performance of those around them as well as
contributing individually.
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1.3 Understood and Clearly Articulated Question
Therefore, assuming that the enterprise's growth potential is accurately forecasted as capable of
capturing additional adopters within various surgical subspecialties; what should the executive
team do to improve the likelihood of commercial success? How does the organization honor the
capabilities of the past while building core competencies necessary for sustained growth? What
tools are available that might inform and guide the executive team as they search for direction
and credibility of the recommendations for their particular industry, maturity, and size?
1.4 Proposed Answer(s)
The executive should consider executing the strategic enterprise architecting process (SEAP)
developed in this analysis. The process begins with an examination of enterprise architecture
considerations based on objective function, enterprise boundary definition, and stakeholder
interfaces using the Red versus Blue framework developed by Dr. Piepenbrock. Once the
executive team understands the justification for preferred enterprise architecture, the group can
assess their current state with respect to Structure, Behavior, Artifacts, Measures and Periodicity
along the dimensions of Strategy, Process, Organization, Knowledge, Policy / External Factors,
Information Technology, Products and Services using the Enterprise Architecture 8 Views
framework.
The executive team should then invest time in developing enterprise architecture selection
criteria with relative weights as well as executing the LESAT survey to assess current state and
desired state enterprise performance with respect to the 54 lean practices considered in the
questionnaires. The insights provided by the LESAT assessment will result in categorization of
the lean practices into four buckets: Easy Sell, Resolve, Discuss, and Ignore.
The EA 8 Views framework can then be extended to develop candidate future state enterprise
architectures. Once alternatives are developed, a combination of Pugh Analysis and House of
Quality can be used to develop improved future state alternatives and down select to the desired
future state enterprise architecture based on the aforementioned selection criteria.
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The executive team or enterprise architect should then invest in understanding enterprise
evolution maturity and the implications on thinking, motivation, values and nature of existence
as developed from the Spiral Dynamics framework. This understanding can be used to inform
communication styles as well as enterprise development.
At this point, the organization is ready to translate the future state enterprise architecture into a
framework that can be used for enterprise alignment and execution. The tool should readily
translate strategic objectives into specific initiatives of action items that drive behavior and
collective performance. The Balanced Scorecard is a convenient, popular tool with relevant
examples and supporting materials readily available.
The next phase of execution is validation and requires characterization of enterprise performance
on a global scale. The X-Matrix provides a big picture assessment of relative alignment between
four principal axes: Strategic Objectives, Stakeholder Values, Key Processes, and Metrics. The
examples within each axis should be as comprehensive as reasonably possible recognizing that a
truly exhaustive sampling is unrealistic. However, the amount of effort invested in developing
the X-Matrix will be worth the insights provided by performing a Rubik-cubing of each axis with
respect to the adjacent axes. Essentially, Rubik-cubing involves performing a reordering of cells
to shift highly aligned elements away from the center of the X-Matrix.
The next phase of the process involves communication of the efforts in terms that are easily
understood by a large audience. Therefore, the McKinsey 7S model is used to capture aspects of
the analysis into the various levers: Strategy, Structure, Systems, Shared Values, Skills, Style,
and Staff. The tool is used primarily for its simplistic representation of the underlying
interdependencies of the complex enterprise architecture.
Finally, reconsideration of the future state enterprise architecture and organizational performance
with respect to the initiating framework completes the cycle. The Red versus Blue framework
affords the executive team or enterprise architect an opportunity to reflect on the appropriateness
of the solution developed through validation against updated revelations uncovered through the
strategic enterprise architecting process.
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1.5 Transformation Plan
The transformation plan presented here leverages the communication style of the simplest
framework considered in the following examination. Detailed explanation of the framework is
provided in the appropriate section, Introduction to McKinsey 7S Framework; however, the
following plan aims to provide specific action as well as some justification for the proposals.
1.5.1 Strategy
Lentesco's current focus account strategy on highly influential, opinion-leaders within the
surgeon community appropriately addresses the market conditions for the innovator class of
adopters and early adopters where risk tolerance is much greater. However, as the organization
penetrates deeper into existing modalities, the adoption characteristics of the surgeon community
will shift due to various factors including: less decision-making power, preconceptions of
technological limitations, and high resistance to behavior changes.
Surgeon adoption classes must be understood for the characteristics driving their behavior in
conjunction with their performance with respect to Lentesco's concerns: high usage rates.
Therefore, although the focus surgeon account strategy is effective in identifying the first
segment of market adopters, the strategy falls short of recognizing how to shift behavior of
subsequent segments. Therefore, Figure 1 serves to focus business development initiatives on
market understanding. Figure 2 reflects the current internalization of the strategy to shift
surgeons into the desired quadrant of their 2x2 matrix. "Increased Loyalty" of surgeons using
the technology represents the relative share of a surgeon's practice, while "Increased Net Worth"
of surgeons represents the relative size of a surgeon's practice.
Continued market growth into modalities requires understanding of the adopter classes and the
changes in behavioral characteristics and preferences of those segments. Business development
activities must accurately identify those segment shifts and adjust their strategy accordingly.
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EVIDENCE of EARLY-STAGE
ADOPTERS
TIME
# OF SURGEONS
Figure 1: Adopter Correlation to Surgeon Classes
Focus Accounts Desired State
Ignore Maintain with minimal effort
Loyalty -)
Figure 2: Internalized Strategy Matrix
The internalized strategy matrix highlights the organization's current focus on the second
segment of adopters. The innovator class already resides within the "Desired State" of high
loyalty and high net worth.
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1.5.2 Structure
Lentesco's current organizational chart, see Figure 3, accurately depicts the reporting structure
and strong bias towards department leadership's role in priorities setting and decision-making.
The company's segmentation among functional departments represents modularization of the
internal value-delivery mechanism along competency lines: Business Development, Sales,
Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality and Administrative. However, Lentesco's implementation
has resulted in relatively weak performance along the value-delivery mechanisms themselves:
the modalities.
CEO
VP VP VP VP ut
Engineering Sales Dusmet Foreign Markets FO Manufacturing aity &
irector irector Directors Emplyee Director 2Directors Director
m s m m 5 Managers Manager
Employees Employees
Figure 3: Lentesco's Current Org Chart
The matrix structure at Lentesco displays strong biases towards serving the needs of the
functional manager as opposed to the needs of the "project manager". Although the latter title
does not currently exist within the Lentesco enterprise, the Product Managers come closest to
currently executing this role. Figure 4 depicts the proposed matrix structure highlighting the
need to properly recognize the potential dynamic tension between the priorities of the functional
managers and the product managers. The intersection of each functional group and modality
represents an employee assigned to support or interface with that specific Product Manager.
This cross-functional reorganization encourages streamlined knowledge sharing and modality-
specific responsiveness.
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IFigure 4: Proposed Lentesco Matrix Organization
An embedded additional change from the current organizational chart to the future state
organizational structure is the removal of the VP of Foreign Markets and the creation of a VP of
Service. The VP of Foreign Markets is considered to be a specification of Business
Development and therefore might be better categorized as a Director within this group.
Alternatively, if strong attachments to titles and perceived positional power are encountered, then
the current VP of Business Development might be promoted to a Senior VP position. The
existing Director of Business Development could be promoted to replace the VP of BD and
therefore enable the ability to incorporate the existing VP of Foreign Markets.
The VP of Service is created within the future state structure because of the need to identify
stronger service contracts, options, and processes that will reduce the existing burden on the sales
representatives. Acknowledging the differentiation between Service and Sales promotes the
ability to innovate across both trajectories.
Finally, the CFO remains the administrative and human resources functional head. These
enabling processes support all employees and activities. Depending on the nature of Lentesco's
evolution and degree of "service" definition, information technology may be included within
services as it relates to enabling productivity and user engagement.
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1.5.3 Systems
The concluding remarks of the previous section acknowledge the importance of Systems: the
daily behavior and procedures that employees perform in completing their assignments. The
majority of systems in the existing enterprise have developed from necessity and informally.
The exception to this prevailing phenomenon is the product development process which is FDA-
mandated.
The organization preferred to maintain the ad hoc development of systems in favor of preserving
creativity, flexibility and agility. These attributes served the organization well while pioneering
a new technology; however, the behavior that promotes science and discovery does not transfer
well to the commercialization of the technology.
Specifically, as the company's preferences shift from enterprise flexibility and agility to
scalability and versatility; the systems must reflect this shift and communicate leadership's
dedication to this transformation. Therefore, best practices must be identified and developed into
standard operating procedures within and across modality activities.
Functional VP's are encouraged to drive improvement within the functional group's processes to
promote efficiency and effectiveness on a subsystem level. Progress of these initiatives will be
determined by the Functional VP's with evidence in the form of artifacts such as standard
operating procedures, lessons learned presentations and workshops.
Product Managers are encouraged to drive improvement of the enterprise's ability to deliver
value as perceived by the customer. The VP of Business Development must therefore examine
performance across each modality, understand the underlying nuances, and create knowledge
that will improve enterprise-level performance: market creation and capture.
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1.5.4 Shared Values
The organization currently exhibits a strong culture of reliance on data. All employees
understand the need to adequately research and prepare a case for their recommendations when
interacting with each other. This dissertation defense-like behavior promotes rich understanding
of the issues and the early development of potential alternatives; however, this culture introduces
decision-making delays and stronger-than-usual affiliation to ideas than would be evidenced in
other organizations.
For example, the preparation process of searching for data to support a recommendation may
result in personal biases that are ultimately counterproductive; whereas, collective brainstorming
sessions using TRIZ or a project execution strategy using SCRUM methodology might improve
company creativity and responsiveness.
Therefore, the major shift in core values is to appreciate others for their contributions and
abilities. Requiring strong substantiating evidence to support claims or ideas promotes the risk-
averse culture which is contradictory to entrepreneurial ventures. The latter introduces a second
characteristic of the company's culture: risk-aversion. Although no one cares to make mistakes,
by recognizing that mistakes are learning opportunities the organization may begin to build
robust theories that explain and support their strategic objectives.
Thomas Edison is credited as saying, "I am not discouraged, because every wrong attempt
discarded is another step forward." Lentesco employees have become so entrenched in the need
to justify their thinking that they are afraid of attempting any radically innovative solutions.
Instead, the organization inches forward with incremental improvements in products, services
and capabilities. The new culture must become more inviting of diversity of thought and
unafraid of unjustified brainstorming.
However, culture is difficult to affect directly. Therefore, group brainstorming sessions are
proposed to promote teamwork, reinforce the "one company" mentality, and begin the paradigm
shift in core values.
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1.5.5 Skills
Lentesco currently possesses strong expertise in sales execution, research and product
development activities. As modalities mature, the company will require similar maturity in their
business development and service groups. Moreover, the proposed shift from functional group
dominance to modality-dominant growth will require company capabilities in project
management and systems integration. Project management skills are necessary for introducing
and sustaining the new matrix structure.
The transformation plan will require a champion capable of systems integration. Therefore,
change management skills will be needed to ensure stability throughout the execution process as
well as periodic calibration of the desired state to accurately reflect the dynamic needs of the
enterprise as it evolves.
1.5.6 Style
Lentesco's leadership style is divided into two stakeholder groups: CEO/Board of Directors and
the executive team. The Founder/CEO has been highly influential in driving corporate culture;
however, evidence of the individual's approach to managing the organization is very limited.
The hands-off nature of the CEO's involvement in daily activities communicates trust in the
executive team to translate the vision and strategic objectives developed by the CEO. However,
it may also be interpreted as reduced interest or comfort with managing others. The CEO is open
to adjusting the vision and strategic objectives; however, come fully-prepared to defend your
thesis.
The executive team collaborates well with each other since corporate direction is provided by the
CEO. The team focuses their discussions on translating the strategic objectives into specific
initiatives that are not in opposition. However, this layer of management then communicates
their action plans in a very formalistic nature. The command and control leadership style here
might suggest efficiency in communication; however, this is not evident. Poor methods of
communication remain which undermines the work done in the executive team meetings.
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The proposed solution is to embark on improving communication throughout the organization
with an emphasis on alignment or teamwork. The current Balanced Scorecard project is believed
to be an appropriate mechanism; however, the BSC cannot be implemented in isolation. The
human resources workgroup should introduce a new employee performance evaluation scale in
conjunction with their transition to 360 evaluations. The new scale would reinforce and
incentivize adherence to the "one company" mentality and is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Proposed Employee Performance Evaluation Scale
5 Exceptional Team-builder. Exhibits Strong Leadership & Initiative.
4 Outstandin Individual Contributor. Exhibits Best in Class Practices.
3 Good Individual Contributor. Occasional Mistakes.
2 Sporadic Performance. Rare Examples of Excellence.
1 Poor Performance. Requires Excessive Direction & Guidance.
1.5.7 Staff
The organization may choose to develop or acquire the skills outlined in the previous sections.
Development of current employees promotes loyalty and morale while minimizing the disruptive
process of on-boarding new hires. However, this strategy introduces significant delays and costs
where resources are already spread thin. Acquiring the complementary skills described above
eliminates the long delay; however, it requires identifying individuals that might be on-boarded
with minimal disruption to the existing employee base. Moreover, new hires should be familiar
with the medical technology industry and the lifestyle of an early-stage company.
Specific positions that might be considered in the near future of the organization's development
include: Vice President of Services, Corporate Training Officer, and Director of Business
Process Improvement. The VP position acknowledges the growing importance of services
within the Lentesco business model as well as need to transfer responsibility away from the
group responsible for securing business growth. The latter two positions are recognition of the
importance to work on the business as much as within the business. Therefore, challenging the
status quo and continuous examination of business appropriateness improves long-term
sustainable growth.
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1.6 Chapter Summary (SCQA)
The transformation plan proposed in this chapter is intended to provide some top-level
considerations that will improve enterprise performance. Recognizing that the existing culture
still favors detailed justification, the executive team or CEO is encouraged to execute the
strategic enterprise architecting process developed in this thesis.
Execution of the process provides a comprehensive examination of the enterprise as well as a
fundamental justification for choosing between enterprise architecture types. Additionally, the
organization would benefit from the intimate understanding of their enterprise, its
behavior/performance and the interdependencies of elements within the enterprise. Specifically,
execution of the proposed process would enable the organization to internalize capabilities
presently lacking which would promote a learning organization as well as decrease dependency
on external stakeholders for strategy development and translation into company initiatives.
Lentesco is experiencing significant growth despite a poor global economy by introducing a
superior product and service within microsurgeries. The current strategy focuses on highly
influential surgeons who recognize the value proposition of the innovation. Although the current
growth strategy has diverged between vertical penetration and horizontal growth, the group is
encouraged to understand the nuances of each strategy with respect to the adopter classes.
The executive team must translate strategic financial commitments defined by the CEO that have
been communicated to the Board of Directors into actionable plans. However, the organization
does not currently possess the absorptive capacity (time) to invest in developing the appropriate
data needed to inform strategic, timely decision-making. Therefore, the executive team is
considering alternative sources of enterprise thinking and understanding that might be included
in their deliberative process.
The work performed by the two student groups and this thesis provide an external perspective to
enterprise performance and evolution that will improve the organization's likelihood of capturing
market share from conventional microsurgical alternatives.
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the principal motivation leading to this research and details a high-level
outline and description for the organization of the thesis.
2.1 Motivation
Heraclitus believed that "nothing endures but change." Accepting that change is the only
constant in life, how does one embrace change in the face of uncertainty? Alan Kay believed
that "the best way to predict the future is to invent it." Therefore, this thesis serves as an
exploration of what mechanisms inform and contribute to an enterprise's ability to shape their
destiny. The work was motivated by a personal desire to better understand the complexities of
change management and transformation planning for organizations where the balance between
cooperation and competition favors those who are better prepared to communicate an aligned
strategy and method of executing a common vision.
Organizations exist to satisfy the goals and objectives of the stakeholders of that organization.
To that end, organizations can be considered as enterprises. "An enterprise is a goal-directed
organization of resources - human, information, financial, and physical - and activities, usually
of significant operational scope, complication, risk, and duration." (Rouse, 2004) Therefore,
enterprises also exist due to the inability of a single individual to satisfy the needs of the scope,
complication, or duration of an enterprise's objective. That is, an organization also exists to
increase the capacity and capability to deliver value beyond that of the individual.
However, the architecture of enterprises is not a static designation; design once and execute is
not applicable. Instead, the architecture of enterprises is evolving over time and must take into
consideration the evolution of internal and external factors and forces that encourage new
enterprise architectural types. Business ecology highlights the need to recognize the
environment and what species is best equipped to survive in that environment. A powerful
racehorse competing against a camel in a desert will succumb to the environmental forces before
losing to the camel; however, the camel will eventually overtake the racehorse because it is
designed to outlast the racehorse in a desert (Piepenbrock, 2009).
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Having experienced the business equivalent of adoption (acquisition) and the relatively poor
handling of that transition; this thesis focuses on the preservation of desired business
characteristics and behavior. Additionally, change is proposed as incremental steps rooted in
understanding the holistic enterprise and underlying impetus for change. The focus on
incremental versus radical change is partly due to inherent policy resistance (Meadows, 1982)
resulting from the lack of a clear burning platform (Embley, 2005) and the relative cost of
change in terms of scarce resources such as time, money, and human capital.
This thesis includes contributions from group and individual research conducted between the
months of September 2009 and April 2010 at Lentesco Luminarium under the supervision of
Professor Deborah Nightingale in the courses: Integrating the Lean Enterprise and Enterprise
Architecting. Although the original receptivity of Lentesco's executive team was mild interest
and strong skepticism, several internal stakeholders recognized the value of the unique approach
of evaluating enterprises at a higher level than the traditional process-specific perspective of
Lean Manufacturing (Womack, 1990).
Therefore, the results of the first round of analysis succeeded in broadening the executive team's
ideas of enterprise boundaries (Nightingale, 2009) as well as increased their interest in the
process. This gradual change in perception led to an increased level of interaction and
engagement during the follow-up project performed in Enterprise Architecting as well as this
thesis research. In fact, the relationship established in the latter project is much more reflective
of an external consultant, with an internal stake in the outcome (Stack, 2002), thereby
completing the desired "insider-outsider" (Katz, 2009) mentality and approach.
Recognizing that the "insider-outsider" mentality required greater affiliation (Fisher, 2005)
between the two teams, our group strategically recruited individuals who would add credibility to
our perspective by acquiring a doctor and former information technology specialist. With a
complementary set of perspectives rounding out the core group, our efforts quickly materialized
around understanding Lentesco's needs and expectations regarding the group project and thesis
work. The inclusion of the enterprise evaluation through the lens of Balanced Scorecard
(Kaplan, 1996) in this thesis is a result of this relationship.
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Lentesco Luminarium is a relatively small, entrepreneurial medical device company that is
facing a key fork in the road. On the one hand, the company can continue to operate as it has
been assuming that it will eventually gain traction once they overcome the tipping point
(Gladwell, 2000) in customer adoption that will lead to market success. Their approach to
market adoption is very labor-intensive and broad brush. Alternatively, they can accept that their
current strategy fails to acknowledge critical success factors within their organization, their
industry and the maturity of each. The organization's mental model regarding market dynamics
must switch from technology diffusion to adoption. Both responses require courage through
perseverance; however, the latter requires humility, inquiry, and understanding as well.
Therefore, knowing that enterprise performance is a function of internal factors, external
conditions, and response time; why is it that companies continue to fail to recognize or execute
transformation strategies that will enable them to meet short-term survival while ensuring long-
term sustainability? Are the two objectives irreconcilably in conflict with one another? If not,
how does an enterprise recognize the signals favoring change? When and how should an
enterprise act: proactive or reactive? What criteria should the enterprise consider for deciding
which elements to change? Finally, how should an enterprise execute a transformation plan?
2.2 Organization
The thesis is divided into eight chapters where:
Chapter 1 is the executive summary and provides a simplified, story-telling approach to
educate readers and the leadership team for the impetus behind transformation as well as the
detailed transformation plan.
Chapter 2, this chapter, addresses the motivation and organization of the thesis.
Chapter 3 provides background information regarding the company, the leadership team, and
the industry in which the company operates.
Chapter 4 defines the enterprise (Nightingale, 2009) as it relates to this research with
particular emphasis on conventional methods of communicating such information.
Chapter 5 describes the research approach in collecting and documenting information as well
as the process for converting that information into knowledge (Nightingale, 2010) and
formulating the theory behind the enterprise's evolution and current state.
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Chapter 6 introduces the various frameworks and methodology used to evaluate the
enterprise as well as the rationale for including such frameworks.
Chapter 7 synthesizes the various frameworks into a holistic view of the enterprise as well as
outlines some initial implications of the enterprise's current state on ability to accept and execute
transformation.
Chapter 8 is a summary of the author's perception of the results of the study as well as key
knowledge generated from the research that may benefit others in developing their own
enterprise studies and transformation plans.
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BACKGROUND
This chapter provides background information on the company, leadership team and the industry
in which the company operates. Certain information has been hidden to protect the identity of
the company; however, as much relevant material as possible has been included to support the
later evaluation and claims.
3.1 Company Background
Lentesco Luminarium (Lentesco) is an early-phase, entrepreneurial medical device manufacturer
founded to commercialize a technological innovation developed at MIT. "The innovation... is a
method of fabricating a hollow-tube, flexible fiber with a multi-layer omni-directional coating on
the inside." (Chowdhury, 2009) Today, Lentesco designs and manufactures capital equipment
and consumables in addition to providing in-field training and on-site support. The latter
services are an effort to provide customers the option of buying a complete solution or portions
thereof. The company is headquartered in Massachusetts to take advantage of the large cluster of
medtech firms in the area (Ernst & Young, 2009) and the concentrated talent pool, see Figure 5.
Leading US states by number of medtech companies
186 33
Northern California
82 41
Southern California
66 39
Massachusetts
40 21
Minnesota
31 12
Pennsylvania
27 10
Texas
11 23
New York
18 16
New Jersey
24 6
Ohio
24 5
Washington
9 12
Forida VC-backed corpanies Public companies
7 8
Utah
Figure 5: MedTech Companies by State
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Lentesco is experiencing significant growth through market capture via penetration within
verticals, known as modalities, as well as market creation through horizontal growth strategies
into new modalities leveraging the superior performance characteristics of their unique
technology to other microsurgeries; see Figure 6and Figure 7. Both strategies, however, have
resulted in successful conversion of lead-user surgeons without high percentage adoption among
the other categories of user groups; see Figure 8 and Figure 9.
Horizontal Growth: New Modalities
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Figure 8: Market Adoption
Figure 9: Normalized Usage by Surgeon
As illustrated in Figure 9, the distribution of annual usage by surgeon to number of surgeons is
very polarized. There are very few high loyalty users and a great many low loyalty users. This
segregation of customer adoption results in 2.7% of their customers accounting for roughly 25%
of their revenue. This insight introduces an interesting revelation for the organization as it
considers growth through vertical penetration or horizontal expansion. Not included here but
worth investigating would be the normalized usage by surgeon distributions per modality to
evaluate the relative market penetration of their technology across different markets.
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The rate of growth has introduced some challenges to the enterprise as the leadership team's
focus shifts from short-term survival to long-term sustainability. As observed in Figures 3 and 4,
the enterprise has experienced increasing growth rates, albeit at declining rates, as the customer
base stabilizes, see Figure 6. The leadership team includes the executive team and Board of
Directors. Therefore, Lentesco's executive team has initiated steps towards developing structure,
behavior, and values that will enable them to retain the flexibility and agility characteristic of an
entrepreneurial organization while building in versatility and scalability necessary to realize and
sustain long-term growth.
Year-on-Year Revenue Growth Rate
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Figure 10: Year-on-Year Revenue Growth
The above characteristics are also known as "ilities," see Table 2, (Ross, 2010) within the
systems engineering community and represent specific desirable attributes of the enterprise. An
important distinction is made here; these attributes are of the enterprise architecture and not to
be confused with the product architecture. Although some correlations can be derived of the
impact of one to the other, the focus of this thesis will be at the enterprise level, specifically:
market maturity, competition, value delivery, and target niches. These "ilities" will drive the
potential "to be" enterprise architectures developed in Chapter 7, SYNTHESIS OF
ANALYSISError! Reference source not found..
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Table 2: Lentesco "ilities"
3.2 Leadership Background
The leadership team at Lentesco is a collection of key stakeholders that determine the corporate
strategy and guiding principles (values) of the organization. The group includes the Board of
Directors and the executive team. Each group will be discussed in some detail here to provide
greater insight into the dominant perspectives of the organization's leadership.
There are six board members including Lentesco's chief executive officer (CEO). Half of the
board members share an affiliation as MIT alum although not contemporaries at the institute at
the time of their individual studies. Additionally, four of the board members have studied in
international programs receiving degrees from countries that include: France, Greece, India and
Israel. Three hold MBA's while another three have prior start-up experience.
The Board also has some interesting diversity within its members: three have engineering
degrees (mechanical and electrical), one has received a doctoral degree, one has an economics
degree and another has a background in political science. Presumably, the diversity in education,
experience and interests was intentional to create a complementary set of perspectives as well as
avoid "group think" (Whyte, 1952) by discouraging homophily (Ruef, 2003) at the highest level
of the organization's leadership.
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Not represented in the Board of Directors is an advocate with strong understanding of the
principal customers of the organization: surgeons. A consequence of the absence of the "voice
of the customer" (VOC) is the consistent Board message that the organization focus on surgeons.
This oversight, or limitation, is addressed in the composition of the executive team, their areas of
responsibility, and the aforementioned directive.
The executive team is comprised of 6 vice presidents, one chief financial officer (CFO), and the
CEO. Figure 11 shows the dynamic nature of change at the executive level of the organization.
One important aspect to note is that prior to the company receiving FDA approval of their first
surgical modality, the organization had two long-standing VP's: Business Development and
Engineering. The other positions were created to fill out the needs of the growing organization.
Figure 11: Executive Team Timeline
Immediately apparent is the relatively high turnover in the VP of Quality Assurance / Regulatory
Assurance position. The organization is currently integrating their fourth employee in that role.
Aside from the personnel changes, the core group on the executive team has been together for a
number of years since the company first commercialized their technology. Another element lost
in this representation is that second VP of Business Development left the company for a while to
return later as the VP of Foreign Markets.
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Moreover, as the group continues to collaborate and strengthen their relationships, they have the
potential to move further into the performing phase of group development (Tuckman, 1965).
Therefore, the group is developing familiarity and trust with one another that will eventually
translate into a form of tacit knowledge. That knowledge will enable the executive team to
develop effectiveness that can serve as an example to the rest of the organization assuming that
the future culture of the organization favors a meritocracy.
A final note on the leadership team is that the "leadership workgroup" is comprised of the CFO,
VP of Manufacturing, Director of Engineering, and Director of Business Development. This
core group has taken the initiative to focus on improving how the company conducts business
and performs. This group will be referred to in more detail in Chapter 6, ENTERPRISE
EVALUATION.
3.3 Industry Background
The industry in which Lentesco operates is the medical technology (medtech) industry which has
typically nurtured small, entrepreneurial organizations operating in niche markets. According to
Advanced Medical Technology Association (AdvaMed, www.advamed.org), the industry
includes "over 6,000 companies in the U.S.... leading to an 80% increase in patents for
breakthrough medical technologies in the last decade." Most companies have less than 100
employees and are in highly competitive markets of constant innovation. Lentesco's current
state is very similar to that described by AdvaMed with the exception of number of employees;
however, Lentesco has grown considerably within one particular functional area recently, a
detailed breakdown of employee per functional department is included later.
Successful companies are often acquired by larger corporations where their technological
innovation complements the parent company's portfolio. Though the recent trend in merger and
acquisition (M&A) activity has suggested a slowdown, see Figure 12, due to the global financial
crisis (Dobson, 2009). A January 2009 industry report explains, "As the global recession
continues to deepen, these are potentially worrying trends, particularly for smaller companies."
(Ernst & Young, 2009)
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Figure 12: 2008 M&A Activity in MedTech
Although the global financial crisis may be softening, its impact was not uniformly distributed
throughout the medtech industry, see Figure 13. However, the outlook for medtech companies is
not as bleak as the data may suggest, see Figure 14. In fact, the report concludes with the
following: "As they (medtech firms) face increasing scrutiny from payors, providers, and
potential acquirors, companies will need to think about positioning their offerings in ways that
offer genuine advances in medical outcomes while helping to reduce overall healthcare costs.
Companies that bring creativity, focus and discipline to these challenges will have an easier time
receiving funding, attracting acquisition suitors and prospering in the market, even in a daunting
credit environment."
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Recognizing the stated focus above, it is no surprise that the reported findings of the AdvaMed
studies highlight the industry's benefit to patients. The results of the medtech industry's
innovation are reflected in the following advances from 1980 to 2000 (AdvaMed, 2010):
* 15% decline in annual mortality
* 25% decline in disability rates
* 56% reduction in hospital days
e 3.2 year increase in life expectancy
Worth noting in the above metrics is the focus on patient-oriented benefits in the form of both
efficacy (annual mortality, disability, life expectancy) and efficiency (hospital days). Therefore,
a critical strategic objective of any medtech company should address these concerns. Dr. H.C.
Willy Michel, Founder and Chairman of the Board at Ypsomed Holding AG, adds, "Products
that deliver superior clinical results and contain costs will attract investors. Governments and
private payors are placing increased importance on cost-effectiveness and device manufacturers
need to address these issues to succeed." This point will be elaborated on in the appropriate
sections of Chapter 6, ENTERPRISE EVALUATION.
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ENTERPRISE OVERVIEW
This chapter frames the enterprise with a brief definition and its boundaries. Conventional
methods of communicating an enterprise's boundaries are implored to facilitate convenient
understanding with respect to structure and behavior.
4.1 Enterprise Definition and Boundaries
Recall the definition of an enterprise presented in Chapter 1, "An enterprise is a goal-directed
organization of resources - human, information, financial, and physical - and activities, usually
of significant operational scope, complication, risk, and duration." (Rouse, 2004) For the sake of
this analysis, the boundary of Lentesco's enterprise will coincide with the formal, legal definition
of the company. That is, Lentesco's enterprise shall be constrained to include only the resources
that are directly controlled by the management team through a formal, conventional reporting
structure; physical aspects of the enterprise will include any assets that are included in the
company's financial reporting documents; and the products or services shall be only those that
the company manufactures or provides. Therefore, suppliers, customers, competitors, regulatory
agencies and other groups are considered external to the enterprise architecture evaluation.
The choice in boundary definition for the enterprise is not inconsistent with conventional early-
stage company evaluations. Figure 15 is a visual representation of where value ownership exists
within the enterprise's ecosystem. As noted, the organization still exhibits relatively high
ownership of value within their enterprise (evidence of Integral enterprise architecture) based on
their patented intellectual property and placement within the value chain: original equipment
manufacturer (OEM). As an OEM, the organization primarily interfaces directly with the end-
customer; however, access to some hospitals requires working through a 3rd party vendor that
contributes access and service. Quality within the enterprise is delivered by the organization, a
local community of practice with expertise in lean manufacturing, and collaborations with
student groups at nearby universities. Manufacturing is split between the company's internal
manufacturing department and a strategic partner supplying a critical component. Raw Materials
are provided by suppliers to the organization. All other functional levels of the organization are
wholly-owned within the boundaries of the enterprise definition, Lentesco.
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Figure 15: Enterprise Architecture Ecosystem
4.2 Enterprise Organizational Structure
The enterprise organizational structure encompasses all aspects of human, information, financial
and physical consideration. A more in-depth description and analysis will be provided in
Chapter 6, ENTERPRISE EVALUATION; however, the intention here is to provide a basic
understanding of the enterprise. The human structure of the enterprise is represented most
efficiently by the organizational chart depicting the reporting structure of the employees, see
Figure 16. The remainder of the organization beyond that shown in the organizational chart is
relatively flat. Moreover, the organization currently operates in very loosely connected project
teams where the sales representative performs the role of the unofficial project manager. As
such, the sales representative has weak authority in the hierarchy without communicating a sense
of urgency from the field by leveraging the importance of the surgeon, a customer relationship,
or the potential impact on future sales.
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Figure 16: Lentesco Organizational Chart
The information structure of the organization has evolved from necessity and mandate. Some
databases are maintained to facilitate customer complaints due to FDA regulation while other
databases have been created to serve the needs of portions of the organization's functional
groups. In some cases, the information contained in each database is duplicated and therefore
would be considered 'muda' (Womack, 1990), also known as waste, because of the redundancy.
The financial structure has been developed to meet the expectations of the Investor Group, the
acceptable levels of empowerment within the management team, and regulatory requirements,
where applicable. For example, the former has encouraged the organization to conform to
conventional forms of communicating financial health while the latter introduces complications
in standardization of human resource procedures due to the need to maintain diversity in
financial processes where differences in state laws require adherence to local legislation.
The physical organization is largely co-located within two floors of the same office building; one
floor is dedicated to the production operations while the other floor contains the professional
services groups: finance, human resources, engineering, business development, quality, etc...
The sales group is distributed throughout the company's service area to maintain close ties to
their customers.
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4.3 Enterprise Interactions
One form of classifying enterprise interactions is as either external or internal to the enterprise.
External interactions require an interface at the defined boundary of the enterprise for either
communication of information, delivery of products or services, or financial mechanisms
facilitating payment exchange. Internal interactions also facilitate the same functions; however,
the interfaces are defined by processes within the organization and are largely influenced by the
accepted enterprise norms and behavior of the organization.
Although the boundaries help to simplify the world from the perspective of the user, it is worth
noting here that these simplifications are mental models and not entirely representative of actual
conditions. According to J.W. Forrester, a mental model is "The image of the world around us,
which we carry in our head, is just a model. Nobody in his head imagines all the world,
government or country. He has only selected concepts, and relationships between them, and uses
those to represent the real system." (Forrester, 1971) As such, individuals should challenge their
own mental models regarding their definition of boundaries and the resultant influence on
interactions.
4.3.1 External Interfaces
External interfaces may seem trivial or even fundamental to any organization; however, the
definition of the enterprise boundary has a dramatic affect on the nature of the interfaces and
prevailing rules of engagement. For example, the boundaries of Lentesco's enterprise have been
drawn around the company itself. This boundary definition forces outwardly-facing agents
within the enterprise to adopt industry standards for communication. For example, employees in
either the sales or business development groups must understand the needs of their customers
and communicate in a form and manner that the audience is familiar with. Deviating from
acceptable norms, although not impossible, would result in greater effort, expense and time.
Additionally, as noted in Sterman's "Business Dynamics" (2000), "these unexpected dynamics
often lead to policy resistance, the tendency for interventions to be delayed, diluted, or defeated
by the response of the system to the intervention itself. (Meadows, 1982)"
However, not all unconventional interface interactions lead to policy resistance. Recognizing the
needs of the interface often informs the acceptable norms and agents required to facilitate smooth
exchanges. For example, typical corporate sales activities are between a sales representative and
a purchasing agent. Such activities are typically dominated by discussion regarding costs in a
"zero-sum"l game which is adversarial in nature, known as positional bargaining. However,
those interactions may benefit immensely by focusing on increasing total value through
negotiation based on interests, not positions. (Fisher, 1981)
By expanding the concept of the enterprise boundary to include suppliers and customers, a
company takes the persona of advocate for the entire value-delivery chain. Expanding allows
companies within the value chain to focus on generating greater overall value, increasing the size
of the pie. Larger pies lead to larger slices. Therefore, mental models and interfaces are critical
as noted in the following heuristic: "The greatest leverage in system architecting is at the
interfaces. The greatest dangers are also at the interfaces." (Maier, 1998)
Piepenbrock's work consolidated these interfaces of a generic enterprise into three axes: Value
Chain, Factors of Production, and Competition, see Figure 17. (Piepenbrock, 2009) Such a
representation highlights the degree of modularity of the enterprise architecture. In Lentesco's
case, the "enterprise" was conceived as Integral enterprise architecture during its development
within the laboratories at MIT. The conceptual enterprise (company) was developed as a
Modular enterprise architecture based on the requisite dependencies to the three axes discussed.
Value Chain Competition
axis axis
Factors of
Production--f o Firm
axis
Figure 17: Constituent Modules (Stakeholders) (Piepenbrock, 2009)
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What is the difference between Integral and Modular enterprise architectures? The principal
difference between the two types is the degree of integrality of the enterprise's objective function
and relationship to stakeholders. Integrality is the extent of inclusion of the stakeholders noted in
Figure 17. Highly integral enterprises exhibit strong ties via low quantity, high quality
relationships with stakeholders while dis-integrated (Modular) enterprises have high quantity of
low quality relationships with stakeholders.
4.3.2 Internal Networks
Internal interactions develop networks: personal and professional. Personal networks develop
organically from affiliations attributed to common hobbies, backgrounds, life stages, or other
interests unrelated to conducting business. Professional networks develop both organically and
intentionally. Intentional professional networks develop as a result of the organizational chart's
reporting structure, official direction methods, and advertised sources of information. Organic
professional networks develop as a confluence of the two extremes. For example, unofficial
mentor relationships may occur without encouragement from management or any significant,
noticeable affiliation beyond the reasons for pairing.
Recognizing the types of internal networks, an enterprise can architect a structure or
communication plan that exploits both layers. Official corporate initiatives, identity, and
strategy can be communicated through the intentional, professional structure. Internally-focused
morale improvement initiatives, acceptable social norms, and values alignment can be addressed
through the personal network where acceptance requires greater personal credibility or trust.
The significance of understanding the internal networks of an organization is rooted in the
relationship that the networks have in developing the culture. Lentesco's internal networks are
largely ad hoc due to the ambiguity in defined enterprise process. The only prescribed structure
to internal networks is based on the organizational chart which, as mentioned earlier, serves to
communicate the performance evaluation system not necessarily the daily definition of duties.
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Additionally, the organization's relaxed approach to defining the internal networks serves as an
example of the heightened focus on the external interfaces due to the modularization of the
enterprise architecture. Briefly revisited, critical components have been sourced from strategic
partners (supply chain), elements of several functional groups have expanded to include external
parties (labor markets), the company continues to be financed by an investor group (capital
markets), and there exists alternative forms of surgical procedures (competition). This attention
to external interfaces has resulted in poorly defined internal networks that will continue to
impede the organization's ability to grow: weak current scalability.
4.4 Chapter Summary
Mental models regarding enterprise boundaries have strong influences on the nature of
interactions. By drawing the boundary of an enterprise around a single company, the self-
preservation mentality dominates corporate strategy and initiatives. Expanding the boundary
may influence the social and formal interactions within the enterprise.
Expanding the boundary of an enterprise yields two major changes: 1) inclusion of previously
"external" stakeholders and 2) a focus on increasing value to be distributed among the various
stakeholders. Later chapters will elaborate more on this theory and the benefits of expanding
awareness, inclusion, and sharing.
Additionally, focus on external interfaces and internal networks requires more than consideration
of mental models. An early-stage enterprise's evolution from integrality to modularity
emphasizes the importance of understanding the degree of modularization as well as the quality
of remaining integral relationships. Lentesco appears to be transitioning from a highly-integral
enterprise to a modular enterprise. However, as the organization navigates this transformation,
the executive team must identify where value resides within their ecosystem to avoid a similar
transfer of value like IBM to Microsoft and Intel.
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RESEARCH APPROACH
This chapter describes the research approach in collecting and documenting information as well
as the process for converting that information into knowledge and formulating the theory behind
the enterprise's evolution and current state. Where possible, artifacts of the interaction between
the author and the point of contact are included to provide additional insight.
5.1 Engagement and Interactions
The relationship between the principal investigator (author) and the client company (Lentesco)
developed over several months from a class project initiated in the fall of 2009 as part of the
course, Integrating the Lean Enterprise. The scope of the original class project (Nightingale,
2009) was to:
e Identify barriers to creation/delivery of value to each stakeholder
* Specify a vision for the future lean enterprise
" Determine significant gaps between current and future states
" Prioritize opportunities for eliminating waste and increasing value creation/delivery for
the maximum benefit of the total enterprise
The final report and presentation submitted to the organization were well-received, although met
with some skepticism, and prompted discussions regarding continued collaboration. The sources
of skepticism are discussed in greater detail in the following paragraphs. The discussions led to
two of the original team members proposing the project in the spring course, Enterprise
Architecting. The scope of the second group project (Nightingale, 2010) was to:
" Understand the Enterprise Scope and Boundaries
" Develop "As-Is" Enterprise Architecture Description
* Capture Future Vision and Desired Behavior
* Develop Candidate "To-Be" Enterprise Architecture Description and Analysis
e Evaluate Candidate Architectures and Select Preferred Architecture
e Create Transformation Plan
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Additionally, a thesis project was proposed to and accepted by the client organization to take a
much more in-depth examination into the organization and consider various other frameworks
not covered by either of the courses. The scope of the thesis was left largely at the discretion of
the author considering that the student is not sponsored or employed by the client company.
However, the interactions and engagement level of the first semester course were unsatisfactory
to both parties. The student group believed that their commitment level was not reciprocated by
the client company as evidenced by limited face time, significant delay of information sharing,
and low responses to questionnaires, surveys, or requests. The client company believed that the
conclusions contained in the report were based largely on the subjective perspectives of the
student group who extrapolated from limited data. Although some of the recommendations were
accepted, the credibility of the documents were largely questioned due to our predominantly
"outsider" perception within the organization and its leadership team.
Therefore, the first meeting of the second class project was an open discussion regarding
expectations of all stakeholders, including the thesis. The groups agreed to commit to a two hour
work session every week with the company's designated leadership workgroup. To improve
timeliness of task execution, tools such as Rolling Action Item Lists (RAILs), see Table 3, were
used to document open items, owners, committed deadlines, and updates.
Table 3: RAILs Example
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Considering the large time commitment by the company, data collection for the thesis was to be
included in the group project work sessions, by e-mail, or through individual one-on-one
interviews, as applicable. Therefore, in the interest of efficiency and effectiveness of the work
sessions, most thesis-related requests were relegated to the latter forms of information exchange:
e-mail and one-on-one interviews.
5.2 Artifacts
Several questionnaires serve as testament to the information requested of the company's
leadership team. The original, albeit sanitized, submissions are included in Appendix A. The
company's responses are included in the appropriate sections of the next chapter as each of the
frameworks are introduced and discussed.
Various responses are captured in e-mails and notes taken during the course of teleconferences,
meetings, and interviews. The original notes and e-mails are not included in this thesis;
however, the applicable insights are included in various sections of the next chapter.
Additionally, internally-developed data was shared by the client company such as strategy
meeting notes, presentations, and other templates or forms used in their day-to-day business for
communication, evaluation, and execution.
5.3 Evolution of Theory
While conducting the original evaluation of the organization, most of the data collected was from
the second layer of management: the employees reporting to the executive team layer shown in
Figure 16. The conclusions drawn from this layer of the organization indicated a large
disconnect between corporate strategy and execution of that strategy. Essentially, although
employees understood what their assignments and responsibilities were, they did not have a clear
picture of how each tied together in the bigger picture. This phenomenon is also reflected in the
loose matrix organization, the employees are largely self-organizing based on specific,
immediate needs.
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The analysis also showed little indication of cross-functional interactions beyond those necessary
(ad hoc) or designed into the process (prescribed). This will be elaborated on in Chapter 5,
Section 3: Lean Advancement Initiative (LAI) Tools. Although big picture understanding is not
necessarily required at all levels of every organization, the benefits of having such transparency
and alignment are extremely advantageous in highly competitive entrepreneurial organizations.
Therefore, the recommendations for growing the company provided in the original analysis were
slightly misguided and nave. Although the group understood the importance of customer
service in the future, the recommendation was to reorganize how service would be delivered.
Namely, the group felt that the sales team should be reduced to control costs and redirect the
focus of innovation to product development. Presently, the sales team conducts the majority of
the customer service tasks and therefore is an expensive agent for providing that care. Moreover,
the group recommended that partnerships be developed with third parties to effectively outsource
a component of the value-delivery chain that was deemed outside of their core competency.
Finally, the team felt that the enterprise overvalued the needs of one stakeholder group: the
shareholders: board of directors and investor group.
However, recent insights regarding market penetration, technological maturity, and prevailing
business model possibilities have influenced the group's perspective into alignment with that of
the leadership team. The above suggestions have now been retracted. Although the two groups
are now aligned, differences in the details that define the new corporate strategy still remain.
These differences in perspectives and outlook have provided the greatest source of creativity for
analysis and development of potential enterprise architectures.
Increased interactions and engagement led to improved understanding of the corporate culture,
direction, and priorities that have informed theories. As mentioned earlier, the first theory
regarding corporate strategy included a strong inclination towards a principal-agent problem, see
Figure 18. However, the problem noted in the above evaluation recognizes an agent over-
serving the principal's interests. That is, management has traditionally yielded to the
recommendations and expectations of the board of directors and investor group resulting in a
master-slave relationship.
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self interest PERFORMS self irterest
Figure 18: Principal Agent Relationship at Lentesco
The theory later developed around service innovation based on customer relationship
management (CRM) focused on top-line growth (Dych6, 2002). By building stronger alliances
with their customers, the organization aims to inform sales opportunities and business direction.
This opportunistic strategy positions the enterprise to prioritize increasing value over reducing
cost. As the company shifts its mental model to a value-based enterprise, the organization also
enables continued evolution to collaborative enterprise management (Campbell, 2000).
According to Campbell, "The keys to the Collaborative Enterprise lie in developing more respect
for the motivations and opinions of business unit managers (product managers), focusing on
commercial substance rather than Sirens of synergy, and removing the biases, blockages, and
synergy killers than clutter most corporate hallways." This shift of seeking direction from the
product managers acknowledges that this group of employees has the best understanding of their
customers' needs (current and future), market trends, and product capabilities. Therefore, the
theories developed here will shift the source of corporate strategy from the investor group to
customers to product managers where the needs of both are best balanced.
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5.4 Chapter Summary
Theories develop from observation of phenomena through categorization that enables sense-
making of causal relationships for analytical decision-making. When anomalies occur, theories
can be re-examined, refined, or revised to incorporate the anomalies and increase the breadth of
utility of the theory, see Figure 19. However, not all theories are as robust.
Thry is a Vatemeni of
what causes wst, and wihy.
The len s 
Cfother disciplnes Theorv
Categorization
Observe, describe & measure
the phenomens
Nested researck design s: the
phenomeno withine phensomeNs
Figure 19: Theory Building (Christiansen, 2003)
Whereas the initial theory explaining corporate behavior was categorized as an agency dilemma,
greater insight at the executive level of management introduced anomalies that changed the
theory to a more customer-oriented view: customer relationship management. The greater
insight was provided by increased interaction and engagement of the leadership team defining
the business strategy. As noted in the evaluation of Lentesco's enterprise, the dominant business
theory guiding their behavior and priorities evolved over time with the changing landscape:
market, technology, and business maturity. Although progress is evident in their evolution from
a directive organization to a customer-oriented organization, further work will enable them to
transform into a truly holistic, value-oriented organization.
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ENTERPRISE EVALUATION
This chapter introduces the various frameworks used to evaluate the enterprise as well as the
rationale for including each framework. The methodology for implementing each framework is
described in some detail within each section. Each framework will be considered independently
of the others during this analysis; however, redundancy will be intentionally limited. Artifacts
from the collaborative assessment of the enterprise are included, where applicable.
6.1 Methodology Discussion
The frameworks used to evaluate the enterprise were chosen for following reasons:
" Taught as part of a course examining enterprises
* At the request of the client company
" Personal interest in specific frameworks and theories
Course-related frameworks are included to leverage the work performed by project teams (LAI
Tools, EA) and serve as a basis for comparison to client-requested frameworks (BSC, McKinsey
7S). The additional frameworks considered in this examination are of personal interest due to
the insights provided by both regarding enterprise architectural evolution (Red versus Blue) and
the evolution of individuals (Spiral Dynamics).
A brief introduction to each framework is provided to familiarize the reader with the
framework's origins and purpose. A description of the process, results and observations are
included per framework along with a summary of the framework findings. This chapter
concludes with a summary of the process of using each framework; however, a detailed synthesis
of the findings is included in the following chapter.
Most frameworks were implemented collaboratively by the author and point of contact at the
client company. In some cases, material from group projects, discussions, and interviews are
included to enhance the validity of the evaluation and insights generated. The process was far
from a linear progression through a defined checklist as it was an evolving journey of
investigation fueled by curiosity and iteration. Therefore, the process reflected an overarching
interest to maintain objectivity while respecting the sensitivity of the discovery generated by the
research.
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6.2 Balanced Scorecard (BSC)
The inclusion of BSC in this evaluation is at the request of the client company. The leadership
workgroup decided to develop and implement the BSC in conjunction with the analyses
conducted by the second student group. The leadership workgroup hoped to leverage the
additional manpower to research relevant examples, establish connections with outside
organizations that have already implemented BSC, and provide an objective perspective.
Specific initiatives will not be included in the discussion below because of the granularity of
detail required to maintain relevance. Additionally, defining initiatives from corporate strategy
is analogous to identifying a preferred solution for a system of equations where multiple
solutions exist. Providing specific details of the initiatives would compromise the company's
confidence and proprietary action plan.
6.2.1 Introduction to BSC
BSC's origins trace back to an Analog Devices case where that organization used something
referred to as the "Corporate Scorecard" (Kaplan, 1996). The template was later expanded into
what is now known as the Balanced Scorecard and includes the following four dimensions:
Financial, Customer, Internal, and Learning and Growth which are developed from the
company's Vision and Strategy. The BSC is a tool that enables translation of corporate strategy
into performance drivers and initiatives through alignment to corporate financial objectives. The
benefits of BSC are twofold: the process itself is extremely informative and the product can
serve as the mechanism driving understanding and performance at all levels.
The exercise of developing BSC helps to: first, determine what is the corporate strategy; second,
what are the financial objectives based on that strategy; third, how does each group within the
organization contribute to delivering value to customers; fourth, what internal business processes
are critical to achieving a competitive advantage; and finally, how will the organization improve
or sustain its competitive advantage. To further illustrate the benefits, several examples will be
included in the following section that contributed to Lentesco's working copy of BSC. The term
"working copy" is intention to capture the iterative nature of BSC - the work is never done.
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6.2.2 Vision and Strategy
Admittedly, discussions regarding Vision and Strategy were incredibly challenging given the
tendency for members within the leadership workgroup to favor tactical discussions resulting in
actionable tasks. An important observation regarding the company culture can be described as
"though having an action item list were much more valuable than achieving some common
understanding of their guiding purpose." Therefore, considerable time and effort were spent
circling around the topic of strategy and vision. However, in the end, recognizing that it is much
easier to imitate than to create; several examples of Balanced Scorecards were introduced,
including a first draft, see Figure 20, of a company BSC developed by portions of the student
team whose familiarity with both class projects enabled a fair first approximation.
LGrow Revenue = increased Revenue, 2010 $X Million
= Increased Revenue, 2013 =33K11o
Profitability -Gross Margin
Availability System Up-time 95% ProductQuality $XXX
=Training Certification $XXX
Ease of Use Overall Performance Significantly Better = ProductInnovation $XXXaSR Presence $XXX
Clinical Value a of Publications 2 / Modality / year Surgeon Partnerships $XXX
S#of Conf. Sessions 1/ Modality / year SXXX
.# of Regional Demos 1/ Modality / year $XXX
EDevelop Purposeful =Data Refresh Rate (%/week) 20%/ week Filter/Implentation $XXX
D Data Access Rate 1/ employee / week =Update Mechanism $XXX
(hits/employee/week) all employees)
Develop Product Line =% Training Tools Complete 100% =Standard Toolkit $XXX
Training Tools =% Employees Trained 100% Training Program
T Alignment to ConvertFocus Accounts 50% Focus AccountStrategy $XXX
Crporate Strategy
Figure 20: BSC - First Draft (based on Kaplan Example)
Therefore, a description of how each portion of the scorecard was developed will now be
discussed in some detail in the following sections. The process and product were shared with the
client company to enable the leadership workgroup to develop a balanced scorecard
independently. A generic, unpopulated template of the above scorecard, see Appendix B: BSC
Template, was presented to the leadership workgroup to facilitate a launching pad for discussion
and completion.
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6.2.3 Financial
The Financial objectives used to populate the student-developed balanced scorecard were
informed by the strategic objectives included in the updated X-Matrix based on current strategic
objectives communicated by the leadership workgroup. The company's financial priorities were
categorized as: 1) achieve a certain revenue target by year's end; 2) achieve a revenue target of
3.3 times the current year's goal; and 3) maintain current gross margins. Upon presenting the
first draft, the leadership workgroup accepted the financial goals as outlined; however, decided
to include additional items (Operating Margin and Cash Flow) based on their growing
understanding of the tool, see Figure 21, and the implication that the additional financial
objectives would have in driving initiatives and behavior.
3 2. Sustainable Profitability
33. Attractive Cash Flow
n Gross Margin
2 Operating Margin
2i Breakeven In 2010
3 Maintain Current GM
3 Y% by 2012
3 > 0 Cash Flow
USTO MER 11. Grow high volume users a Target high value centers a %of high value centersengaged o Focus Surgeon Program o implementdata system foro Grow high value users 3 Y% increases in cases perfonned bi focus surgeon program(May
>f high volume users o Intelligent, self-leaming network 2010)
o Grow proponents n Z unpaid endorsements in 2010 o System design byJuly 2010
:12. Drivevaluerecognition a Hospital Conversion Increase laserssold o Healthcareeconomics o 100%support tovalue
analysis committees
n 3. Quality Improvement o Failure rates 3< 5% across Indications with lyr o TONI o Implement by endJune 201C
ialflife afterthat
n 4. Best-in-class customer service o Satisfaction Level : Survey results 1 yr halflife
INTERNAL
: 2. Overall system uptime o Laser system performance 3 50% fewerfailures Orderturnaround time o Reduce by 25%
c Fibers & accessories availability :150% reduction in back-order-days
a 3. Product Innovation o New product/ technique n 1 per quarter o Improvement in power handing o Dec 2010
introduction everyquarter capability
o Increase fleibility o Dec 2010
o Adapt o additional platforms o Platform 1-April 2010
Platform 2 -Jun 2011
n 3. Technical independence o Cases in independentdepartment- 3 Double cases independent o Comprehensive staff and surgeon o Launch by May 2010departments training program
3 4. Increase salesforce productivity Increase sales/territory a $X run rate by end 2010 o Rep activity trackIng o Time in focus accounts
o Reduce selling costs n < Y% by end 2011 o Product manager activitytracidng o Field time withfocus
surgeons
EARNING 11. Alignment o BSC completion and M ay 2010 o Clinicaleducationtraining l1implementation
o "Adopt a surgeon" program 0 2
2. High quality personnel o Performance Measurement Close the gap to Outstandrg i implement360 degreefeecback o Mid-year cycle 2010
o Add G-12 to management o VPs by mid-year and all
performanceevaluations managers by end-year
o Effective hiring process 3 New guys'performance >old guys o Grass-root quality/kaizenteam o 4 per month
>id performance
3 3. Knowledge Management o Learning relationships between o 2 "students" per person o
employees (who did youteach?)
o Increase in wiki andintranet visits i 10-fold increase o Develop infrastructurefor leami o September 2010C3
platform
Figure 21: Leadership Workgroup-developed BSC
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Therefore, one auxiliary benefit of developing the balanced scorecard is revealed: the leadership
workgroup has highlighted additional financial considerations that are important to consider
when evaluating success at the corporate level. The inclusion of operating margin and cash flow
introduce additional constraints to what strategies or tactics might be used to otherwise achieve
the desired revenue targets. For example, although consumers may be encouraged to buy
product through promotions such as discounts, rebates, or other offers; those tactics effectively
reduce the company's true financial performance for long-term growth. The revised scorecard is
an improvement over the first draft with respect to temporal considerations in achieving
sustainable growth.
6.2.4 Customer
The Customer section of the student-developed BSC was reduced to the fundamental attributes
that would drive consumer adoption: availability and ease of use. The availability of the
company's products was summarized into the measurement of system up-time. This particular
measurement sparked an interesting discussion on the definition of "system up-time" and how
far to expand the definition of "system". The discussion resulted in the following definitions:
* System shall include products, consumable and capital equipment, as well as services
such as training or on-site support required to facilitate the patient value-delivery.
* System up-time shall include any portion of time where the surgeon requires use of
the system to deliver patient value.
The second customer attribute, ease of use, proved much more difficult to identify a reliable
measurement. The student group settled on Overall Performance because it is a current measure
tracked by the organization in their customer feedback surveys; however, acknowledged that the
measure itself was misleading and inadequate since it did not isolate the desired attribute of ease
of use from other performance characteristics that might influence customer perception of the
product or service.
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The company-derived BSC emphasizes the importance of customer perception through brand
recognition and conversion of the "highest value" users defined as the group of users who have
high applicable case volume. The first level measures for driving these goals include: high value
center conversions (hospital and surgeon), reduce failure rates, and satisfaction levels. The
revised BSC illustrates an expanded scope in the consideration of Customer which is refreshing.
The student-developed BSC narrowly focused on the needs of the surgeon while the company
recognized this tunnel vision and addressed it by broadening the focus of conversion from
surgeons to "value centers". Additionally, measures such as "quality" and "satisfaction" span
the breadth of affected customer stakeholders such as hospital administrators, nurses,
technicians, and service professionals.
6.2.5 Internal Business Processes
The focus of Internal Business Processes in the student-developed BSC revolved around
improving demonstrated clinical value. This objective may seem misplaced as it really addresses
Customer concerns. This sentiment was shared and expressed by the leadership workgroup
which is what prompted the inclusion of this objective in the development of their revised BSC.
Worth noting here is that there were no strong personal attachments to specific ideas. Inherent in
the design of the process for collaboration between the two groups was respect and objectivity.
Recognizing that our goals were aligned on an aggregate level (to improve the validity,
credibility, and likelihood of BSC rollout success); all criticisms were offered in a manner that
promoted continued contribution to shared knowledge.
The revised BSC includes Internal Business Processes objectives such as product innovation,
technical independence and sales force productivity. Product innovation acknowledges the need
to continuously lead the market in delivering novel solutions that will sustain long-term
competitive advantage. Technical independence refers to the company's desire to educate and
enable surgical teams to confidently perform procedures without direct company involvement.
Finally, sales force productivity highlights the company's results-driven focus: complete the sale.
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6.2.6 Learning and Growth
The first draft BSC identified three principal areas requiring attention that would influence the
organization's capacity for knowledge as well as grow future capabilities. The three areas are
purposeful databases, product-line training tools, and alignment to corporate strategy. The client
company has many disjoint databases that each serves the needs of a specific target audience;
however, the information contained in each database may benefit other stakeholders who are
either unaware of or unable to access these databases. The premise for product-line training
tools is that the development of these tools will accelerate employees through the learning curve
and build skill that is currently lacking due to the fragmented nature of overall understanding.
Product-line training tools also contribute to the final objective of improving alignment to
corporate strategy. The benefit of having an aligned organization is the reduction of conflicting
efforts, uniformity in tradeoff decisions, and improving overall morale. Employee morale is
suspected to improve due to the increased understanding of each other's contribution to the high-
level goals. This understanding may eventually lead to an appreciation of others. Ultimately, the
behavior would lead to a culture of teamwork and success as a company.
Figure 22 is an illustrative example of the power of alignment (Harmon, 1987) using Vector
Math. Assume that every employee can be considered a vector within the two dimensional plane
of serving the interests of the company or self where Harmony is represented by balance between
the two. Each vector origin shall coincide at the intersection of the two axes. Therefore, the
vector length symbolizes the relative influence of the employee (group) on enterprise objectives.
NOTIONAL INTERESTS ALIGNMENT
Corporate Interests
Figure 22: Notional Interest Alignment Plane
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Figure 23 is an aggregated representation of functional group interest alignment. To further
explain the justification for the generalization, two groups will be highlighted here: Board of
Directors and Sales Representatives. The Board of Directors theoretically is dominated by the
best interests of the investor group and long-term performance of the corporation; therefore, its
vector heavily favors corporate interests over self-interest. The Sales Representatives are
incentivized to perform well based on their compensation structure. However, their self-serving
focus also benefits the corporate interests through increased revenue, market capture, and brand
recognition. Of all stakeholders, the Sales Representatives are typically the best balanced due to
the nature of the transparent "profit-sharing" compensation plan.
NOTIONAL NTEREST AUGNMENT BETWEEN GROUPS
Harmony
S" sR1presetive
Engineering
%AMandacbxfkg
Bomrd o Director
Finance /Qualty
Corporate Interests
Figure 23: Notional Interest Alignment between Groups
Therefore, to prevent contention between internal stakeholders based on their incentive to serve
the interests of the organization versus self, the organization might consider replicating the
transparency of compensation to drive performance in other groups towards "Harmony".
Theoretically, a group operating in harmony is believed to build long-term relationships and trust
that will enable sustainable growth by avoiding burnout, internal contention, and obsolescence
due to the absence of conflicting interests.
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The leadership workgroup acknowledged similar needs for Learning and Growth; however, the
categories that are included in the revised BSC include alignment, high quality personnel and
knowledge management. The details to achieving these objectives are completely different than
those developed in the student version which further supports the aforementioned notion of
multiple solutions for the same problem. The organization chose to leverage the implementation
of the BSC to achieve alignment. The inclusion of high-quality personnel examines personal
growth through the lens of performance evaluation and "upgrading" as a human resource
practice. Finally, the company decided to focus on knowledge management through the human
network through a coaching or mentoring program. This approach seems to place considerable
value on knowledge and the relationships developed in transferring knowledge. The latter can be
characterized as a desire to build a culture of openness and trust.
6.2.7 Summary of BSC
As mentioned in the previous sections describing portions of the BSC development process,
although the top-level financial objectives may be explicitly communicated, there's still
tremendous opportunity to customize the BSC based on the perspectives of the workgroup.
Identifying a vision, when done at the appropriate level, does not restrict employees from being
empowered. On the contrary, by successfully defining the unifying purpose, an organization
preserves the autonomy of its employees and promotes creativity. One employee put it best, "tell
me what you want me to achieve, not how to achieve it." This take charge attitude is part of the
entrepreneurial spirit that the organization hopes to preserve because of its correlation to
enterprise flexibility and agility.
Although the BSC does not explicitly refer to culture, proper consideration and implementation
results in defining the culture. Another benefit of BSC is the direct linkage (alignment) at all
levels of implementation throughout the organization from strategy to tactics to specific tasks.
Therefore, the major benefits of BSC are in the tactical definition of corporate strategy into
actionable tasks. Actionable tasks can be evaluated to ensure that all activities are in harmony,
thereby avoiding confusion and underperformance as peer pressure is used to drive conformance
and performance.
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6.3 Lean Advancement Initiative (LAI) Tools
This section examines the company through the lens of integrating a lean enterprise; that is, the
focus is on elimination of waste through the application of lean principles on enterprise concepts
and processes. Therefore, what is a 'lean enterprise'? LAI defines a lean enterprise as "an
integrated entity which efficiently and effectively creates value for its multiple stakeholders by
employing lean principles and practices." (Nightingale, 2009) As previously mentioned, this
framework is included for its contribution to the fundamental understanding of the enterprise;
specifically, the detailed examination of the enterprise's current state with respect to waste and
potential improvement.
6.3.1 Introduction to LAI Tools
The complete portfolio of LAI tools can be found on their website (http://lean.mit.edu); however,
the tools considered in this examination are the X-Matrix (Nightingale, Stanke, Bryan, 2008) and
Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool (Nightingale and Mize, 2002). X-Matrix provides a
snapshot for the degree of alignment (strong, weak or none) between the four axes of the tool:
Strategic Objectives, Stakeholder Values, Key Processes, and Metrics. However, before the
degree of alignment can be assessed, examples of each axis must be identified which serves as an
opportunity for the organization to select items of executive-level concern, see Figure 24.
Correlation is color-coded and will be illustrated in a later example.
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Figure 24: X-Matrix Template
The Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool provides a three section evaluation along a five level
maturity index. The three stages include Lean Transformation/Leadership, Life Cycle Processes,
and Enabling Infrastructure Processes while the five levels of maturity are detailed in Table 4.
The assessment includes evaluation across 54 practices; 28 within Section 1, 18 within Section 2,
and 8 within Section 3. A complete list of the practices and sections is included in Appendix C:
LESAT Practices.
Table 4: LESAT Maturity Levels
Exceptional, well-defined, innovative approach is fully deployed across
5 the extended enterprise (across internal and external value streams);
recognized as best practice.
4 On-going refinement and continuous improvement across theenterprise; improvement gains are sustained.
3 A systematic approach/methodology deployed in varying stages across
most areas; facilitated with metrics; good sustainment.
2 General awareness; informal approach deployed in a few areas with
varying degrees of effectiveness and sustainment.
1 Some awareness of this practice; sporadic improvement activities maybe underway in a few areas.
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Since the results of the LESAT evaluation capture the current state and desired state maturity
levels of each lean practice, the most revealing knowledge gained from the exercise is the
relative differences between current and desired states. Specifically, lean practices that
demonstrate large relative differences require careful examination for immediate action to
overcome the perceived deficiencies. Specific examples will be described in Section 5.3.3 Lean
Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool; however, one example of a practice with high respondent
agreement regarding high gap between current state and desired state includes "incentives
alignment". The average current state score for this practice is 2.25 with an average desired state
score of 4.5.
Another example of useful knowledge gained from the exercise is the relative difference between
participants of the evaluation in their perception of both current and desired states. Assuming
that the participants understood the lean practices, large differences in participant evaluation of
the current state indicates: 1) gaps in understanding or appreciation of other groups among
individuals or 2) overconfidence in lean practices directly influenced by participant work.
Moreover, a large difference in participant evaluation of the desired state indicates: 1) gaps in
understanding corporate strategy or 2) participant bias toward influences corporate strategy.
6.3.2 X-Matrix
Several versions of the X-Matrix tool were designed based on the information provided by the
company's representatives. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the original research
project involved employees at the second layer of management. Therefore, this X-Matrix is
presented first to develop the bottom-up enterprise interpretation of alignment, see Figure 25.
The correlation between elements is shown as follows: blue = highly correlated, yellow
moderately correlated and white = little to no correlation.
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Figure 25: Director-Developed X-Matrix
Although the specific items of each category have been hidden in the above representation, areas
of weak correlation are highlighted by the dominance of white space (no alignment). For
example, based on the above X-Matrix, there appears to be little alignment between identified
Metrics and Key Processes.
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However, before condemning the organization, reflection acknowledges that this may be a result
of several factors: 1) the company really is poorly aligned between these two axes, 2) better
Metrics have been omitted from the X-Matrix, 3) better Key Processes are missing from the
evaluation, 4) a combination of omission and poor alignment. This realization is true for each
quadrant of the X-Matrix; therefore, the results should be tempered through iteration and
inclusion of other company representatives. Iteration and inclusion increase the fidelity of the
data presented; however, each X-Matrix should be kept as an artifact of the process for future
review. By preserving each version of the X-Matrix, observations regarding each study group's
perspective of the enterprise can be developed into theories.
Another particularly useful development in using the X-Matrix is "isolation by principal axis".
Originally coined "X-matrix Rubik-cubing" by me, the term refers to the process of selecting one
axis for detailed consideration. The opposing axis is then hidden or ignored. The two remaining
quadrants are then reorganized to push highly-correlated elements within the principal axis away
from the center. Worth nothing here is that "high-correlation" refers to the total weighted
correlation of each item in that axis with respect to both adjacent axes. Once the principal axis
items have been re-sorted, the items within each adjacent axis are then similarly re-sorted to
move all highly-correlated items to the outside of each as well.
Figure 26 is the result of this process when choosing Strategic Objectives as the principal axis.
Note that weighting favors high correlation over medium correlation regardless of the number of
medium correlation. For example, row A may have 3 high correlated and 2 medium correlated
while row B has 2 high correlated and 8 medium correlated. Row A is considered more
correlated than row B in this assessment; however, specific weightings may be used in future
version of X-Matrix Rubik-cubing where high-correlation is given a value of 9, medium
correlation a value of 3, and no correlation a value of 0. Then sorting is conducting on the total
weighting of each row or column, as appropriate.
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Figure 26: X-Matrix Rubik-cubed - Strategic Objectives
Several key insights emerge when the X-Matrix is re-sorted by principal axis and adjacent axes.
The first immediate observation is the polarization of Strategic Objectives. Items well-aligned to
Metrics are not well-aligned to Stakeholder Values and vice versa. In fact, with the exception of
the second Strategic Objective, most items either align well with one adjacent axis or the other,
not both. The reason for the second strategic objective being the exception here is that this
particular strategic objective has been written more like a mission statement with multiple
aspects. That multi-aspect nature of the strategic objective maps the item well to identified
Metrics and Stakeholder Values. Another observation is that although developing new
modalities serves many Stakeholder Values, it is the weakest measured based on the provided set
of enterprise Metrics.
Figure 27 shows that Key Processes can be broken into three categories: those that are well-
aligned, those that are moderately-aligned, and those that are poorly-aligned with Stakeholder
Values and Metrics. However, the relationship between Key Processes and Metrics is quite
concerning given that there appears to be greater absence of alignment.
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Figure 27: X-Matrix Rubik-cubed - Key Processes
Therefore, each Key Process can be described in terms of the relative strength to each adjacent
axis: Metrics and Stakeholder Values. The result of this categorization is three buckets: High,
High; Low, High; and Low, Low. Where the first term is the relative alignment to Metrics and
the second term is the relative alignment to Stakeholder Values. Table 5 is the simplified
representation of the alignment map contained in Figure 27.
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Table 5: Groupings of Key Processes to Metrics
High. High Sales Process
High, High Strategic Planning
High, High Business Development
High, High RA/QA Processes
High, High Post-Market Review
High, High Manufacturing Process improvement
Low, High Finance Processes
Low, High PDP Phases 0, 1, 3,4
Low, Low Supply Chain Management
Low, Low Consumables Failure Analysis Review
Low, Low Distribution & Support
Low, Low Human Resources
Low, Low PDP Phase 2
Low, Low information Technology
Note that the Key Processes primarily concerned with growing the business are well-aligned to
identified Metrics and Stakeholder Values. Key Processes that are important to Stakeholder
Values are not captured well by any known Metrics. Finally, a large group of enabling processes
are neither well-aligned to Stakeholder Values or Key Processes. Therefore, based on this
assessment informed by the second layer of management, one might extrapolate that the
organization is currently driving market growth through their business development, sales, and
manufacturing capabilities processes. The intense focus on market diffusion has resulted in other
critical Key Processes being ignored; in particular, Supply Chain Management, Human
Resources, and Information Technology. Each of these processes is critical to delivering value
efficiently to customers; however, not as immediately evident as Sales Processes and Business
Development. Another key observation is that each of the overlooked Key Processes highlighted
above require interaction to external markets: supply chain and labor markets. IT is currently
outsourced to a third party vendor.
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These graphics and observations were shared with the executive team at the conclusion of the
first semester project. Although the group accepted the majority of the material presented and
some of the conclusions developed, the group questioned the reliability of the recommendations.
Recall that one of the Stakeholder Values in the original X-Matrix reads, "Data-driven Direction
and Growth". The company's risk-averse nature is evident in their analysis and decision-making
activities. Therefore, before the executive team would agree to undertake any of the proposed
initiatives, another more extensive analysis would be required with additional participants. Thus,
the second X-Matrix developed included input from the executive team to ensure designed-in
buy-in of the process and results. Figure 28 shows the executive team version of the X-Matrix.
4 2 ? A 4 A 49 Z
Figure 28: Executive Team X-Matrix
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Important to note is that the items within each axis are not identical to the ones in the original X-
Matrix as will be seen in the "X-Matrix Rubik-cubed" blowups. Although this iteration
exploited the work of the original assessment to identify "better" items, the weakest alignment
still exists between Key Processes and Metrics. Strategic Objectives of the new X-Matrix has
been isolated for consideration in order to compare the alignment of the new items to the
alignment described by the director-level management team, see Figure 29.
8 9 9 S 4 9 7 7 9 5
Figure 29: Strategic Objective Alignment - Executive Team
The above graphic demonstrates significant improvement in the relationship between Strategic
Objectives and Metrics; however, the Strategic Objectives that are well measured, have little
alignment to the majority of Stakeholder Values except one, "Value to Shareholders". Not
surprising, these Strategic Objectives happen to be financial targets. Financial targets are easy to
measure and demonstrate value to shareholders, albeit financial value. Another form of Value to
Shareholders is the demonstrated versatility of the technology by continuing to grow new
modalities. Successful launches leads to growing new markets and capturing new revenue
streams for the organization. Additionally, this increases the attractiveness for investors.
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Figure 30 shows the alignment between Key Processes to Metrics and Stakeholder Values as
described by the executive team. This representation, however, includes a misleading Metric
which does not currently exist, Product Development. The analysis assumes that a metric can be
developed which effectively measures performance of the product development process.
Therefore, there is high alignment between this currently fictitious metric and the existing
enterprise processes related to product development. This significant benefit implies that the
organization should invest resources to develop a Product Development Metric.
I
Z S £ 4 4 1 P
Figure 30: Key Processes Alignment - Executive Team
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Unlike the previous X-Matrix, the Key Processes of the executive team version fall into two
categories: Low, Low and Medium, Medium, see Table 6. The shift in the relative alignment of
several Key Processes to Metrics may be due in part to the following reasons: 1) new Metrics do
not measure the Key Processes well or 2) the executive team is much more discriminating in
their assessment of the degree of alignment than the director-level group.
Table 6: Groupings of Key Processes to Metrics - Executive Team
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Low, Low
Low, Low
Low, Low
Low, Low
Sales Processes
Business Development
Strategic Planning and Alignment
PDP Phases 0 - 5
Distribution and Service
Manufacturing and Testing
RA/QA Processes
Human Resources
PDP Phase 1: Product Development Plan
Finance Processes
Supply Chain Management
Based on the review of Metrics developed by the executive team versus the director-level group,
it appears as though the latter is much more plausible than the former. The executive team is
also much more aware of the pressure to serve the needs of shareholders which explains the
development of Strategic Objectives that align better to that particular Stakeholder Value.
Another observation worth including here is the nature of the Metrics identified by the executive
team. For instance, the majority of the Metrics are lagging indicators of enterprise performance
due to the prevalence of financial measures. Financial measures, however, do not correlate well
to processes since useful Metrics would be leading indicators that can drive high process
performance.
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Therefore, the director-level focus appears to be on the artifacts developed by the executive team
such as the company vision, mission and communicated corporate objectives. The list of
Strategic Objectives for this group's X-Matrix was developed from a company presentation.
However, the executive team, having more intimate knowledge of the reasons for developing
those artifacts, has been able to develop a more compelling and complete story in their X-Matrix
regarding the enterprise's current position.
Although the discrepancies between to the assessments were not gravely alarming, see Table 7,
four items have been highlighted for special consideration. Already addressed is the shift from
"High, High" to "Medium, Medium" by the executive team and attributed to their more judicious
nature with respect to degree of alignment - the executive team would like to shift from lagging
indicators to leading indicators in order to actively "manage" enterprise performance. An area of
concern is the degree of difference in the assessment of the PDP Process and Distribution and
Service. The director group seems to be much more critical of those two items with respect to
the same Metrics used to judge alignment by the executive team. The difference in the second
aspect can be accounted for in the changes made in the list of Stakeholder Values.
Sales Processes
Business Development
Strategic Planning and Alignment
PDP Phases 0 - 5
Distribution and Service
Manufacturing and Testing
RA/QA Processes
Human Resources
PDP Phase 1: Product Development Plan
Finance Processes
Supply Chain Management
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Medium, Medium
Low, Low
Low, Low
Low, Low
Low, Low
High, High
High, High
High, High
Low, High
Low, Low
High, High
High, High
Low, Low
Low, High
Low, High
Low, Low
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Similarly, the PDP Phase 1: Product Development Plan and Finance Processes appear to be well
aligned to the Stakeholder Values identified by the director group while poorly aligned to the
Stakeholder Values identified by the executive team. This discrepancy in relative alignment
might be simply a result of the change in Stakeholder Values; however, the executive team also
has much more involvement in defining and executing the finance processes. Therefore, the
executive team seems to be a more reliable source for determining this relationship. Likewise
for the Product Development Plan process. The executive team has a higher level view of the
consequences of bad plans and the benefits of good plans since most financial reporting is still
maintained at this level of the organization.
6.3.3 Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool (LESAT)
The results of the Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool are only provided from the perspective
of the director group. The X-Matrix was revisited because its execution requires less time and
effort since the majority of the tool can be reused or revised.
Figure 31 shows the results from the LESAT survey. As mentioned earlier, the exact ratings for
current and desired states are not as important as the relative differences. Certain practices see
Table 8, exhibit greater differences between current and desired states with relatively high
agreement among participant responses.
Table 8: High Gap, High Agreement
Establish a requirements definition to
I.A.1 Integrated strategic planning process II.B.1 optimize lifecycle value
I.B.3 Enterprise vision II.C.3 Integrate product and process
development
Enhance value of delivered products
I.C.1 Understanding current value stream II.F.3 and services to customers and the
enterprise
Enterprise stakeholders pull required
I.C.2 Enterprise flow III.A.2 fiaca.nomtofinancial information
I.D.5 Incentive alignment III.B.3 Variation reduction
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The practices included in Table 8 should be considered areas where improvements can be easily
sold to employees within the organization. Since most employees who responded to the survey
already agree that there is a large gap between current and desired states, the assumption is that
this group of individuals would accept working to close that gap.
Figure 31: LESAT Results
Other practices exhibited high gaps between current and desired states accompanied by low
agreement among survey respondents, see Table 9. This list of practices will require some
collective discussion to resolve the respondent differences regarding where the misalignment
exists: evaluation of the current state or prescription of the desired state.
Table 9: High Gap, Low Agreement
Learning and education for enterprise Financial system supports Lean
leaders transformation
II.F.2 Distribute product in Lean fashion III.A.4 Enable the Lean enterprise with
information systems and tools
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Thus far, only two quadrants of a two by two matrix have been discussed: High Gap, High
Agreement (Easy Sell) and High Gap, Low Agreement (Resolve). The other two quadrants are:
Low Gap, High Agreement (Ignore) and Low Gap, Low Agreement (Discuss). Figure 32
illustrates the 2x2 matrix for simplicity. Although Ignore may seem extreme, the intent of this
description is to highlight that other practices should be addressed before working on any
practices within this group. The Discuss group requires some open dialogue and understanding
to increase the agreement among employees. Doing so may shift practices from this group to
either High Agreement of Low Gap in which case, the practices are ignored or to Low
Agreement of High Gap which requires continued discussion to resolve the agreement issues.
Ultimately, all practices should reside within either Easy Sell or Ignore to prompt action or
inaction based on collective agreement regarding transformational need.
High
Gap
Low Discuss Ignore
Low High
Agreement
Figure 32: Decision Matrix
Returning to the practices already categorized within these two groupings, resolution of practices
related to knowledge, knowledge transfer, distribution and enabling systems is required before
the organization can decide what practices to improve, then how. Specifically, information
systems and tools may include some consideration of the financial system as well; however, not
all aspects of financial systems can be summarized into software or processes. This practice may
require consideration regarding how financial performance will be evaluated regarding Lean
implementation. What are the expected returns on investment? What is an acceptable timetable
for realizing the benefits of transformation? Does net present value (NPV) make the most sense
for justifying the business case of Lean transformation?
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6.3.4 Summary of LAI Tools
The X-Matrix is a great tool for identifying a quick snapshot of relative alignment among four
principal axes. There are several limitations to such a quick reference tool though. Most
notably, an exhaustive set of examples per axis would provide a complete picture of the degree
of alignment; however, would be prohibitively expensive to execute. Therefore, reducing the
examples included in each axis serves as the first approximation of the enterprise with respect to
the most visible or highest priority items - which is also enlightening. Third, the tool is
subjective per the evaluating group's perspective of the organization as illustrated by the
differences between the director group and executive group. Keep in mind that the directors
report to the executives.
The LESAT Tool contains much more information regarding the organization's ability to
transform into a lean enterprise. By separating the practices into Sections focused on leadership,
lifecycle and enabling; the tool helps transformation teams address specific areas of the
organization.
More worrisome is that of 54 evaluated practices, 10 were identified as areas that required
significant improvement by the majority of respondents. Although the tool provides information
regarding the relative need for improvement of each practice, the tool does not prescribe how to
engage in the transformation process or where to begin. That guidance is provided by the
Transformation Roadmap; see Figure 33 (Nightingale, 2010).
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Figure 33: Enterprise Transformation Roadmap (Nightingale, Mize, Srinivasan, 2010)
Therefore, selecting LAI tools appropriate to the level of effort, detail, and guidance desired
requires careful consideration of those dimensions. If an evaluation of high-level current state
alignment is desired, then group workshops are recommended where the X-Matrix can be
populated through collective discussion and collaboration since it can tend to benefit from
iteration. However, if a more detailed assessment of where enterprise capability and alignment
gaps exist, then the LESAT questionnaires are more appropriate since each participant is free to
judge the current state conditions as well as describe their preference for desired state conditions.
Ultimately though, neither X-Matrix nor LESAT are prescriptive enough to develop a detailed
transformation plan without additional guidance. The Transformation Roadmap is another tool
that helps bridge this gap; however, the ambiguity in definition preserves creativity in developing
a transformation plan appropriate to the organization's culture, direction, and circumstances.
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6.4 Eight Views of Enterprise Architecture (EA)
The Enterprise Architecture 8 Views framework (Nightingale/Rhodes, 2004, Nightingale (2009))
is an examination of the organization through multiple perspectives (Views) with special
emphasis on specific attributes through each. The framework is included in this evaluation of the
enterprise based on its extensive use in class projects and as a baseline for comparison against
Balanced Scorecard.
6.4.1 Introduction to EA 8 Views
The eight views of Enterprise Architecture are: Strategy, Process, Organization, Knowledge,
Policy / External Factors, Information Technology, Products and Service, see Figure 34. The
views are organized in a relational sense based on a generic enterprise. Strategy is shown at the
far left since it is typically where an organization begins to define its identity and value. Bi-
directional arrows indicate reciprocal influence of views. Strategy can influence Policy/External
Factors as well as be influenced by Policy/External Factors. Dashed lines indicate loose
relationships that may exist between views. Examination of each view will include consideration
among five major elements: Structure, Behavior, Artifacts, Measures, and Periodicity. Each
view will be described within the appropriate section whereas a description of the five elements
will be included here since they are common throughout.
Figure 34: EA 8 Views (Nightingale, 2009)
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Each element is considered in the context of the specific view being used to evaluate the
enterprise. Therefore, separate tables, see Table 10, can be combined into a matrix, see Table 11,
which aggregates the data from all views. The element of Structure refers to the form,
organization, or configuration of the enterprise components used to define the relationships.
Behavior refers to the operational characteristics or responses of that enterprise. Artifacts refer
to items produced by the enterprise. Measures are the quantifiable aspects of the enterprise.
Finally, Periodicity introduces the temporal aspect of activity and acting.
The benefit of performing independent evaluations of the enterprise through each view is the
increased attention to specific characteristics through the perspective of stakeholders whose view
that most strongly reflects. For example, executive teams tend to naturally perceive the
organization through the Strategy view; however, this bias often clouds their receptiveness of
feedback from other stakeholders such as Manufacturing, where the Process view may be more
dominant, or Sales, where the Products and Services views may be more influential.
Table 10: Generic View Table
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE, VIEW:
Definition of the Enterprise Architecture View...
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
= Example of Structure 1
= Example of Structure 2
Behavior Operational characteristic or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
= Example 1
= Example 2
Artifacts Items produced by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
- Artifact 1
" Artifact 2
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
" Measure 1
= Measure 2
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, ten ure, response time, etc...):
= Temporal consideration 1
" Temporal consideration 2
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Table 11: Enterprise Architecture Views Matrix
Policy/ Information
Strategy Process Organization Knowledge External o Products Service
Factors Tcnlg
Structure
Behavior
Artifacts
Measures
Periodcity
Therefore, a benefit of executing an Enterprise Architecture 8 Views analysis is similar to that of
implementing Balanced Scorecard: increased understanding of the enterprise in a holistic sense,
the bigger picture. The added benefit of aggregating the data onto a matrix is to identify areas of
overlaps where potential synergy may exist or the interdependencies of enterprise characteristics
that may not have been immediately apparent through decomposition and examination.
Consistent with BSC, the EA 8 View approach begins with an examination of Strategy.
6.4.2 Strategy
"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat.
"I don't much care where--," said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat.
"-so long as I get SOMEWHERE," Alice added as an explanation.
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk long enough."
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
Strategy is a plan of action devised to obtain a desired result. As illustrated in the above excerpt,
a strategy begins with an endpoint in mind. Although there "are many ways to skin a cat",
having no goal results in an infinite amount of possible strategies for achieving 'no goal'.
Therefore, when considering an enterprise through the Strategy View, the analysis focuses on the
degree of definition and appropriateness of the vision, strategic objectives, and direction. Table
12 includes an examination of Lentesco's enterprise through the Strategy view.
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Table 12: Lentesco - Strategy View
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE, STRATEGY VIEW:
This view represents strategic goals, vision and direction of the enterprise
including the business model; enterprise metrics and objectives
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
" Strategic plan documented as list of strategic objectives
= Vision and mission publicly posted on -line and in their office
Behavior Operational characteristics or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
= Strong preference to serving expectations of Board of Directors and Investor Group
- Heavily weighted towards tactical execution
" Centralized "command and control" or directive communication evident
= Data-driven decision-making
Artifacts Items produced to by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
- List of Strategic Objectives (Financial targets, Corporate Mission , Patient Value)
= PowerPoint presentations, Word documents, etc...
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
= Market Growth: Number of Modalities
- Market Capture: Reven ue Targets (1 year, 3 year)
" Financial Health: Gross Margin, Operating Margin, Cash Flow
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, tenure, response time, etc...):
= Ann ual definition of Corporate Strategy
= Quarterly reporting and revision
-Weekly executive team performance and calibration
The enterprise's current strategy heavily favors short-term survival over long-term sustainability
for several reasons: 1) to ensure existence in the long-term, you must first survive the short, 2)
enterprise leadership places greater utility on short-term financial results due to the amount of
uncertainty in achieving longer term targets, and 3) the executive team is prone to a mentality of
firefighting (reactive) rather than fireproofing (proactive) because there is greater certainty in
justifying the former.
The corporate culture is very risk-averse. This observation will be emphasized in greater detail
in subsequent sections; however, note that the fourth aspect of Behavior with respect to Strategy
is "data-driven decision-making". The dependency on data to inform decision-making
acknowledges a strong preference to justify action based on logical, almost causal, relationships.
This tendency supports the strategy of ensuring short-term survival so long as there is time to
collect data, contemplate options, and decide before external factors affect the decision.
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The absence of direct competition also favors the enterprise strategy since the products and
services provided have not been commoditized. The enterprise serves a small niche within
microsurgeries where the benefits of their technology and expertise outweigh the added costs.
Therefore, corporate strategy has been refined to focus on users where that added benefit is
greatest in an effort to reduce costs associated with convincing and converting users from
skeptics to believers and advocates.
6.4.3 Processes
"When one has finished building one's house, one suddenly realizes that in the process one has
learned something that one really needed to know in the worst way - before one began."
Friedrich Nietzche
Enterprise processes are often challenging to identify because some may be explicit and formally
documented through procedures, handbooks, or instructions; however, for small organizations,
most "enterprise processes" tend to be informal and ad hoc. The latter generalization holds truth
at Lentesco primarily due to the corporate desire to maintain flexibility as the company grows by
accepting the principle of minimum critical specification (Morgan, 1997).
Morgan writes, "Managers should define no more than is absolutely necessary to launch a
particular initiative or activity on its way." The executive team supports this attitude by virtue of
the absence of well-defined, documented processes - with the exception of the product design
process which is detailed and FDA-approved. However, the view on Process seems at odds with
the view on Strategy where direction is developed at the executive level and disseminated down
through the organizational structure, next section.
Table 13 (Grimson, 2007) is an assessment provided by the executive team, informed by the
agents principally responsible for executing these activities, regarding the company's sales and
operating planning process maturity. Although many processes have developed "organically",
the organization believes that their current state maturity is characteristic of Stage 3: Standard.
Although the processes exist, the assessment tool does not distinguish between the levels of
documentation of artifacts.
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Table 13: Lentesco Sales & Operation Planning (Grimson, 2007)
stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5
No SaoP Process lPllM- - -- -l~i~i- - - -fInWanied roat
Meetlegs & Colaboation e Sito Culture Discussed at top level - Staff Pre-Meetings eSupplier &customer data a Event driven meetings
-No meetings ementmeetings 'Executive S&OP Meetings incorporated supercede scheduled
%No collaboration Focus on financial goals 'Some supplier / customer m Suppliers & customers meetings
data participate in parts of 'Real-time access to
___ ___ meetings external data
Organition -No S&OP organization No formal S&OP function S &OP function Is part of 'Formal S&OP team - Throughout the
Components of S&OP are in other position: Product 'Executive partiopation organization, S&OP is
ther positions Manager, Supply Chain understood as a tool for
Manager optimizing company profit
Mesurements ' No measurements Measure how well ' Stage 2 plus: - Stage 3 plus: 'Stage4plus:
perations meets the sales - Sales measured on forecast ' New Product introduction - Company profitability
_an__ accuracy 'S&OP effectiveness
lioiniatian Technalogy 'Individual managers Keep Many spreadsheets Centralized information 'Bats process e Integraed SgOP
own spreadsheets Some consolidation, but eRevenue or operations ' Revenue 8 operations optimization software
'Noconsolidation of one manually planning software optimization software- link ' Full interface with ERP,
information to ERP but not jointly accounting, forecasting
optimized - Real-time solver
SSLOP workbench
S&OP Pla interation 'No formal planning -Sales plan drives * Some plan integration a Plans highly integrated ' Seamless integration of
-Operations attemptsto Operations -sequential process in -Concurrent & collaborative plans
meet incoming orders Top-down process direction only process ' Process focuses on profit
Capacity utilization - Bottom up plans - ' Constraints applied in both optimization for whole
:_ynamics ignored tempered by business goals directions company
Source: Grimson and Pyke, 2007
Table 14 provides an analysis of the enterprise through the Process View which addresses the
shortcomings of the above tool: artifacts and periodicity. Although the Sales and Operation
Planning (S&OP) process analysis above lacks some consideration present in the EA 8 Views,
the model contains prescriptive measures for developing maturity in S&OP.
Table 14: Lentesco - Process View
ENT ERPRISE ARCHIT ECTURE, PROCESS VIEW:
Core leadership, lifecycle, and enabling processes by which the enterprise
creates value for its stakeholders
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
= Fragmented, ad hoc enterprse processes (lack standardization)
a Few standardized, processes
Behavior Operational characteristics or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
a Strong preference to serving processes that interactwith customers (Sales, Business Development)
= Highly competitive and individualistic performance (focus is on "my area of responsibility")
= Lack of enterprise process interdependencies within each group ("us versus them")
Artifacts Items produced to by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
= Formal Product Development Process (PDP) is documented and FDA-approved
a Employee handbook, manuals, documentation libraries
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
- No known metrics for measuring processes
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, tenure, response time, etc...):
* Frequency of FDA-audits unclear
a Frequency of intemal Lean Manufacturing process improvement unclear
= Frequency of enterprise process examination /revision unclear (Finance, HR, etc...)
a Expiration of training and/orcertification unclear
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An interesting result of the ad hoc nature of process definition is the increasingly
compartmentalized identification of employees. Rather than building a culture based on
teamwork aimed at achieving company strategic objectives, each individual or group bases their
work on the accepted social norms within their functional area to be aligned to those particular
processes. For example, the executive team appears to communicate with each other primarily
through e-mail. This ad hoc process is a consequence of the amount of travel that certain
members within the executive team perform as part of their duties. Other groups within the
organization; however, appear to favor face-to-face communication due to the open, shared
workspace and co-location of many different functional groups.
Another example of the development of an ad hoc process is the method for communicating
customer feedback to Management and Engineering. The most evident type of communication
through this channel is in the form of customer complaints; however, the information
communicated is not always as substantive as needed to inform action. In most cases, the group
will contact the sales representative to solicit additional information or explanation regarding the
details of the issue. Engineering is often at a loss for direction with respect to defined priorities
which results in additional ad hoc processes to seek clarification and guidance.
As mentioned repeatedly, however, the product development process (PDP) is well-defined out
of necessity. In order to conduct business in the medtech industry, the organization must have an
FDA-approved PDP. As shown in the previous section, Section 5.3.2: X-Matrix, the PDP sub-
processes are the only processes that align well to either metrics or stakeholder values. This
indicates that although the development of ad hoc processes preserves flexibility, that flexibility
comes at the cost of alignment. Moreover, if each ad hoc process were developed in isolation to
be as independently efficient as possible, this optimization at the sub-processes level may lead to
inefficiencies at the enterprise level due to redundancy in behavior (conversations, meetings, e-
mails), artifacts (surveys, databases) and structure (processes, procedures).
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6.4.4 Organization
"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond
our measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. We ask ourselves, Who am
I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child
of God. Your playing small does not serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about
shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as
children do. We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in
some of us; it's in everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence
automatically liberates others." (Williamson, 1972)
Lentesco's organizational makeup can be categorized into three principal buckets: physical,
social and formal. The physical architecture (structure) is easily perceived through a tour of their
facilities. The layout of the top floor is designed to take advantage of collaboration while
respecting the need for specific departments to have privacy, namely human resources and
finance. The organization's preference for teamwork is embodied in the collection of desks (no
cubicles or walls) in the main area of the office. Individuals are grouped together based on the
frequency of their interactions so that a much leaner organization (efficient) is encouraged
without compromising communication (effectiveness). This design seems to account for what
Tom Allen and David Kim identified in Kim's thesis (Kim, 2008), see Figure 35. Walls display
their numerous patents, value delivery message per modality, and several scorecards designed to
increase transparency.
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Figure 35: Communication Preferences
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The large open office space is framed by a large wall of windows with desks facing the outside,
private offices housing key employees requiring the privacy, and the kitchen and small dining
space - although that space's designation is not static at all. Team meetings take place around
tables in the dining space; an example of the organization's creativity and resourcefulness.
Another example of resourcefulness, and humility, is best captured by the dual role of the
coveted corner room: that of CEO's office and secondary conference room. The remainder of
the manufacturing space, located on the second floor, also reflects the company's strong need to
maximize the value of every square inch. Seemingly bursting at the seams, the company has no
room for waste or waste of room. The physical constraints of the building have served to focus
the organization's attention internally on how to best create value with limited resources. This
phenomenon carries over into the second bucket of organizational makeup, social.
The second component of organization is the social architecture (Bennis, 2007). As noted above,
the layout of the facility already exhibits the social characteristics that Lentesco values:
resourcefulness, creativity, openness, teamwork, and humility. The attributes that helped
catapult Lentesco to its current stage of market penetration are still nurtured and valued since
they're needed to replicate those successes in other new modalities as the company grows both
vertically and horizontally given their new focus account strategy. Lentesco's social architecture
is represented by what Bennis and Nanus call collegial and formalistic architecture; see Table 15.
Note that Lentesco's self-assessment regarding corporate social architecture is highlighted.
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Table 15: Lentesco Self-Assessment
Table 1: THREE STYLESOF SOCIAL ARCHITECTURE
Formalisdc Collegial
Direction from Discussion,
authority agreement
Rules, laws, Interpersonal,
rewards, group
punishments commitments
What "we" think
Superior and feel
Compliance Consensus
Values / Behavio
Basis for decisior
Form of control
Source of power
Desired end
To be avoided
Position relative
others
Human
relationships
Basis for growth
r
to
Failure to reach
consensus
Personalistic
Directions from
within
Actions aligned
with self-concept
What I think and
feel
Self-actualization
Not being "true to
oneself"
Hierarchical Peer Individual
Individually
Structured Group-oriented oriented
Following the Peer group Acting on
established order membership awareness of self
from Leaders: Strategies for Taking Charge Chapter 4, pg 129
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Deviation from
authoritative
direction; taking
risks
.... . ......... ................................
This should come as no surprise considering that Lentesco was founded by an academic, one of
the original researchers who developed the technological innovation while at MIT. The
formalistic influence of social architecture arises from the relative ease of enforcing a "command
and control" style organization when the largest resource constraint is time.
As Bennis explains, "the company was founded on an engineering concept that few people
believed in... the company's chief founder had been associated with universities and brought his
scientific values to the company." "...information is often transferred through verbal, face-to-
face communication, and there is a strong value that encourages information sharing." "This
particular structure seems particularly well suited to rapidly growing and highly competitive
scientific technologies that rely on aggressive research and development divisions."
Therefore, based on this description and observation, Lentesco has successfully architected a
culture that is conducive to success in their environment and pressures. Additional evidence that
supports this classification is the newly founded Human Resources workgroup and Strategy
workgroup (Steering Committees) that have been created within the last few months to evaluate
and inform the direction of the company. Both groups are comprised of self-nominating
employees who have an interest in improvement; the groups are encouraged by the CEO. In
some cases though, support is in the form of the absence of direct challenge. The latter group
will have to justify their findings to the CEO and the remainder of the executive team before full
support and implementation can take place; however, the spirit of "what we think and feel" is
very much prevalent at Lentesco since few initiatives resort to positional power or hierarchy;
which brings us to our final category of organizational consideration: formal.
The formal organization was shared in Figure 16 before. Although the org chart is a convenient
tool for communicating the reporting structure, it does little to communicate the actual matrix-
oriented nature in operation. Therefore, one of the tasks of the aforementioned HR workgroup is
to conduct an interaction survey to identify the social networks that facilitate execution of the
business as well as personal networks that may be useful for disseminating information
throughout. Equally important from the study is the identification of "information
clearinghouses" or hubs within that network that help facilitate information and knowledge
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transfer. An added benefit of knowing who these hubs are is the impact that this information has
on the scalability of the organization. As new employees are added, pairing can be designed in
mentorship programs and accelerated movement through learning curves.
Therefore, whether intentional or not, Lentesco has architected an organization from a physical,
social and formal standpoint that satisfies the current demands on the enterprise. Although the
architecture is adequate, there is always room for improvement. Potential improvements can be
made in the following areas and manners:
Physical: the separation of engineering from operations on the floor creates a potential
mental barrier (the proverbial wall) that may prove problematic in the future. As the
company grows, should a new facility be occupied, the recommendation is to co-locate
supervisors and process managers (Hammer, 1999) with the processes that they oversee.
Such co-location will improve the channels of communication throughout the internal
value delivery chain.
Social: the current social architecture is very collegial (as described above); however,
academia tends to suffer from committee overload and analysis paralysis as consensus
takes time. Therefore, in high clockspeed (Fine, 1998) situations (call for rapid decision-
making), this social architecture may impede the enterprise's need for responsiveness.
To hedge for this potential development, the organization is encouraged to develop a
categorized decision-making and autonomy matrix, see Table 16 (Shapiro, 2009).
Table 16: D-1-C-N Framework
Decide Inform Consult Negotiate
Speed Quickest Quick Slow Slowest
Effort Least Less More Most
Cost <$25 <$100 < $500 > $500
Impact Self Group Department Company
Resources Minimal Small Moderate Large
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Adapted from model presented in 15.665 Power & Negotiation
Formal: The organization may benefit from a process re-engineering effort that
emphasizes process managers (engineers) who can standardize and own a specific portion
of the value delivery chain. This approach creates subject matter experts who can then be
incorporated in the social architecture through apprenticeship (mentor) programs to
facilitate knowledge creation, capture, and transfer.
Table 17 includes a simplified representation of the organization using the template established
earlier in this section. The Structure includes physical and cultural considerations. The
prevailing Behavior of the organization is very frenetic and reactive. The organization has
matured from an ability to solve problems which supports a firefighting mentality. The most
obvious Artifacts include the organizational chart, externally-facing employees, and the approach
developed in the BSC initiative: workgroups. Workgroups are continuing to grow in size and
stakeholder backgrounds resulting in cross-functional team alignment.
Table 17: Lentesco - Organization View
ENT ERPRISE ARCHITECTURE, ORGANIZATION VIEW:
Represents organizational structure as well as relationships, culture,
behaviors, and boundaries between individuals, teams and organizations
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
- Largest divide is between nationally-dispersed Sales Group and co-located Functional Teams
= Office space is very open: workstation (desks) format, limited closed offices
- Manufacturing space segmented and cramped
" Start-up, Entrepreneurial Culture
= Fu nctional groups - Operations, Engineering, Business Development, Sales, HR, Finance, etc
= Affiliation based on functional group reporting notas a unified company mentality
Behavior Operational characteristics or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
- Fast-paced, data-driven decision making
m Tactical, execution-based culture
= Evident pathway-dependent evolution
Artifacts Items produced to by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
= Organization chart based on reporting structure
= Extemal interfaces based on surgeon -centric customerfocu s
= Alignment efforts underway with Balance Scorecard Initiative
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
" Effortto convert "lagging" indicators to "leading" indicators
= Customer feedback through salesgroup
" Current incentive structure heavily weighted to Sales & Business Development
- Balanced scorecard initiative
Periodicity Thetemporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, tenure, responsetime, etc...):
" Employee turnover (highest in sales group based on performance expectations)
= On-going strategy meetings is influencing current senior management thinking (We're making a
difference , value-added proposition is gaining traction) Organization linked to Strategy Alignment
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The identifiable Measures of the organization are listed in Table 17. However, other relevant
measures of the organization include the number of management layers, number of functional
groups, number of employees per group, and amount of redundancy for contingency operations.
Additionally, the number of open positions, types of positions, employee tenure, employee
satisfaction, and number of direct reports per VP/Director/Manager/Supervisor would also be
important metrics contributing to enterprise behavior in the form of competition, collaboration,
trust, and loyalty.
In the end, future organizational architecture must consider the characteristics that the leadership
team identifies as critical to success: versatility and scalability. As Hammer notes, "companies
should standardize as much as possible without interfering with their ability to meet diverse
customers' needs." Therefore, diversification in the organizational structure should be
considered where necessary or beneficial for meeting tomorrow's needs while recognizing the
human element of organizations - let each employee's light shine.
6.4.5 Knowledge
"Knowledge is power. Rather, knowledge is happiness, because to have knowledge - broad,
deep knowledge - is to know true ends from false, and lofty things from low. To know the
thoughts and deeds that have marked man's progress is to feel the great heartthrobs of humanity
through the centuries; and if one does not feel in these pulsations a heavenward striving, one
must indeed be deaf to the harmonies of life." (Keller, 1902)
Implicit knowledge at Lentesco can be observed in the numerous patents awarded that protect
their technological innovation, the various databases containing internal and external
performance measures, as well as additional databases that contain user feedback and
recommendations. As highlighted in previous sections, Lentesco prides itself in being a "data-
driven" organization; however, the desire to collect data has resulted in volumes of information
stored in multiple, segregated databases thus creating an extensive library of potentially useful
information. The complication then develops, how does information transform to knowledge?
What benefit is a library if the volumes are scarcely utilized to inform decisions?
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Knowledge can best be described as 'familiarity of information', i.e. understanding of facts and
data. Knowledge is acquired by analyzing, interpreting, and internalizing information.
Therefore, organizations may be well-equipped to handle information through intricate IT
systems; however, they may fail to convert information into knowledge by not architecting an
organization that allows employees to reflect on the information flowing through the system.
Peter Drucker calls this "discretionary time" where individuals create time within their schedules
to reflect. Everyone can become an effective executive (Drucker, 1967) with time and practice.
Table 18: Lentesco - Knowledge View
ENT ERPRISE ARCHIT ECTURE, KNOWLEDGE VIEW:
Represents the implicit and tacit knowledge, capabilities, and intellectual
property resident in the enterprise
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
- Collected information notexpressly converted to actionable "applied knowledge"
- "Tacit knowledge" appears to be domain -specific per modality
- Value-based intellectual property protected through patents
Behavior Operational ch aracteristics or Response (ilities, open ness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
" Tacit knowledge" not currently shared th rough best practice workshops
" Continuous "re-inventing the wheel" approach observed in developing new modality markets
= Tacit knowledge" predominantly affected by short-term results oriented company focus
- Strong desire to transform to a "learning organization"
Artifacts Items produced to by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
- Limited useful documentation of "tacit knowledge"
- Volumes of separate databases with useful information /feedback remain u nderutilized
= Patents protect process and product specific intellectual property
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
- Numberof patents
- No other known metrics for "tacit knowledge" creation, capture or exchange
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, tenure, response time, etc...):
- Employee "return on investment"-centric time affects exchange (when will there be time?)
" On-going strategy meetings is influencing currentsenior managementthin king (We're making a
difference, value-added proposition is gaining traction) Knowledge acknowledged as Value -Locus
Therefore, for an enterprise to create knowledge, time must be allocated to the process of
generating knowledge. The process that results in implicit knowledge is often referred to as
research and development while the process that results in tacit knowledge is often referred to as
experience. Since implicit knowledge is much easier to track or budget for, it generally receives
more attention within innovative enterprises. The latter is much more difficult to manage since
there are no distinguishable characteristics between reflection, day-dreaming, or wasting time
(Katz, 2009). Capturing knowledge can take shape in a myriad ways but typically are embodied
in the individuals of an organization or intellectual property, see Table 18.
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Hard Soft
- Patents Tacit knowledge
- disclosed information about - core competences - focused
novel and useful invention knowledge
- legal monopoly for a fixed - distinctive capabilities -
period of time integration know-how
- Trademarks - often difficult to articulate in a
- right to use a distinctive sign to way that is meaningful and
identify offer complete
- Copyright - slow and costly to communicate
- exclusive rights to the execution - ambiguous, needs face-to-face
of a design, such as an commumcation, prone to errors
innovation of interpretation
- Trade secrets - often contextually dependent
- protect covered secrets in - maybe causally ambiguous: "so
perpetuity complex that thefirm itself let
- misappropriation is theft alone its competitors, does not
understand them"
Figure 36: Implicit versus Tacit Knowledge (Davies, 2009)
Thankfully, tacit knowledge is also much more difficult to imitate, see Figure 36. The result is
that tacit knowledge must be transferred through experience. Facilitating knowledge transfer
begins with understanding where knowledge resides in an organization. As mentioned in the
section on Organization, apprenticeships or mentor programs may be used to encourage
knowledge exchange. Since knowledge is also contextually dependent, requiring
acknowledgement of various applicable conditions, it cannot be easily documented or stored in
databases, presentations, reports, or other conventional formats.
However, knowledge is not as pessimistic an undertaking as it may seem. Luis J. Maseda, SDM
alum and Senior Director of Product Development for another medtech company, articulated it
best when he said, "Knowledge is where the value lies, and Strategy is how to deliver that
value". Understanding knowledge enables an organization to leverage that value through
operations. Recognizing that Lentesco is currently suffering from information overload, the
organization requires an initial filter that will selectively target specific information that can be
used to inform strategic decision-making.
The organization's recent revelation of "focus accounts" is an example of tacit knowledge. By
reviewing the company's relative revenue contribution based on individual customers, the
leadership team was able to identify a new corporate strategy that will be used to guide their
market creation and early capture phase within each modality. This understanding has profound,
far-reaching implications as the entire organization will be educated and aligned to that new
strategy. The obvious immediately affected stakeholders include the sales and business
development groups; however, manufacturing, quality, engineering, and finance may realize new
prioritization of their tasks based on the focus account strategy.
In order for Lentesco to continue to grow and maintain market leader status, the organization
must develop some mechanisms that target knowledge. The enterprise's ability to deliver on
versatility and value robustness while scaling to meet future needs relies heavily on how well the
enterprise can discover their value and niche within the business ecosystem, Figure 15.
As the business ecosystem evolves, the organization will need to concentrate their efforts on
developing the right kind of knowledge that is itself versatile, robust, and scalable.
Recommendations for a process-oriented organizational structure emphasizing standardization
and honoring required diversity is a must to maintaining competitive advantage.
Apprenticeships and mentor programs will allow the organization to grow in a highly scalable
manner as "partnerships" enable smoother knowledge exchange.
6.4.6 Policy / External Factors
"He [Aureliano 1I] had already understood that he would never leave that room, for it was
foreseen that the city of mirrors (or mirages) would be wiped out by the wind and exiled from the
memory of men at the precise moment when Aureliano Babilonia would finish deciphering the
parchments, and that everything written on them was unrepeatable since time immemorial and
forever more, because races condemned to one hundred years of solitude did not have a second
opportunity on earth."
Gabriel Garcia-Marquez, 100 Years of Solitude
The Policy / External Factors View for the enterprise include consideration of the
aforementioned external markets which include Factors of Production, Value Chain, and
Competition. A summary of the evaluation is provided in Table 19.
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Table 19: Lentesco - Policy/External Factors View
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE, POLICY / EXTERNAL FACTORS VIEW:
The external regulatory, political and societal environments in which the
enterprise operates
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
- RA/QAfunctional group interfaces with Regulatory agency (FDA)
- Functional groups interface with Labor Markets
" Business Development/ Sales groups interface with Product Markets
- Finance /CEO interface with Capital Markets
Behavior Operational characteristics or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
= Regulatory requirements definition and compliance performed by RA/QA
= Line managers very active in identifying resource needs, candidates, interviewing and training
- HR group ensures enabling systems of employing individuals exist (payroll, access cards, etc...)
- Engineering receives customer feedback through Business Development / Sales Representatives
= Limited visibility within organization of whatcommitments have been made to the Board of Directors
Artifacts Items produced to by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
- FDA-approval of products and product development process
- Open position descriptions provided by line managers
" Limited evidence of effective, documented feedback to Engineering
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
- Number of approved products
= Employee Satisfaction
- Continued Financing (Cash on Hand)
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, tenure, response time, etc...):
= An nual review of products and processes by FDA
- Employee tum over / ten ure affects satisfaction levels
- Burn rate affects financing needs
The enterprise's principal focus regarding External Factors is FDA-approval. Since their
products and services are within the medtech industry and used in the treatment of humans, the
company must demonstrate safety and effectiveness annually to maintain approval.
Additionally, as mentioned in the Process View and in the previous section (LAI tools), the
organization's best described Key Processes are within the product development processes which
are mandated by the FDA. Therefore, compliance is a pre-requisite to engaging in business
operations as evidenced in the enterprise's timeline, Figure 11. Prior to receiving FDA approval
of the modality, the organization did not invest in filling all the roles on the executive team.
The enterprise's interface with Labor Markets is driven by line managers (hiring managers). The
process for approving open positions requires that the line managers develop a justification for
the needed resource. The case is presented to the CFO for review and approval - HR currently
reports to the CFO of the organization. Once approved, the line manager is allowed to post the
position and begin soliciting or recruiting candidates.
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Candidates are then brought in for interviews based on the position and level of interaction the
individual would have within the organization. A desirable candidate will be identified by the
line manager based on the feedback from the interviewing group. HR will be notified of the
decision and an offer is extended to the appropriate candidate. Notice that HR is not as actively
involved in the process of identifying needs, defining roles, recruiting applicants or selecting
candidates. The role of HR, in the current organization, is to serve as the enabling system for the
organization to execute talent acquisition activities. Therefore, this behavior results in additional
time pressures on the line managers to balance their activities between filling gaps by doing the
required tasks or embarking in the process of adding resources.
The interface with Product Markets is particularly unique within the enterprise structure.
Although the company sells directly to Hospitals and provides service to end-users (surgeons),
the makeup of the business model can be considered business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-
customer (B2C) depending on the particular perspective of the evaluator. Consider the business-
to-customer (original equipment manufacturer) model; the organization delivers solutions to end-
users in a fashion that allows direct interaction and market feedback (sales, trends, complaints,
etc...). Therefore, the enterprise should be capable of interacting with customers in an efficient
manner that enables the Voice of the Customer to be incorporated in corporate strategy.
However, the organization does not seem to be managing this Knowledge effectively. Why?
Consider the enterprise as a business-to-business model, the organization is providing a product
and services to the hospital. The hospital, in turn, has employees use the equipment to deliver
value to its customers, patients. Therefore, although the enterprise has direct access to the end-
users, the users themselves can be considered "operators" of the equipment while purchasing and
utilization rates are still determined by other agents within the system, hospital administrators.
The enterprise's response to this complication is to focus on the influential surgeons who can
drive adoption within their practices. That is, by focusing on high profile surgeons, the
enterprise hopes to replicate the sales strategy of conventional commercial marketing of
children's toys. Translated quite simply, if the child demands it, the parent will buy it; in this
case, if the surgeon demands it, the hospital will buy it.
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However, how does this dichotomy influence the enterprise's ability to incorporate feedback to
Engineering? In the B2B model, although market adoption is driven by surgeon demand, the
decision to buy is made at the hospital administration level. Therefore, the enterprise must invest
time in learning what the needs or priorities are of this group.
To continue the analogy, some parents may place a high priority on product safety and therefore
will consider the company's reputation, materials in their products, and overall appropriateness
of the product for their child. Similarly with hospitals, some hospitals will exhibit highly risk-
averse behavior and avoid technological innovations where substantial proof of efficacy has not
been established. Other hospitals will focus on their own reputation of leading the industry and
will gravitate towards new technologies quickly without much proof, see Figure 37.
Figure 37: Adoption Curve (Rogers, 1962)'
Table 20: Description of Adopter Classifications - Lentesco
Innovators
Early Adopters
Early Majority
Late Majority
Laggards
High Risk-takers
Moderate Risk-takers
Low Risk-takers
Moderate Risk-averse
High Risk-averse
Surgeon
Surgeon / Administrator
Hospital Administrator
Administrator / Insurance
Insurance
O.R. Performance
O.R. Efficiency
Business Case
Patient-driven
Patient Efficacy
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Table 20 specifies the generic adoption curve to Lentesco's medical devices. The current
business strategy acknowledges that decision power resides in highly influential surgeons who
are able to drive adoption at their respective practices: hospitals or clinics. However, as this
category of adopters saturates, the company must shift their tactics to include Hospital
Administrators since this group of stakeholders will exhibit greater influence in select hospitals
where business decisions are based on bottom-line thinking, cost reduction.
Moreover, as the company continues to penetrate adopter categories per modality, the enterprise
focus will eventually lead to addressing the needs of insurance companies or governmental
agencies - in light of recent legislation regarding national healthcare. The latter adopter groups
are more concerned with overall cost of healthcare delivery and patient efficacy. Therefore, the
company must initiate projects that will satisfy the needs of these stakeholders with emerging
decision-making power in the future state of the enterprise.
The adoption curve approach presented here reconciles the tension between B2B and B2C
mental models since it addresses the principal enterprise concern: residence of decision-making
power. Since the enterprise has multiple modalities, each with its own adoption curve; the
executive team must define corporate strategy that allows definition at the execution level
between the product managers and sales representatives. Therefore, a strong tie is highlighted
with respect to Strategy and Policy / External Factors; however, another enabling view is
Information Technology (IT) which will be addressed in the next section.
6.4.7 Information Technology
"Information technology and business are becoming inextricably interwoven. I don't
think anybody can talk meaningfully about one without talking about the other."
Bill Gates
The Information Technology View focuses on enterprise needs with respect to the flow and
storage of information within the organization. Therefore, this view examines the information
flowing through the system as well as the system itself. Table 21 captures high-level
observations of the organization's IT systems.
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Table 21: Lentesco - Information Technology View
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
= IT services outsou rced to a 3 rd party vendor
- Shared IT services
= Fragmented databases, some duplication
- Shared network drives
Behavior Operational characteristics or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
a Information exchanges th rough e-mails
= Information overload, no one person monitors data activity
a No one analyzes information periodically to inform decision -making
Artifacts Items produced to by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
= Multiple databases
= Information traceability via e-mails
" No standardized method of storing information (Word reports, PowerPoint presentations, other...)
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
= Numberof databases
- Number of entries per database
" No known metrics for measuring accuracy of data
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, tenure, response time, etc...):
" No tracking of data refresh rates
- No tracking of data expiration
IT services have been outsourced to a third party vendor since the organization is still small
enough not to require in-house domain expertise in this enabling infrastructure. Components of
the IT system have been developed in response to mandates. For example, one of the various
databases exists to capture and resolve customer complaints due to FDA regulation. However,
the system does not display information in a meaningful way for all internal stakeholders to act
upon. Therefore, a second database has been developed to supplement information from the first
with additional information that helps inform the activities of the quality and engineering groups.
Although the databases contain an enormous amount of information regarding company
performance (financial and yield rates), information is also stored on shared network drives. Use
of the shared drives does not seem to be as prevalent as the use of e-mails and e-mail
attachments. Since many of the professional staff members (sales representatives and product
managers) travel extensively, this workaround process seems logical given the extensive use of
e-mail on cellular devices. However, alternative solutions such as virtual private networks
(VPN) and cloud services may enable the company to access shared information remotely as file
sizes increase beyond the reasonable limitations of carrier networks.
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ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY VIEW:
The information needs of the enterprise, including flow of information as well
as the systems and technologies needed to ensure information availability
Another form of information flow within the enterprise is verbal communication. The open
office space architecture mentioned earlier encourages face-to-face communication which is
critical for communicating abstract concepts. Additionally, this form of information flow
expedites information transfer explicitly. Although verbal communication lacks a demonstrable
artifact capturing the information exchange, this method improves the likelihood of mutual
understanding.
Therefore, although e-mail and verbal communication are acceptable forms of effective
information exchange, the manner in which the organization manages information may not scale
as the company grows in employee size and complexity of information, file size. As the
company grows, additional employees become added sources of information therefore placing a
higher burden on the existing information technology systems. Similarly, as the complexity of
the information exchanged continues to grow in the form of standardized document types
(attachments) as well as the information contained therein (graphics, sketches, figures, etc...),
the capacity demands on the IT network will be taxed heavily assuming that present convention
remains unaltered.
Based on the potential future state limitations to the present form of information exchange, the
enterprise should invest in some measures that identify employee reliance on local hard drives,
network folders, and servers. If the company hopes to increase teamwork and encourage virtual
communities to share information in an efficient manner, then the IT structure, behavior,
artifacts, and measures must be aligned to promote that change.
Inadvertently addressed here is an aspect of periodicity. For example, information stored in
conventional file formats (Word, PowerPoint, and Excel) has an added benefit of document
properties which can be used to capture update history. Google shared sites provides another
inexpensive alternative where specific users can be granted access to materials posted on-line.
The service is superior to the shared network folders in its ability to retain document history.
That is, files with the same name are uploaded as versions of the same document. Therefore, if a
previous version of the file is required, it is still accessible via this structure vice overwriting.
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6.4.8 Products
Lentesco designs total product solutions leveraging the patent-protected intellectual property (IP)
licensed from MIT. The product architecture is fairly modular since the capital equipment
required to use the consumable products is identical across modalities. The design of the
consumable components does depend on the specific geometry of the procedure; therefore,
modular product architecture allows the company to expand into new modalities without
requiring the design of an entirely new system. Moreover, the modularity of the product design
exploits the boundaries of IP as well. The organization maintains control of their value-add
components while leveraging outsourced critical components to strategic partners and other less
critical components to companies of lesser consequence.
Table 22: Lentesco - Products View
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE, PRODUCTS VIEW:
This view represents the products developed by the enterprise; key
platforms; modular vs. integral architectures, etc.
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relationships):
- Platform product design based on capital equipment
= Modular product architecture: consumable design
" Research and Development contained within Engineering
Behavior Operational characteristics or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
- Design innovation remains in-house
- Critical components outside resident competency are outsourced to strategic partners
- Majority of other components sourced from companies with weak information sharing
- Leverage versatility of product architecture to grow other modalities
Artifacts Items produced by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
- Razorblade model potential (platform plus consumables)
= Product Development Process documents (FDA regulated)
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
- Number of unique consumables designs
= Version of platform design
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, tenure, response time, etc...):
n Version control of platform
= Product Development lifecycle
Table 22 captures some of the most obvious examples of the enterprise architecture as it relates
to Products. Although the previous discussion emphasized the product architecture, the
enterprise architecture is affected by the product architecture in the residence of value generated
by the products themselves. For instance, recall Figure 15, Lentesco has reluctantly relinquished
value to partner companies, third party service providers, and vendors as needed.
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However, the organization was not always aware of where value resided in the ecosystem.
When their products were first launched, the organization attempted to introduce their
consumables to hospitals where the capital equipment already existed. This strategy hoped to
exploit the hospital's desire to increase utility rates of their equipment as well as the operating
room staff knowledge of their core technology. This strategy was marginally successful due to
the limitations of the existing capital equipment with respect to power. Essentially, the
functionality and potential benefit of their consumable products were unrealized due to the
generic design of the platform for other systems.
Recognizing that their Product relied heavily on the capital equipment's capabilities, the
organization identified a suitable off-the-shelf capital equipment supplier and entered into a
strategic partnership to secure this critical portion of the supply chain. However, the influence of
Products on the enterprise architecture does not end there. As the consumables product
development has evolved, the organization continues to realize the interdependencies between
the consumables and the capital equipment. Therefore, user needs have begun to drive
consumable design requirements as well as capital equipment design requirements. The design
requirements of capital equipment are defined internally within the Lentesco enterprise. Open
sharing of user feedback and capability demands does not appear to be a part of the relationship
with the capital equipment supplier.
Additionally, by withholding user feedback regarding the direction of the supplier's design,
Lentesco retains a firm chokehold on the user experience and feedback loop. Doing so allows
Lentesco to decide where the product innovation to meet customer demands will take place,
within the consumables or the capital equipment. Focusing product innovation efforts on the
consumable products preserves greater value contribution to the overall solution for Lentesco;
which, in turn, justifies premiums for in-house product development and cost reduction
initiatives for suppliers who contribute less to the overall solution. However, Products are not
the only source of value within the business ecosystem. The next section will discuss Services
and the enterprise architecture consideration with respect to this particular perspective.
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6.4.9 Services
Services have become a hot topic recently within the Lentesco organization. It appears as though
the value migration theory proposed by Suarez, see Figure 38, which modified the original value
migration theory presented by Abernathy and Utterback is alive and well within this niche
market. Although the products are still under -serving the needs of the customer, Lentesco's
efforts to push adoption have uncovered several key discoveries. The "ease of use" of the
product is incredibly important to establish a solid first impression and interest in continued
usage. However, the "ease of use" factor can be attributed to all points of innovation: product,
process and service.
Industry Value Migration Points
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Figure 38: Innovation Migration (Utterback, 2009)
For example, a well-designed, intuitive product that does not significantly alter user behavior
will exhibit high "ease of use" due to the user's familiarity with existing products or processes.
However, a novel product can be successfully introduced to classes of users based on the
characteristics identified in Figure 37 and Table 20. Process innovation is typically a cost-
focused lifecycle and is always a concern for entrepreneurial organizations since their cash
position does not allow for extravagance or luxuries. As mentioned in the Process section,
Lentesco has invested in defining formal processes where mandated; otherwise, processes are
allowed to develop ad hoc as the needs of the organization demand.
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Service innovation, however, is an interesting development at Lentesco due to the emerging
corporate strategy. As previously discussed and illustrated in Table 20, the first stage of user
adoption is to focus on influential surgeons with strong decision-making power. Therefore,
establishing a boutique-like, service-oriented enterprise benefits the organization in this early
phase of market capture. Table 23 captures some specific examples related to Services.
Table 23: Lentesco - Services View
ENTERPRISEARCHITECTURE, SERVICES VIEW:
This view represents the services delivered by the enterprise, including in
support of the products
Structure Form, organization, or configuration (component relation ships):
* Service activities included in sales representative duties
* 2 year service contract bundled with equipmentsales to hospitals (not to th ird party vendors)
* Productservice performed by a small group of service technicians
Behavior Operational characteristics or Response (ilities, openness, competitive, collaborative, etc...):
- Services can be customized to specific customer needs (boutique)
= Very responsive service department (boutique)
= Focus is on product availability (up-time)
- Sales representative is preferred point of contact
Artifacts Items produced by the enterprise (lists, e-mails, reports, databases, etc...):
- Service contracts (bundled with capital equipment sales)
m Generic customer service page available on website
- Customer complaint database (FDA mandated)
Measures The quantifiable aspects of the enterprise (market share, quality, customer satisfaction, etc...):
= No known specific metrics for tracking customer service
Periodicity The temporal aspects of the enterprise (life-cycle, clock-speeds, ten ure, response time, etc...):
- Order fulfillment time
" Response/Resolution time
" Service cycle times
One critical observation of the above Services view of the enterprise architecture is the focus on
system availability or "uptime". The reason for ensuring system uptime is quite simple since the
consumable products can only be consumed if the capital equipment is operable and available.
Therefore, should the capital equipment ever require maintenance, it's in Lentesco's best interest
to expeditiously return the product to operable status. However, early sales of their products did
not mandate service agreement contracts. Therefore, when the product system did go down,
surgeons converted to alternative procedures and equipment sat idle waiting for repair services to
be approved through the hospital's internal business processes. Delays in the hospitals approval
process added to the overall downtime of the system leading to missed revenue opportunities.
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The solution to the latter problem became a matter of elimination. By including service
agreement contracts into the purchase of the capital equipment, Lentesco hopes that hospitals
will be incentivized to take advantage of their service agreements and alert sales representatives
of product issues in a timelier manner. Additionally, alternative measures can be exercised on an
as-needed basis such as loaner capital equipment in the form of the sales representative's demo
product. Ultimately, this strategy on Service encourages higher utilization rate of their product.
Another aspect of Service is the personalized attention that early adopters will experience. The
boutique approach to influential surgeons has limitations. The strategy is not scalable without
incurring significant expense. Additionally, the population of highly influential surgeons will
eventually become fully saturated by this approach. Therefore, Lentesco must consider how this
Service strategy can be replicated in later adoption classes. For instance, as hospital
administrators become the dominant source of decision-making power, how can Lentesco cater
to the needs of this group? The inclusion of the service agreements in the purchase of the capital
equipment is one example of this shift in customer needs. Near-term customer demands will
eventually shift all innovation focus to developing the business case: cost-effective. However,
since Lentesco's products and services add cost to the microsurgical solution, the enterprise must
demonstrate value that justifies the cost-benefit dilemma. To that end, services that improve
total cost of patient healthcare delivery or patient outcome will become critical to success.
6.4.10 Summary of EA 8 Views
Therefore, based on the observations made in this section, the EA 8 Views framework is well-
designed to provide either broad or deep understanding of the enterprise architecture. By
segmenting each view into structure, behavior, artifacts, measures and periodicity, the architect
can account for those interdependencies in design that may not be readily evident upon first
examination from a single stakeholder point of view. Moreover, the framework is much more
robust in its application across company boundaries, as compared to BSC, since an enterprise can
be defined with greater inclusion of upstream and downstream stakeholders.
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However, the EA 8 Views framework is not yet mature enough to include current state and
future state capability assessments similar to the X-Matrix and LESAT tools described earlier.
Therefore, practitioners of this tool must develop their own methods for evaluating relative
performance similar to capability maturity assessments. Such custom tailoring of the tool allows
organizations to define attributes of the enterprise appropriate to their circumstances.
Additionally, organizations can progressively revisit the tool to continue setting the bar higher to
drive the direction of their evolution.
Another opportunity for creative application is communicating results and observations in an
effective manner. Some students have developed graphical representations depicting the
organizational structure and flow, refer to Figure 34; others have relied on the data-centric
representations of the 8 Views tables, see Table 10 and Table 11; while others implore the use of
analogies and story-telling. Ultimately, the manner in which information is presented must
honor the preparer's intent and the recipient's desire. Data-driven organizations like Lentesco
will naturally question any graphical depiction or analogy while other companies may bore with
the details and focus on the underlying message.
6.5 Enterprise Architecture: Evolution of Business Ecosystems
The "Integral versus Modular" framework (Piepenbrock, 2009) is a useful examination of an
enterprise with respect to understanding the architectural composition and relationships: internal
and external. The proposed theory offers a descriptive explanation of the environmental
characteristics that favor particular enterprise architecture. More important to executive teams,
the theory includes a prescriptive aspect to developing corporate strategy based on empirical
evidence from three unique industries: large commercial airplanes, automotive, and US airlines.
The framework is included in this evaluation for its prescriptive characteristics as well as holistic
examination of objectives, enterprise boundaries, and stakeholder interfaces. The tool's findings
will be used to inform future state design and the transformation plan appropriate to executing
that transformation.
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6.5.1 Introduction to Integral versus Modular Framework
The Integral versus Modular classification of enterprises is an approach that addresses the nature
of purpose (objective function), scope (enterprise boundaries), and relationships (interfaces) that
the enterprise creates and nurtures. This section will provide a very brief introduction; however,
detailed justification for the framework exists in the referenced doctoral thesis. Figure 39
contains a visual representation and detailed explanation. The dark outline surrounding the Firm
or the "Extended Enterprise" reflects the degree of exclusion, or inclusion, of the enterprise
architecture with respect to these markets: product, capital, labor, and supplier.
Modular Integral
enterprise architecture enterprise architecture
Singular Objective Plural
( Maximization of Shareholder Value) Function (Maximization of Stakehoider Surpus)
Narrow Eterprise Broad
(narow spatial, short trnoral) Boundaries (broad spatial, long temporal)
Simple Stakeholder Complex
(High quantity of participants in a stakeholder class, InteffAs (Low quantity of participants in a stakeholder class,
Low quality of stakeholder relationships) High quality of stakeholder relationships)
Figure 39: Enterprise Architecture Types (Piepenbrock, 2009)
Piepenbrock's theory includes a characterization of a generic industry's lifecycle, see Figure 40.
As observed, industries are created by Integral enterprise architectures since technological
advances are typically created through discovery performed within a group that is focused on
long-term implications across a broad spectrum of applications for the innovation; the
incumbents have strong ties to few stakeholders. Specifically, the relationship to early external
markets is typically very focused on few suppliers of labor, capital, materials, and products. This
behavior protects the innovating firm's ability to control the locus of value within the system
developed. Moreover, modularization of the products is not yet mature enough to accommodate
multiple market sources.
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Figure 40: Industry Effect on Enterprise Architecture Lifecycle (Piepenbrock, 2009)
Over time, the incumbent enterprises gradually disintegrate as acceleration in industry growth
favors enterprises designed to capture the growing market. Therefore, weak associations with
many stakeholders are preferred in order to meet customer demand while companies enter and
exit the industry. At this stage, interface standards have been developed that enable multiple
sourcing. However, as industry growth transitions to the next epoch (decelerating growth), the
disintegrated enterprise architecture (Modular) of the incumbent begins losing market share to
the integral enterprise architecture of the challenger. Challenger enterprises entering the market
deliver value-based solutions designed to exploit the developments of the prevailing dominant
design (Utterback, 2009) by forming strategic partnerships based on process innovation
capitalizing on the shift in customer values to quality, cost and delivery.
Therefore, as the incumbent struggles to retain market share in its steady disintegration, the
challenger captures market share through its securing the aforementioned external markets. As
illustrated in Figure 40, the industry itself is declining and will eventually vanish as the
incumbent enterprise exits prematurely allowing the challenger to dominate the industry into
death through disintegration of its own enterprise architecture. Piepenbrock notes, "While
enterprises seem to naturally disintegrate over time, reversing this process appears to require
extraordinary (and extraordinarily rare) architectural leadership." (Piepenbrock, 2009)
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The dynamic behavior of the enterprises has been grossly simplified here; however, a more
detailed examination follows as the Lentesco enterprise is evaluated using the Axioms and
Propositions developed in Piepenbrock's theory. Each section begins with the theory, followed
by empirical evidence of the Lentesco enterprise, and closes with an assessment based on the
theory and evidence.
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Figure 42: Lentesco Niche Market Lifecycle
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Figure 41 and Figure 42 show the relative maturity of the U.S. Healthcare Industry and
Lentesco's niche market within the U.S. Healthcare Industry. The former is perceived to be
further evolved due to recent observations regarding the decentralization of healthcare
(Christiansen, 2008) while the latter is believed to be experiencing earlier stage behavior due to
the creation of new modalities (markets) and pressures to dis-integrate.
6.5.2 Axiom 1: Objective Function
When modular architectures are observed empirically, the focal firm's objective function will
tend toward singular maximization of shareholder value. Conversely when integral enterprise
architectures are observed empirically, the focal firm's objective function will tend toward
maximization of stakeholder surplus.
(Piepenbrock, 2009)
As illustrated in the previous sections regarding the company's strategic objectives, shareholder
value (Revenue, Growth, and Profitability) appears to be quite dominant in the executive team's
focus, see Table 24. Lentesco's strategy is aimed at ensuring short-term survival. A secondary
aim is to demonstrate versatility of the technological innovation that will improve the company's
attractiveness for continued venture capital, potential acquisition or a high initial public offering.
Table 24: Objective Function
Increased Revenue Growth Market Growth
Strategy Sustainable Profitability Profitability Market Capture
Attractive Cash Flow Customer Service Financial Health
Therefore, the objective function of the enterprise can be categorized as maximization of
shareholder value due to the prevalence of financial targets based on creating and growing
markets. Recall other strategic objectives from the X-Matrix, Figure 29, "grow new modalities"
and "provide new products"; these objectives are aimed at securing additional revenue streams
that serve the needs of shareholders. This objective function is appropriately emphasized by the
X-Matrix high correlation of Value to Shareholders to Strategic Objectives. Although, all for-
profit organizations are concerned with return on investment (ROI), Lentesco's focus is acutely
tuned to serving the needs of the Board of Directors and investor group.
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Based on Axiom 1, Lentesco's enterprise can be described as Modular. The enterprise is focused
on the maximization ofshareholder value. The current business development strategy of
"focused accounts" targeting high-influence surgeons is a recommendation from the Board of
Directors. As illustrated earlier in Figure 14, the executive team suffers from a master-slave
relationship that honors that notion that, "he who has the gold, makes the rules".
6.5.3 Axiom 2: Boundary Lines
When modular enterprise architectures are observed empirically, the spatio-temporal
boundaries of the focalfirm will be relatively narrow and coincident with the boundaries of the
firm and the time expectations of its shareholders. Conversely when integral enterprise
architectures are observed empirically, the spatio-temporal boundaries of the focalfirm will be
relatively broad and beyond the boundaries of the firm and its shareholders.
(Piepenbrock, 2009)
Evidence of Lentesco's enterprise boundaries can be observed in their strategic objective
statements and the relative correlation to metrics in the X-Matrix analysis, see Figure 43. Of the
nine Strategic Objectives identified in the executive team's assessment, only one demonstrates
any connection to the extended enterprise within which their products contribute value. The first
four objectives, plus objective six, are short-term financial targets aimed to direct company
growth. The fifth, seventh and ninth objectives narrowly aim to improve customer adoption by
innovating products, providing excellent service or extending into new markets.
The objective to be a "significant contributor within the overall micro-surgery products domain
is weakly aligned to all identified Stakeholder Values. The executive team has identified some
Stakeholder Values that are evidence of an extended enterprise such as: Reducing Societal
Medical Costs, Product Safety and Effectiveness, Improve Quality of Life of Patients, and Cost
Effective Solutions that Bring Clinical Value. However, these items are not driving the
enterprise's objective function of maximizing stakeholder surplus.
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Figure 43: Evidence of Boundary Lines
However, a sanity check is included here to provide additional evidence of the enterprise
boundaries from the second layer of management, see Figure 44. Objectives one and three are
both short-term, narrowly-focused objectives regarding growth and profitability. The only
Strategic Objective to strongly acknowledge an extended enterprise (inclusion of external
stakeholders) is the "Delivery of the most precise, flexible, and safe surgical tools for
microsurgery". This objective is better aligned to Metrics and Stakeholder Values; however, the
only Stakeholder Value that demonstrates an extended enterprise mentality is "Social
Responsibility and Purpose". This assessment does not substantiate an Integral enterprise
architecture designation; therefore, the Lentesco enterprise is categorized as Modular with
respect to boundary definitions.
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Figure 44: Additional Evidence of Boundary Lines
6.5.4 Axiom 3: Stakeholder Interaction Types
When modular enterprise architectures are observed empirically, the focalfirm will tend to have
a higher quantity of lower quality (i.e. contract-based) interactions within each stakeholder
group. Conversely when integral enterprise architectures are observed empirically, the focal
firm will tend to have a lower quantity of higher quality (i.e. relationship-based) interactions
within each stakeholder group.
(Piepenbrock, 2009)
Stakeholder interactions types will be considered for several stakeholder groups: customers,
suppliers, and employees. Although the enterprise has many more stakeholders that could be
considered, see Figure 45; the relationship types observed here are expected to be representative
of the other stakeholder groups as well.
The principal breakdown of the enterprise here is "internal" or "external" with a slight
modification with respect to the enterprise boundary previously defined. Specifically, the
strategic partners and rental companies are included in the "enterprise" illustration. This
modification will be justified in the subsequent examination.
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Figure 45: Lentesco Stakeholders
Lentesco's relationship with customers is shifting. The current state relationship is a result of the
corporate focus on market capture and growth. Therefore, marketing and sales representatives
have been pushed to identify and convert as many surgeons as possible from unaware (oblivious)
to aware (educated) which is characteristic of high quantity, low quality relationships (Modular).
The original strategy relied on the strength of the technological innovation to create market
demand through a "pull" from few educated consumers (Integral).
The strategy yielded mixed results as evidenced in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Although the strategy
succeeded in securing sales, the distribution of consumer usage (loyalty) was disappointing.
Figure 5 illustrates the large difference between the few high loyalty surgeons and the many low
loyalty surgeons. Recall that roughly 25% of current revenue is from approximately 2.7% of
their customer base. This observation highlights the high quantity of low quality relationships.
The company has adjusted their strategy to focus on converting surgeons from medium loyalty to
high loyalty where there is opportunity (case volume) to justify the progression. Therefore, the
new strategy is to focus on growing the quantity of relationships from relatively few key
accounts in order to continue to achieve revenue growth in this new epoch. Again, this behavior
is representative of the enterprise's modularization of stakeholder interfaces.
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Lentesco's relationship with suppliers is relatively strong. The company has developed a
strategic partnership with the supplier of the capital equipment needed to use their consumable
products. The details of the strategic partnership are confidential; however, it includes a long-
term agreement and contingency plan for continued supply of their product should the supplier
company ever close. However, this has not always been the case. As mentioned earlier,
Lentesco originally hoped that their product could be used with existing capital equipment. This
approach ignored the importance of an integrated product design due to the capability
dependencies of the consumables on the capital equipment. Therefore, the organization
identified a preferred supplier and developed this partnership out of necessity to innovate along
the technological dimension of power delivery.
Similarly, strong relationships with raw material suppliers critical to the manufacture of their
consumable products have also been secured based on the existing relationships from the
innovations inception. It is unclear whether the current economic crisis has reduced the number
of suppliers available or whether the quantity is selectively limited due to external factors such as
FDA regulation and small markets (niches). Therefore, the current supplier strategy is low
quantity, high quality relationships.
Finally, Lentesco's relationship with employees is fairly mixed. For instance, the company has
experienced market growth in recent years due to success in their marketing and sales strategies
which has prompted hiring new employees. The culture of the infant company was very family-
oriented: everyone knew each other, open door policy, and high loyalty. However, as the
proportion of sales representatives grows in the organization; divergence of the relationships
becomes more evident, see Table 25.
Table 25: Employee Double Standard
Average Turnover Rate 20% 10%
Commission Yes No
Location Home Office Headquarters
Defined Key Performance Yes No
Drivers / Expectations
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The majority of employees not responsible for sales activities are co-located in the company's
headquarters, yet this group does not feel strongly aligned with corporate strategy. The sales
team, on the other hand, has clearly defined key performance drivers and expectations that are
aligned to their compensation. Moreover, the group is highly competitive which benefits the
organization as individual success translates into corporate success.
Additionally, the current economic crisis has resulted in a high quantity of potential applicants
which can be interpreted into an opportunity to "upgrade" the organization through acquisition as
opposed to professional development. The latter behavior does not build trust or loyalty;
however, is representative of modularization of the stakeholder interface.
Although average employee turnover is a concern, a better metric - which was unavailable at the
time - would be to monitor the average voluntary employee turnover rate. An organization that
continuously raises the bar may periodically terminate low performers in order to gradually shift
the average of employee performance to higher standards (upgrading). However, reviewing
voluntary turnover will inform human resources and management of the potential onset of low
employee morale and burnout. Negative employee perception is a result of weak relationships.
To prevent poor employee morale, the company demonstrates appreciation by providing free
lunch every Friday, occasional free breakfast, and an annual company picnic. As mentioned
earlier, the layout of the office space is very open which promotes the idea of being equals. This
policy includes executive level management and all functional groups. Therefore, relationships
between individuals are encouraged to be respectful which supports the observation that
employee relationships are of low quantity and high quality (Integral).
In summary, Lentesco's enterprise architecture appears to be transitioning from Integral to
Modular with respect to stakeholder interfaces. Recall that enterprises are born of Integral
enterprise architectures and eventually dis-integrate. Each stakeholder interface is modularizing
at its own rate which contributes to the potential misalignment among the three dimensions of
Integral versus Modular categorization. Further study of the enterprise's evolution is needed to
properly characterize the current state behavior.
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6.5.5 Proposition 1: Managerial Variation
Proposition la: When modular enterprise architectures are observed empirically, the focal
firm's operational strategy will tend toward unstable growth; it will have relatively high short-
term speed, but relatively low long-term speed. Conversely when integral enterprise
architectures are observed empirically, the focal firm's operational strategy will tend toward
stable growth; it will have relatively low short-term speed, but relatively high long-term speed
(Piepenbrock, 2009)
Proposition la is a reflection of the quantity of firm growth with respect to strategic market
capture regarding the speed at which the organization either reacts or responds to market
conditions. Figure 46 illustrates the reactive nature of Modular enterprise architectures in
contrast to the responsive nature of the Integral enterprise architecture.
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Figure 46: Market Response Behavior (Piepenbrock, 2009)
The response characteristics of the Modular enterprise architecture are better suited to exploiting
short-term swells as they quickly build capacity to meet demand increases. However, the added
surge capacity results in excess during ebbs which results in cyclic behavior or "the revolving
door" of certain companies that operate in this fashion. Conversely, Integral enterprises are
designed to respond to the long-term trends of the market ignoring the "noise" of short-term
market signaling. Therefore, this type of architecture results in high loyalty relationships built
for long-term success.
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Lentesco's enterprise is relatively young; since the organization is effectively building a market
for its technology by disrupting micro-surgical procedures from above, the company was focused
primarily on short-term revenues. However, the new corporate strategy of focusing on high
influence surgeons introduces a new epoch in their marketing and sales strategy. Additionally,
the inclusion of service agreement contracts in the purchase of capital equipment shifts the
enterprise focus from short-term revenues to sustainable recurring revenue.
Moreover, key performance drivers have been developed for sales representatives that
distinguish strategies as scalable or non-scalable. For example, securing capital equipment sales
in hospitals enables the sales representative to focus on consumable sales and operating room
staff proficiency which then influences the hospitals ability to operate independently.
Alternative strategies that continue to emphasize the dependency of the operating room staff on
the sales representative results in a bottleneck, the sales representative.
The organization is caught in a chasm between both types. Developing new modalities requires
an enterprise architecture that is Integral since it will respond to market demands and develop
channels for growth: suppliers, labor, and capital. Since developing new modalities has a
relatively high level of uncertainty, customer demands cannot be adequately anticipated and
accounted for in product innovation. Entrepreneurial organizations refer to this as "fail early, fail
often". Failing early implies avoiding high opportunity costs. Failing often implies learning as
much as possible. Together, they provide a strategy for encouraging a learning organization.
However, Lentesco prefers risk aversion behavior like "measure twice, cut once".
Quickly penetrating existing modalities initially requires a Modular EA. Later as the market
niches saturate in quantity space, the opportunity exists for the emergence of an Integral EA, or
the re-integration of a Modular EA that secures partnerships for sustained growth. Assuming
that the organization has successfully identified the key performance drivers and prevailing value
proposition within each distinct modality, the enterprise focus must shift towards increasing
overall value for all stakeholders. Therefore, the critical strategy question facing the
organization becomes evident: grow by exploring new modalities horizontally, which initially
requires an Integral EA, followed by a Modular EA; or grow by exploiting existing modalities
vertically, which requires a Modular EA, followed later by an Integral EA?
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Proposition 1b: When integral enterprise architectures are observed empirically, the focalfirm
well be engaged in exploration (or radical innovation in either products or processes) of niche
markets. Conversely, when modular enterprise architectures are observed empirically, the focal
firm will be engaged in exploitation of mass markets. (Piepenbrock, 2009)
Lentesco's market is a niche market within the medical technology industry. Therefore,
assuming that the niche market of micro-surgeries can be labeled the mass market for the
Lentesco enterprise, an examination of niche markets within that mass market is more
representative of the intent of Proposition lb. This re-classification allows for examination of
corporate strategy within submarkets (modalities) or specific niches within those modalities.
Lentesco considers product lines in terms of modalities. Each modality represents a separate
market of surgeons and use context. If each modality represents a mass market, then Lentesco
has identified and targeted niche markets within those modalities. For instance, the company has
realized that the benefits of its products are not universally accepted by all surgery types within a
modality. Instead, adoption of the technology requires that the benefit (user experience and
patient outcome) far exceed the capabilities of the next best alternative in order to justify the
added cost of incorporating the device's use. In some cases, there are mass market potentials
that have inferior products at substantially lower costs that prevent mass adoption of Lentesco's
products for those micro-surgeries. Meanwhile, micro-surgeries that require minimal collateral
damage through precision and flexibility for access readily adopt the technology.
The organization appears to be torn between both extremes regarding exploration and
exploitation, see Figure 47. The executive team admits that the product is currently under-
serving surgeon needs and requires additional product development to close the gap between
current performance and the market's threshold for performance. Recognize, though, that the
product began with high relative performance with respect to the technological dimensions of
scientific importance - the original value proposition - and maintains high relative cost.
Commercialization of the product has informed product innovation efforts about what attributes
and trajectories are of high importance to consumers.
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Figure 47: Exploration and Exploitation (Piepenbrock, 2009)
Therefore, since the company growth strategy has diverged into new modality growth, favoring
Integral, and existing modality penetration, favoring Modular; the product development team
focus has also been split between serving the basic needs of new modality customers or
continued development along innovation trajectories for existing modality customers. This
tension between serving the needs of different stakeholders is not as obvious within the
organization since the voice of the customer for existing modalities is developed within the sales
group versus business development group for new modalities.
This isolated development results in a tug of war for resources within the engineering group
where tradeoffs are not immediately understood regarding the potential return on investment of
completing one project or the other. Instead, the engineering group has developed a
technological roadmap that guides their innovation efforts often ignoring the product managers'
and sales representatives' requests for reconsideration and calibration. Essentially, engineering
is focused on exploring new markets while sales and business development are focused on
exploiting markets.
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Evidence of exploration of niche markets within specific modalities exists since sales
representatives are incentivized to complete the sale. This strategy results in identification of
niches within each modality where the benefits of the existing product enable the easy sale. The
business development group focuses on exploiting the mass market when launching new
modalities to justify the business case for entering new markets. Once launched, the sales
representatives eventually identify niches within the modality through trial and error, as
mentioned earlier.
Therefore, Lentesco's enterprise is a mix of both Integral and Modular. Sales representatives
attempt to drive exploration of niche markets while product managers drive exploitation of mass
markets. Meanwhile, engineering holds steadfast to mass market exploitation through product
innovation based on longer-term corporate strategy.
Business Development and Sales are aligned in trying to influence Engineering to help exploit
niche markets and gain traction in user adoption. Business Development and Engineering are
aligned with respect to product development that will enable mass market exploitation of new
modalities. Sales and Engineering are aligned with respect to product improvements in response
to customer complaints. The result is an entirely confused mix of three functional groups:
Engineering (product innovation), Business Development (mass market exploitation), and Sales
(niche market exploration). Typically, Sales would advocate mass market exploitation; however,
the nature of the products and the target market force the group to focus on niches that serve as a
foothold in the mass market (modality). All other functional groups are all along for the ride
while Management continues to send mixed signals regarding the corporate strategy of
horizontal growth and vertical penetration.
The dilution of efforts within a resource-constrained engineering group results in tradeoff
decisions being made at lower levels of the organization where "the squeaky wheel gets the oil"
prevails. Meanwhile, management continues to orchestrate a symphony of musicians that are
each playing a different song. The result is a mess of noise getting louder and louder as
management drives towards a crescendo.
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6.5.6 Proposition 2: Competitive Selection
Proposition 2a: When competing modular and integral enterprise architectures are observed
empirically, the focalfirm of the modular enterprise architecture will tend to have lower long-
term rates of revenue growth, relative to the focalfirm of the integral enterprise architecture.
(Piepenbrock, 2009)
Proposition 2b: When competing modular and integral enterprise architectures are observed
empirically, the focalfirm of the modular enterprise architecture will tend to have lower long-
term rates ofprofit growth, relative to the focal firm of the integral enterprise architecture.
(Piepenbrock, 2009)
Proposition 2a is primarily concerned with generating Revenue while Proposition 2b focuses on
Profitability of the enterprise architectures. Lentesco operates in a relative monopolistic manner.
The most dominant form of competition is conventional micro-surgical techniques. Therefore,
surgeon feedback regarding "ease of use" is critical to informing product development initiatives
aimed at achieving continued usage. Although Lentesco's enterprise is a single company,
previous discussions have uncovered justifications for considering portions of the enterprise as
Integral and others as Modular.
Unfortunately, a detailed examination of how the two enterprise architectures compete internally
would require considerable observation of key individuals and processes. That level of
ethnographic study and research was not considered in this thesis but should be considered in
future studies of similar entrepreneurial, or early-stage, organizations and corporate cultures
(Schein, 1985).
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6.5.7 Proposition 3: Competitive Retention
Proposition 3a: When considering the industry's rates of growth in customer demand, emerging
industries, i.e. those that exhibit slow but increasing rates of quantity growth tend to be built by /
reward integral enterprise architectures, which specialize in slow (equilibrium) behavior.
Transitioning industries, i.e. those that exhibit high rates of quantity growth tend to be built by /
reward modular enterprise architectures, which specialize in fast (opportunistic) behavior.
Maturing industries, i.e. those that exhibit fast but decreasing rates of quantity growth tend to be
built by / reward integral enterprise architectures, which specialize in slow (equilibrium)
behavior. (Piepenbrock, 2009)
Lentesco operates in several modalities (markets) that are each early-stage. The conditions of
the environments can therefore be described as accelerating growth, refer to Figure 40. Despite
the poor current economic conditions and developing changes in healthcare, the company has
experienced growth in each modality and aggregate data is included in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
When considering the data presented in both figures, relatively large revenue growth occurred in
the same time period as small customer base growth. The result is an increase in average
revenue per customer which supports the idea that the industry is exhibiting increasing rates of
quantity growth. Therefore, Proposition 3a suggests that the enterprise architecture best suited
for this type of growth is an Integral-tending-towards-Modular EA, see Figure 48.
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Figure 48: Co-evolution of Firm Performance and Environment (Quantity) (Piepenbrock, 2009)
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Proposition 3b: When considering the industry's rates of growth in technological innovation,
emerging industries, i.e. those that exhibit slow but increasing rates of quality growth (i.e.
under-served markets) tend to be built by and reward integral enterprise architectures, which
specialize in radical product innovation (i.e. exploration). Transitioning industries, i.e. those
that exhibit high rates of quality growth tend to be built by and reward modular enterprise
architectures, which specialize in incremental product and process innovation (i.e. exploitation).
Maturing industries, i.e. those that exhibit fast but decreasing rates of quality growth (i.e. over-
served markets) tend to be built by and reward integral enterprise architectures, which
specialize in radical process innovation (i.e. exploration). (Piepenbrock, 2009)
As mentioned earlier, Lentesco's executive team acknowledges that their products offerings are
in an under-served market; see Figure 49. Therefore, by admission, the enterprise prescribed by
Proposition 3b is Integral-tending-towards-Modular. None of the five modalities is considered to
have fully matured; therefore, the organization should focus engineering on incremental product
and process innovation that will improve market exploitation. Essentially, the sales
representatives have been attempting to drive the enterprise in the right direction based on the
voice of the customer. By incorporating product improvements based on customer feedback, the
organization ensures a market for their solutions as well as incrementally closing the gap in
product performance. The executive team should invest in an evaluation process that filters the
needs of specific niche markets from those needs representative of mass markets.
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Figure 49: Co-evolution of Firm Performance and Environment (Quality) (Piepenbrock, 2009)
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6.5.8 Proposition 4: Environmental Variations
Proposition 4a: Dominant designs in enterprise architectures at the ecosystem level tend to
oscillate between integral and modular states throughout the l'fecycle of the industry.
(Piepenbrock, 2009)
The Lentesco enterprise is too young to consider with respect to this examination. However,
Lentesco's enterprise has already been proposed as having evolved from Integral while a
research project at MIT to Modular as it has been commercialized in industry. The dominant
design in the initial stage of evolution was a core technological innovation, a science that enabled
the fabrication of the consumable products. The dominant design during the current phase of
evolution has expanded from the enabling science to include the capital equipment and support
services. This new dominant design reflects the needs of the marketplace as opposed to the
desires of the lab.
Proposition 4b: Early entrant (incumbent) enterprise architectures tend toward monotonic
disintegration, with increasing levels of architectural inertia inhibiting their reintegration. Thus
it is easier for the environment to produce a new species of late entrant (challenger) enterprise
architectures. (Piepenbrock, 2009)
Proposition 4b serves more as a warning for the current state Lentesco enterprise as it continues
to evolve and selectively disintegrate portions of the value proposition, refer to Figure 15.
Fortunately, the enterprise has maintained many of the Integral relationships with supplier,
capital and labor markets. However, internally, the organization is very disintegrated as each
functional group operates under its own heading. Attempts to reconcile conflicting
interpretations of corporate strategy within the functional groups have resulted in turf wars rather
than reflection on the source of the tension. Reintegration efforts are underway in the form of
implementing Balanced Scorecard.
However, early cross-functional team meetings to discuss the BSC process have shown evidence
of architectural inertia. Functional groups have developed identities specific to their groups
similar to individual tribes. Therefore, attempts to bring tribes together under one unifying
identity have been met with some skepticism and criticism.
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Some groups have confidence in their best practices (rituals or ceremonies) like the Sales group's
mature key performance drivers and the Engineering group's technology roadmap. Other groups
have little confidence that their efforts are aligned well with the company's strategic objectives.
Proposition 4b suggests that one easy solution to this dilemma within the enterprise's functional
groups would be to introduce a new functional group that exhibits the cross-functional behavior
that is representative of reintegration. Fortunately, some participants in the BSC development
process recognize that the BSC implementation team is an example of the cross-functional,
collaborative team desired.
However, in order to truly accept reintegration in the company's culture, the organization will
need to develop cross-functional teams that serve as the governing board for the entire lifecycle
of a modality. For example, a cross-functional team that is responsible for identifying attractive
new modalities, developing the sales and marketing materials, product requirements, quality
controls, and manufacturing considerations would result in improved appreciation across
functional groups. The virtual walls between departments would crumble and the mentality of
"us versus them" would be replaced by "we" as the culture adapts to a single tribe mentality.
6.5.9 Summary of Red or Blue
Figure 50 is a recap of the enterprise's assessment with respect to the 3 axioms presented by the
Red versus Blue framework. The enterprise demonstrates strong preference for Modular
behavior with respect to the objective function and enterprise boundaries; however, pressures to
dis-integrate the enterprise architecture have encountered resistance resulting in slow
transformation from Integral to Modular.
The stakeholder interfaces are the last component of transformation required to fully adopt the
enterprise architecture appropriate for the industry lifecycle conditions. As examined earlier, the
enterprise appears to be transitioning from Integral stakeholder interfaces to Modular stakeholder
interfaces; however, the transition rates vary among the different stakeholder groups.
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Figure 50: Lentesco Classifications
Propositions 1 - 4 suggest that the enterprise architecture best suited for the current stage of the
industry lifecycle is Integral-tending-toward-Modular. Lentesco's enterprise has been
predominantly categorized as modular with the exception of certain functional groups and recent
initiatives aimed at securing long-term growth. The portions of the organization that are
resisting dis-integration exhibit Integral enterprise architecture behavior. Examples of re-
integration may be considered "ahead of their time", "noise", or resistance to dis-integration.
Assuming that the enterprise is re-integrating, this forward thinking is encouraging since the
enterprise's primary focus is on creating viable markets now without ignoring how to defend
them later. Securing strong partnerships in the supplier, labor, and products markets discourages
future challengers from entering the markets regardless of the potential attractiveness of margins
in the medical device industry. This behavior may be a contributing factor to the prevalence of
merger and acquisition activity in the medical device industry versus fierce competition.
However, as mentioned earlier, a future study of the company would be required to evaluate
enterprise behavior in the context of a longer time horizon encompassing other epochs of the
industry's lifecycle.
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6.6 Enterprise Positioning
The McKinsey 7S framework is a construct that developed at McKinsey and Company. The
name of the framework, 7S, reflects that each "lever" within the framework begins with the letter
'S' which is meant to help consultants and practitioners easily recall the levers. The framework
is included in this examination of the enterprise in order to evaluate whether the framework is
redundant to others already examined or uncovers any new insights regarding the architectural
design and appropriateness of the enterprise to perform, evolve, and survive.
6.6.1 Introduction to McKinsey 7S Framework
The framework is a collection of 7 levers that can be influenced to drive company performance.
The levers are: Strategy, Structure, Systems, Shared Values, Skills, Style, and Staff. The first
three levers are considered Hard S's. Hard S's are the levers that are easier to define and can be
directly influenced by management. The other 4 S's are considered Soft S's. Unlike Hard S's,
Soft S's are harder to identify, define or influence. These levers are generally the "culture" of
the organization or enterprise. The levers are shown in Figure 51.
Skills Style
Staff
Figure 51: McKinsey 7S Model"
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Shared Values are located at the center of the model because these are the core values of the
company that direct acceptable social norms, behavior, and the development of the other levers.
Therefore, Shared Values can be considered the foundation lever upon which the other levers are
first created and then modified. The links between each of the levers represents the influence
that each lever has on one another. Therefore, changing one lever affects all other levers. Table
26 includes a brief description of each lever as defined by MindTools Ltd. These definitions will
be used to guide the subsequent enterprise evaluation.
Table 26: 75 Definitions (MindTools Ltd, 2010)"
The plan devised to maintain and build competitive advantageStrategy over the competition.
Structure The way the organization is structured and who reports to whom.
The daily activities and procedure that staff members engage in
Systems order to get the job done.
The core values of the company that are evidenced in the corporate
Shared Values culture and the general work ethic.
The actual skills and competencies of the employees working for
the company.
Style The style of leadership adopted.
Staff The employees and their general capabilities.
6.6.2 Strategy
Lentesco's corporate strategy is developed by multiple stakeholders. The Board of Directors is
very influential in setting the strategy based on the servant role of the company CEO. The CEO
is encouraged to propose acceptable commitments that best reflect the expectations of the
investor group in order to secure continued financial support. However, the commitments to the
Board of Directors are largely financial targets (what) not specific action plans (how).
Therefore, the executive team is able to take the commitments communicated to the Board of
Directors, developed by the CEO, and interpret them into specific strategic action plans. The
executive team translates the financial strategic objectives into short-term and long-term strategy
initiatives that are then communicated to the next layer management team.
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Unfortunately, alignment at the executive level of the organization does not always translate to
alignment at subsequent levels within the organization. Priorities are often changed in response
to new information gained outside of the meetings. Currently, the mechanisms for
communicating updates are very weak due to the ad hoc nature of information dissemination,
primarily through e-mail.
The current Strategy at Lentesco is to achieve short-term and near-term financial revenue targets
while maintaining current gross margins. A secondary factor in the corporate strategy is to
demonstrate the versatility of the technological innovation by performing well in all modalities.
Although current survival is important, the Board of Directors and investor group are also
concerned with the value robustness of the intellectual property and scope of the overall market
within micro-surgeries.
To protect against challenger companies, the enterprise has already begun reintegrating several
key stakeholders in the value-delivery chain. Strategic partnerships have been developed that
enable centralized product innovation at Lentesco and response by key suppliers. High value
customers have been identified for focused personalized service and inclusion. Employee
upgrading is currently underway to improve morale and engagement.
6.6.3 Structure
The Structure of the organization is captured in the organizational chart and is characterized by
independent functional groups. The segregation into functional groups has resulted in silos and
fiefdoms. Each fiefdom has its own identity resulting in tribal affiliations similar to individuals
self identifying as Texans or New Yorkers rather than Americans. The reporting structure
doesn't seem to hinder progress at lower levels of the organization. The militaristic "chain of
command" is not strictly adhered to. Instead, the organization seems to rely on peer pressure and
competition to drive performance. However, at higher levels within the organization, stricter
adherence to tribal affiliations does seem to affect openness and trust. Constructive criticism and
general feedback appears to be mistaken for public humiliation. Employees at this level of the
organization seem reluctant to dissociate criticism of the idea from the person.
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6.6.4 Systems
The Systems in the Lentesco enterprise are primarily ad hoc. The organization is required to
maintain a product development process by the FDA; however, since the organization is not
publicly traded, there are no fixed standards for reporting financial performance, such as annual
statements. Additionally, since the company does not supply products to other businesses that
require specific capability maturity stages or equivalent, the enterprise is free to define its own
processes and infrastructure.
Since the organization is still relatively young, services that require expertise outside of their
core competencies are outsourced; information technology services are one example. However,
one guiding stakeholder that has much more influence that they are probably aware of is the
customer. The customer possesses tremendous power due to the customer complaint response
mechanism mandated by the FDA. Additionally, customers have an internal agent advocating on
their behalf, the sales representatives. The boutique-like strategy, coupled with ad hoc systems,
results in daily priorities and activities determined by the sales representative who screams the
loudest - the squeaky wheel gets the oil. However, as the company transitions to focus accounts,
prioritization of tasks might benefit from standardization of update mechanisms that increase
transparency throughout the organization.
6.6.5 Shared Values
The company's Shared Values reflect the organization's origins: scientific discovery. Three
guiding principles are immediately apparent when speaking to any Lentesco employee: data-
driven, operational excellence, and results. The organization's risk-averse culture is a
consequence of the overuse of the scientific method. Employees are encouraged to conduct as
much observation and characterization of a situation as possible before forming hypotheses.
Once hypotheses are developed, employees attempt to formulate logical predictions. However,
before experimentation is allowed, the predictions are vetted in group discussions. The group
discussions serve as dissertation boards seeking to understand the conclusions as well as the
process and materials developed to reach said conclusions.
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The second Shared Value is operational excellence which can be interpreted as excellence in
everything we do. The underlying driver for this core value is to be world-class and remain at
the leading edge of their technology. Employees across the organization push each other to
achieve excellence through the use of peer pressure and friendly competition.
The final core value is results. The organization is driven to deliver results. Although the
Machiavellian theme of "the ends justifying the means" is not encouraged or tolerated, the
organization makes clear its intention that every employee is expected to deliver. This value is
most evident in the sales organization where continuous upgrading results in termination of
underperformers unable to achieve sales goals. Elsewhere in the organization, employees are
expected to drive towards completion of tasks as opposed to watching the clock.
Recall that the technological innovation was developed at MIT by the current CEO and a group
of researchers. There's no surprise that some of the core values of the academic institution have
been retained in the organization. However, although these core values serve research-oriented
institutions well, Lentesco's business is to commercialize the innovation by identifying suitable
markets for introduction and perseverance. Strong biases towards data-driven action results in
delayed behavior which is representative of Integral organizations. However, as noted earlier,
growing markets favors enterprises that are Modular.
6.6.6 Skills
Lentesco appears to have strong representation of skills in product development and research,
partly due to their inception as a laboratory discovery. The ongoing upgrading of sales
representatives is improving aggregate competency in this group. Members of the management
team are enrolled in various business management courses. Manufacturing continues to sponsor
student projects aimed at incorporating lean principles in their operations as well as participate in
local communities of practice to gain access to other companies that serve as examples. The
company is currently deficient in several key skill areas including: business development,
systems engineering / integration, corporate training and strong leadership.
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Business development is deficient from the standpoint of capacity constraint. The organization
has several modalities that are each experiencing their own challenges in realizing market
adoption. This functional group is understaffed and spread thin with respect to the scope of
responsibility and activities they perform. The group is responsible for identifying potential new
modalities (micro-surgeries) as well as developing marketing and sales material, training
programs, and assisting sales representatives for on-site case support. Therefore, strong ties exist
between sales representatives and product manages; however, since product managers lack
project management authority, all customer feedback relies on the ad hoc processes developed in
the formal structure to deliver guidance and task assignment to engineering.
The organization does not have any representative responsible for integrating the entire system
and monitoring the needs of the enterprise as a whole. Instead, the executive team attempts to
address this gap in skills through workgroups. The workgroups are designed to address specific
areas of concern with the organization and are comprised of volunteer interested in the issue.
The Balanced Scorecard workgroup and the Human Resources workgroup are examples of this
approach to addressing the gap in integration or systems design. Although the executive team
could potentially serve as the systems thinking body, discussions at this level of the organization
tend to be very tactical in nature regarding specific responses to operational needs as opposed to
discussions on strategy and enterprise development. Though the organization is primarily
concerned with short-term financial performance, hiring a systems engineer to focus on
enterprise transformation planning may improve short-term and long-term financial performance.
Similar to the systems engineer proposed above, a corporate trainer would benefit the
organization tremendously. Evidence of strong best practices already exists within the
enterprise; however, the prevailing fire-fighting mentality prevents employees from sharing
knowledge - there's just no time. Therefore, having a single employee responsible for
identifying best practices and developing standard operating procedures and a training program
would add legitimacy to the organization's efforts of improving employee morale. The
investment in human capital would have far greater intangible returns like increases in morale,
loyalty, and trust. These factors are critical to ensuring the level of customer service needed to
execute a boutique-like strategy.
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The last area where the organization appears to be somewhat deficient is leadership at the top,
the CEO. A discussion describing the inclusion of the CEO in this list of skill deficiencies is
included in the next section, Style.
6.6.7 Style
The organization benefits from a very hands-off leader who empowers the executive team to take
ownership of the strategy and the company; however, the reserved approach to leading the
organization also results in the perception that the company's success is not that important to the
individual. If the CEO was a member of the enabling-science discovering team, co-founder, and
member of the Board of Directors, then why isn't the CEO more visibly involved in directing the
company?
The CEO may be unaware of the public perception of this "Wizard of Oz" approach to leading
an organization. That is, the CEO may feel more comfortable behind the scenes as the Board-
interfacing agent for the executive team, thereby protecting the group from whatever pressures
and discussions may be taking place with investor groups. Additionally, the CEO may have
complete confidence in the executive team to act in the best interest of the company. Therefore,
the CEO is giving the executive team complete freedom to translate the commitments made to
the Board into whatever strategies and tactical plans are best appropriate based on the executive
team's familiarity with market conditions and the employee base.
However, although this may be true in the CEO's mind, the only person aware of what the CEO
is thinking is the CEO. Other stakeholders only begin to understand what the CEO is thinking
through interpretation of what actions and spoken words. Therefore, recognizing that
"perception is reality" for individuals, although the CEO may believe to be doing the
organization a favor by stepping aside to allow it to flourish under its own command; employees
may interpret that exact same behavior as not being committed to the company. Of course, if the
CEO was committed, why else wouldn't Lentesco be the top priority, right? That's the CEO!
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Leadership style is not wholly contained within the CEO, the executive team and management
team each have their own unique approaches to leadership. The executive team appears to be
transitioning to more collaborative efforts through the workgroups and open discussions
regarding corporate strategy due to BSC implementation. The executive team, unlike the CEO,
appears to engage in much more centralized command and control leadership. Corporate
strategy is developed within this group and communicated to direct reports: management team.
The second layer of management appears to be selectively collaborative. This layer of the
organization will work together based on customer needs (complaints); however, there is no time
or interest in building bridges to formalize relationships within these functional groups. For
example, functional leaders appear to be more interested in meeting the duties of their role as
opposed to generating increased value by sharing knowledge across functional groups. This
mentality is observed and internalized by employees within their departments and therefore
nurtures the tribal identities described earlier.
6.6.8 Staff
The previous two sections described some of the consideration related to Staff. Specifically,
there are gaps in critical skill sets that would benefit the organization to acquire. Second, there
are consequences in the hands-off leadership Style of the CEO and the overcompensating
"command and control" style of the executive team. Fortunate for the organization is that the
employee base is very intelligent. The best analogy to this degree of collected talent is the 2004
Olympic Men's Basketball team. The organization is very capable of learning and executing.
Unfortunately, the company seems to have taken a shortcut from storming to performing without
properly norming.
In general, the Lentesco Staff might benefit from more collaborative team-building initiatives
that highlight the benefits of increasing cross-functional interactions. Presently, the overall
enterprise architecture favors individual contributors to avoid termination due to
underperforming versus group contributions to added value.
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6.6.9 Summary of 7S Framework
The comparison to the 2004 Olympic Men's Basketball Team is intentional since a collection of
high performing individual contributors does not guarantee collective success. A desire to work
together as a team or a strong coach is required to drive aggregate performance over individual
performance. Hopefully, the strong criticism of leadership style within the CEO is more evident
as a result of this analogy. A head coach that defines winning and team identity but leaves
development of the playbook to the assistant coaches is not necessarily detrimental. However,
those coaches typically engage in continued reinforcement of the team identity, Shared Values,
through their actions.
The 7S framework has not uncovered any revelations that the previous frameworks had not
already addressed. However, the inclusion of Style as a lever did focus analysis on the
leadership's affect on the enterprise. Additionally, Skills and Staff, although similar to
Knowledge in the EA 8 Views framework, were beneficial in separating competencies from
capabilities. Therefore, corrective action plans might be developed specific to the area of
weakness, Skills or Staff, as opposed to the aggregated consideration of Knowledge.
6.7 Enterprise Evolution
Several examinations regarding evolution or maturity (Adoption Curve, capability maturity)
have already been discussed or referenced in the previous sections. Considering the importance
of path-dependency on perception and strategy development, the following framework examines
evolution of an enterprise, by analogy, to the framework developed by Clare Graves and Dr. Don
Beck, Spiral Dynamics. Since organizations are a collection of individuals, inclusion of the
framework serves two purposes: 1) identification of average current state of the enterprise and 2)
identification of the average current state of individuals within the enterprise. The benefit of the
latter discovery is to inform selection of change agents within the organization that may be
capable of understanding holistic systems-thinking while relating to individuals at earlier stages
of development for engagement.
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6.7.1 Introduction to Spiral Dynamics
Spiral Dynamics (Beck, 1996) was developed by Clare Graves of Union College in New York.
Graves described the theory of Spiral Dynamics in the following way, "Briefly, what I am
proposing is that the psychology of the mature human being is an unfolding, emergent,
oscillating spiraling process marked by progressive subordination of older, lower-order behavior
systems to newer, higher-order systems as an individual's existential problems change. Each
successive stage, wave, or level of existence is a state through which people pass on their way to
other states of being. When the human is centralized in one state of existence, he or she has a
psychology which is particular to that state. His or her feelings, motivations, ethics and values,
biochemistry, degree of neuro-mental health, ideas as to what mental illness is and how it should
be treated, conceptions of and preferences for management, education, economics, and political
theory and practice are all appropriate to that state."
In short, Graves postulated that human beings evolved in a complicated, flowing manner which
can best be captured by Figure 52. Humans continuously oscillate between awareness of self and
the collective in ever broadening scope (boundary). For example, is the initial stage of
self-survival. The second stage is Purple where awareness of others spawns tribal affiliations
develop, such as family. The third stage is Red where the individual, now aware of the tribe,
seeks dominance through feudal battles, etc... The theory also includes a giant leap in awareness
from Green to where the collective expands to encompass global community issues.
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Figure 52: Spiral Dynamics Model (formlessmountain.com, 2008)
6.7.2 Memes (Stages)
As noted in Figure 52 above and described in simpler terms in Figure 53 below, the memes, or
stages, of development are best defined or understood by the motives of each stage of
development. As an individual evolves, motives change from: survival to safety to dominance to
order to achievement to equality to integration to harmony. One may notice the alternating focus
on self to group in the sequence of motives as well. Survival is a very selfish motivation while
safety implies relativity to or from others.
Another item worth noting here is that about 90% of the population that have evolved to the
dominance, order and achievement stages. This portion of the population also accounts for about
85% of the power (Wilber, 2005). This is not a shocking insight; however, the relative power
exerted by the small portion in the highest levels of evolution is astonishing, 6% of the power
lies within 1.1% of the population. For those fortunate to achieve this level of enlightenment,
their potential influence on others is magnified by that awareness of systems and holism.
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Figure 53: Spiral Dynamics Memes, Structure, Motives
Table 27 displays the memes and descriptions through a simpler perspective. The levels in the
first column are inconsequential to the discussion here; however, are worth investigating for
thorough understanding of the concept. Note that the higher levels of awareness are emerging
classes within the framework as evidence of individual's progression through these stages of
evolution introduces examples of higher order memes.
The columns within the table can be categorized as learning, motivation, values, and existence.
Recall that advancing through the memes results in expansion of awareness and inclusion which
is captured in the underlying themes of each subsequent meme of the table. Although the memes
were developed for consideration of how individuals evolve, the framework will be extended to
enterprises in the next section. However, this thesis is not the first such extension of the
framework to business models. Adizes Graduate School offers educational programs in the
Spiral Dynamics framework and its practical application to business transformation using the
Adizes methodology.
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6.7.3 Extension to Enterprises
Table 28 has been modified to better reflect a discussion and consideration of business
enterprises. Changes to the original table are shown in bold for immediate identification. In
particular, Specific Motivations and Problems of Existence have been adapted to reflect the
financial needs and market considerations of enterprises. Additionally, characteristics of the first
meme have been updated to better correlate to creating enterprises. Recognize that a key
distinction is made here; creating an enterprise is similar to creating an industry not a company.
Multiple options exist for creating companies: venture-backed startups, spinoffs, mergers;
however, industries (and by extension enterprises) are born of singular innovations.
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Early-stage enterprises are primarily concerned with capitalizing on market opportunities. These
enterprises have a tendency to seek external financial support while the market is created and
captured by entities within the enterprise that best identify and exploit sources of adoption. The
enterprise typically reflects the values defined by the founding company until a dominant design
is developed and signals a change in the market demands and competition dynamics. The
enterprise is concerned with maintaining financial stability during this high growth period due to
the many potential avenues and associated uncertainty with each alternative. Essentially, if
every company places the wrong bet then the enterprise as a whole experiences premature death.
The next enterprise meme is concerned with Assurance due to the decrease in overall
uncertainty. Surviving entities within the enterprise shift their focus to viability as their time
horizon extends. Tribal identities are built through affiliations based on partnerships as
competing value-delivery chains take shape through non-compete contracts. Original equipment
manufacturers may mandate that suppliers not supply to other competitors in order to prevent
transference of shared knowledge. For example, benefits from implementing process
improvements for one customer may not be used in operations for another despite being in the
best interest of the supplier company to improve yields.
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The next stage is focused on survival. As described in the previous paragraph, tribal behavior
takes shape within enterprises along distinct value-delivery chains. This stage of maturity now
accepts that alternatives exist and therefore looks to survive the ensuing competition between
these enterprises. The end goal of this stage is power. As weaker value chains fail, market share
is re-distributed among the surviving enterprises. Therefore, enterprises prepared to absorb the
additional capacity gain market dominance.
Once market dominance has been established within an enterprise, entities re-focus their efforts
on the residence of value within the enterprise. Companies begin to identify their core
competencies and contribution to the overall end-value. Recognizing their value contribution,
companies with strong positional power begin developing their own brand to differentiate
themselves. An example of this behavior is the famous "Intel Inside" sticker affixed to most
personal computers and laptops. The battle for positional power is a result of the prevailing
desire to ensure financial sustainability; again, the time horizon is extended.
The focus on strong positional power squeezes value away from other stakeholders within the
enterprise in a zero-sum game. However, as enterprises become aware of the competition for
margins; market leaders evolve into the next stage where the enterprise focus returns to
innovation. Recognizing that innovation justifies value-based thinking, these enterprises work
together to increase the benefit component of the cost-benefit equation as opposed to reducing
the cost component as in the previous meme. The result is that enterprises that successfully
reintegrate to a value-based approach achieve sustained dominance.
The next stage of evolution acknowledges that up to now, the primary focus on the enterprise
motivation and values has been financially driven with respect to alternating sustainability and
dominance. This green meme is much more integrative than the previous meme in that it finally
incorporates the end-customer and community at large. Although the evolution through memes
here might suggest that this level of inclusion and consideration is a luxury of the successful few
enterprises that can afford to be philanthropic, there are companies that exhibit this behavior
early on.
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For example, companies can give back to the communities in which they operate through
community service and employee benefits as easily as charitable donations and sponsorships.
Employee benefits may include jury duty pay, flexible schedules to allow employee involvement
in local associations (Parent Teacher Association, Homeowners Association), clubs (Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts), and events (benefit rides, marathons).
The last two noted memes require a leap in awareness that is admittedly rare in individual
development. Therefore, examples of these enterprises may be equally rare in practice given the
holistic nature of their motivation. However, in the interest of describing the characteristics of
these memes, the most obvious example are within academia itself; therefore, the following
discussion will focus on business management education as an enterprise.
For example, although business schools are in competition with each other for prospective
students to sustain themselves, there is an overarching interest in growing the collective body of
knowledge within their discipline. Therefore, schools are incentivized to continuously
demonstrate enterprise worth to encourage growing application rates, especially in light of
industry's response to internalize leadership training programs. However, each business school
must differentiate itself from others in order to draw the desired applicant pool numbers and
resulting student bodies (cohort) that perpetuate their reputation. The result is transparent
coopetition (competition plus cooperation) that encourages a focus on enterprise-worth (study
business management) here (at this school).
The final enterprise meme is characterized as differential and experiencing. The basis for this
classification is that while the previous meme focused on coopetition, this meme acknowledges
that the enterprise is responsible for identifying which programs are best suited to each
candidate. Therefore, there is no real competition between the business schools. MIT exhibits
this differentiated approach to business management in the various programs offered in
conjunction with Sloan: MBA (Management of Business Administration), Sloan Fellows, SDM
(System Design and Management), and LGO (Leaders for Global Operations), and executive
programs. The specific motivation for this meme is left undefined in the table above since this
level of enterprise evolution has not yet been researched or speculated.
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Classification of Enterprise to a Central Meme
Equipped with an understanding of the extension of the Spiral Dynamics memes to enterprises,
the analysis now concentrates on the classification and justification of Lentesco's central meme.
The notion of the central meme is similar to the idea of a center of gravity or average. Since
movement across memes is possible based on situational appropriateness, this evaluation is a
consideration of where does the enterprise currently reside most. Therefore, with this level of
understanding can be incorporated in the development of the transformation plan.
As mentioned before, the enterprise appears to be very Modular in architectural design as
defined in the previous section. Each modality is in a very early stage of market adoption which
translates to enterprise level accelerating industry growth. The executive team's primary focus is
on maintaining financial stability; however, this mentality is shifting to financial viability as the
investor group continues to push the need to demonstrate the technology's versatility.
Functional group behavior within the enterprise is very tribal. Each functional group appears to
be fighting for its own financial viability. That is, each unit appears to be concentrated on
sustaining a business case for its existence although that is not immediately apparent from
corporate leadership as a necessity. This behavior may be a result of the continuous employee
upgrading in sales representative where underperformers are periodically terminated.
Moreover, as the company continues to grow and reorganize, departments may fear
consolidation and reduction. The current structure appears very hierarchical with several layers
of management for such a small organization. This tiered structure facilitates communication
channels since most processes are still ad hoc and not properly defined or standardized. The
absence of a direct competitor at this early stage of industry development focuses enterprise
value contribution considerations to positional power. This positional power battle results in
Lentesco's reluctant disintegration of product design (importance of capital equipment) or value
delivery (third party service providers where required by hospital policy).
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Based on the above observations, the enterprise appears to be transitioning between the first
meme ( ) to the second (Purple). The entrepreneurial characteristics are being shed in favor
of emerging traditions based on informal developments. The CEO has intentionally limited his
influence on the organization to avoid founder dependency as the enterprise matures. However,
this leadership vacuum has resulted in contention between various tribes (functional groups) each
positioning for financial viability. The result is that the CFO has strong influence over the
direction of the organization due to the golden rule (he who has the gold makes the rules).
Recall that although line managers identify and define staff needs and open positions, all these
proposals must be approved by the CFO before they can be advertised. The prevalence of
financial targets in the strategic objectives adds legitimacy to this position's power. Finally, how
is financial viability determined? Each modality and sales representative must prove viability in
terms of financial performance. Therefore, instead of serving as a score keeper informing
strategic direction, the CFO currently possesses strong relative power to drive behavior.
6.7.4 Summary of Spiral Dynamics
The enterprise evaluation considered here has introduced some interesting evolutionary
developments regarding industry lifecycle considerations and enterprise behavior. The
framework suggests that the enterprise is still in its infancy and is transitioning between the early
memes. Recall, this assessment is a characterization of the general enterprise behavior and not a
characterization of individuals within the organization. Therefore, although it is possible to have
employees at higher order memes within the organization, the challenge for these individuals
will be to communicate in a manner that is understood by others who are at earlier stages of
evolution.
Moreover, the generalization of the enterprise to early-stage memes does not imply that the
majority of the employees are early stage themselves. Instead, the enterprise stage of evolution
is more appropriately recognized as dependent on the lifecycle stage of the industry within which
it operates. Therefore, as the industry grows and evolves, enterprise leadership should be aware
of the implications that the various stages of evolution will have on their organization.
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The overarching realization of this examination is that the enterprise will progressively place
greater importance on viability which will reduce corporate dependency on outside financing
(investor groups). The second meme is a stage of increasing independence as well as growing
affiliation. Lentesco's leadership team should take immediate action to guide the development
of tribal identities to cultivate an identity of "one company" based on the framework's
description of tribal affiliations. The Human Resources workgroup is already taking action to
make this initiative reality. Artifacts of the group's discussions contain the financial strategic
objective in shorthand form as "1-5-X". "1" represents the idea that its one company. "5"
represents the desire to move all employees to performance rating of 5 (Outstanding). "X"
represents the company's revenue target for the year which is clearly identified in internal
communications; however, has been presented here as a variable to preserve confidentiality.
6.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter has focused on the evaluation of the Lentesco enterprise through various
frameworks. Each framework has introduced new insights regarding the enterprise behavior and
characteristics. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates some top-level observations based
n this evaluation. Shaded cells are areas where the framework has not exhibited immediate
knowledge as applied in this evaluation. It is possible that these tools may be used differently
with particular emphasis on certain aspects; however, since this examination is comprehensive,
redundancy has been intentionally avoided, where possible. Each cell contains specific examples
or descriptions to help communicate the framework's performance or execution.
Table 29: Frameworks Comparison
Balanced Scorecard LAI Tools EA 8 Views Red v Blue McKinsey 7S Spiral Dynamics
Nature Descriptive %7_________ LESAT Views External Markets Current State 
Behavior
Prescriptive Scorecards 6 Relationships N~Ltil Considerations
Scoe Reductionist Group Breakdown =5 -Holistic 777777 '7-  Lean Practices Interdependencies Evolution Interdependencies Evolution
Qualitative Performance Drivers X-Matrix Views Modular or Integral 7S Descriptions Memes
Quantitative Financial / Budgets LESAT 6 _____5___ - ..
Focus Efficiency Primary Primary Fielder's Choice Secondary Primary Secondary
Effectiveness Secondary Secondary Fielder's Choice Primary Secondary Primary
External Lever Behavior,
Benefits Understanding Contribution & Current & Future Current & Future State Dependencies & 
Interdependencies Perspectives, &
Alignment States Alternatives Justifications Motivations
Communication Scorecards Views Framework 7 : Awareness
implementing Teamwork, Inclusion Surveys, Teamwork Teamwork (eapDie Teamwork Teamwork
Coats Of Not Continued Continued Continued Narrow Continued Continued Continued
_ Implementing Misalignment Misalignment Bias & Focus Enterprise Mismatch 'Domino Effect' Misunderstanding
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The above comparison of frameworks demonstrates that there is no all-serving framework. In
fact, insights from each framework have contributed to the overall understanding of the
enterprise in all three temporal aspects: past, present and future. Descriptive frameworks
(past/present focused) include LESAT, EA 8 Views, and the McKinsey 7S model. Balanced
Scorecards is the only predominantly prescriptive framework (future focused) while Red versus
Blue and Spiral Dynamics adequately serve all temporal dimensions.
The majority of the frameworks presented take a holistic approach to enterprise evaluation;
however, Balanced Scorecard and LESAT take a systematic, detailed approach to understanding
enterprise behavior. Worth noting here is that these two frameworks are also the frameworks
that best address alignment concerns as they promote collective understanding. The tendency of
these frameworks to drill down to specific tactical aspects or initiatives promotes alignment
among included stakeholders.
Some frameworks focus on diagnosing current state conditions or the benefits of alignment
without examining the appropriateness of the enterprise architecture with respect to externalities
(industry lifecycle maturity, enterprise maturity). This characterization is captured in the table as
Focus on either Efficiency or Effectiveness. This phenomenon can be addressed by
incorporating a value stream map approach to enterprise evaluation or a systems engineering
approach similar to the V-model, discussed later. The EA 8 Views framework is an anomaly
which allows the architect to determine the focus: efficiency or effectiveness.
The benefit of executing most frameworks is teamwork (alignment). The single exception is the
Red versus Blue framework which produces a deep and rich understanding of the justification for
one enterprise architecture over another. The benefit of this understanding serves the enterprise
twofold: it informs behavior with respect to objective function, definition of boundaries, and
relationships as well as justifies the preference of one model over the other. The latter may
prove useful for risk-averse organizations where data trumps hunches.
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SYNTHESIS OF ANALYSIS
This chapter serves as the holistic examination of the enterprise evaluations. Each framework
has been considered independently despite references within later sections of the previous
chapter to earlier sections. To date, references have been included to reduce redundancy in the
evaluations and do not imply limitations of the framework to uncover the same insights. This
examination here will be used to develop a unifying theory that will inform future state
recommendations and the specific transformation plan.
7.1 Integration of Multiple Perspectives
As discussed in the previous chapter, the different frameworks have exhibited some redundancy;
however, each has a unique perspective that influences the architect's focus. Some frameworks
demonstrate a bias towards tactical execution while others require reflection on the big picture
strategy and enterprise purpose. Of the many frameworks considered, the Red versus Blue
framework shows the strongest correlation to justification of enterprise architecture types.
Therefore, it is quite possible that the frameworks are complementary and can be used within an
enterprise transformation plan based on a systems engineering V-model; see Figure 54
The proposed systematic approach to enterprise transformation illustrated in the modified V-
model begins and ends with an understanding of the enterprise context. Since the analysis
revealed that the Red versus Blue framework best addressed the context justifying enterprise
architectures, this framework is considered the foundation of the enterprise transformation plan.
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Examine Context(Red v Blue)
Validate Context
(Red v Blue)
Define Current State
Behavior & Performance
(EA 8 Views / LESAT I X-Matrix)
Develop Future State Options
& Select Concept
(EA 8 Views)
Relate & Communicate
To Organization
(Spiral Dynamics)
Implement & Execute
Strategy
(Balanced Scorecard)
Initiative Rollout & Revision
U'U'
Communicate
Simply
(7S Model)
Verify & Test
Externally
(X-Matrix)
Verify & Test
Internally
(X-Matrix)
The second phase is an examination of the current state using the EA 8 Views framework, X-
Matrix, and the LESAT tool. X-Matrix provides an approach for mapping elements within each
axis, a top-level alignment map of the organization, as well as the potential to Rubik-cube the
correlations to gain additional insights. The LESAT tool is included here because of its power to
inform alignment within the existing enterprise as noted in the appropriate section categorizing
the various potential options: Easy Sell, Resolve, Discuss and Ignore. The EA 8 Views
framework provides a multi-perspective examination of the current state enterprise that may help
complement the LESAT findings. Together the two tools help define behavior and performance
within the current state enterprise as well as inform early theories regarding their development.
Phase 3 is concept selection for the future state enterprise. Since the EA 8 Views framework has
already been used to understand the current state, the tool is extended to capture the description
of the potential future state candidate enterprise architectures. Not mentioned here explicitly is
the use of selection criteria through a Pugh Analysis or House of Quality methodology. The
former allows architects to iterate the enterprise architecture into the best possible candidate
while the latter acknowledges the biases in selection criteria due to enterprise preferences.
Phase 4 is concerned with defining artifacts of the selected enterprise architecture concept. The
Spiral Dynamics framework was chosen for its relative strength in informing communication
methods based on the thinking, motivation, values and nature of existence of the enterprise as a
whole and the individual entities or stakeholders comprising the enterprise. Understanding the
central meme of others enables the enterprise architect to develop a language for communicating
the transformation plan that resonates within stakeholders of various perspectives.
Phase 5 is the tactical implementation of the transformation and is best captured by the Balanced
Scorecard for its transparency in alignment from corporate strategy (Vision) to departmental
initiatives and individual tasks. The principal benefit of using BSC in this phase is that the tool
is much easier to implement and understand globally than the EA 8 Views framework. The EA 8
Views framework does not currently provide a simple template that communicates intended
behavior back to corporate strategy. However, the tool is extremely informative for architects
during the concept definition and selection phases.
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Phases 6 and 7 are the validation and test of the enterprise architecture. Phase 7 differs from
Phase 6 through its inclusion of customer confirmation. Therefore, the two phases can be
considered staged deployment of feedback loops. Phase 6 is principally concerned with the
enterprise's acceptance of the new architecture. Validation in this phase might consider
alignment of the enterprise with respect to the four axes of the X-Matrix and the absence of
policy resistance. The X-Matrix at this phase should be completed by enterprise employees
without input from customers.
The X-Matrix at phase 7 would include feedback from customers through surveys, focus groups,
or some other mechanisms that evaluate the enterprise's performance against customer
expectations. The term "customer" here implies enterprise stakeholders outside of the defined
enterprise boundaries and may include actual customers, suppliers, and shareholders depending
on the extent of inclusion in the enterprise boundary definition.
The McKinsey 7S framework is included as the tool of choice in Phase 8 for reporting
verification and validation preparation primarily due to its simplistic structure. The levers can be
easily defined and communicated to stakeholders without detailed understanding of the analysis
and effort behind the simplified representation. For example, each of the 7S levers are generally
self-explanatory and do not require extensive training to promote understanding.
Finally, Phase 9 is the culmination of the enterprise transformation and is therefore reflected by a
return to the initiating framework, Red versus Blue. By re-evaluating the enterprise in the
context of objective function, enterprise boundaries, and stakeholder interfaces; the enterprise
architect can continuously advance the enterprise's evolution and appropriateness based on the
governing external factors favoring either enterprise architecture. Therefore, this phase also
highlights that the process is iterative and continuous as shown in Figure 55; however, empirical
evidence has not shown an incumbent's ability to re-integrate given the limitations of Modular
enterprise architectures to complete with challenger Integral enterprise architectures on quality,
cost and delivery.
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Figure 55: Evolution of Enterprise Architectures
Thus far, the integration of the multiple frameworks has focused on their ability to complement
one another in a continuous enterprise architecture improvement process. Each framework is an
independent examination of the enterprise through a particular lens or perspective. As such, the
benefits of each are with respect to the frameworks simplicity in representation or depth of
understanding. However, the following section will address any potential conflicting
assessments uncovered by the multi-framework evaluation.
7.2 Reconciliation of Conflicting Assessments
Of the six frameworks used to evaluate the organization, the most obvious tension in
classification is within one framework, Red versus Blue. The organization appears to be a
mixture of both enterprise architectures which has manifested itself in the structure, behavior,
and artifacts of the organization. Every framework seems to acknowledge the importance of the
enterprise's early-stage maturity and its impact on priorities and capabilities.
The EA 8 Views framework suggests that more collaboration and alignment is required to
improve enterprise performance. This notion is shared by the Balanced Scorecard; however, the
current approach to BSC seems to minimize the value of collaboration and inclusion in
developing BSC in favor for the artifacts or action items resulting from its implementation.
Stated differently, the organization appears to be focused on the results of the BSC initiative as
opposed to the process or journey for achieving those results.
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The 7S framework is too simple a tool to develop penetrating understanding and analysis of the
enterprise and its characteristics. The tool is an excellent alternative to the more involved
frameworks for communicating the results since it classifies enterprise attributes within easy to
understand terms. However, this superficial assessment lacks structure beyond the levers and the
acknowledgement that every lever affects every other lever. The implication being that
consideration should be given to change propagation due to coupling or some underlying,
undefined, system dynamics model characterizing enterprise behavior.
The Spiral Dynamics framework mirrors the Red versus Blue insights and suggests that the
enterprise is experiencing a transitional period in its evolution between the Beige and Purple
memes. The modified framework highlights the specific motivational change from periodic
financial needs to aperiodic financial needs as the nature of enterprise existence shifts from
stability to viability. This characterization differs from the Red versus Blue framework since the
latter defines the enterprise's objective function as either maximization of shareholder value or
maximization of stakeholder surplus.
Another source of conflicting assessments is the LAI tools: X-Matrix and LESAT. The LESAT
tool can be used to categorize and prioritize lean practice improvement initiatives based on the
relative agreement regarding relative gaps between current and future states of each. The results
of the LESAT survey showed a strong inclination to the lack of enterprise vision and strategic
planning processes; however, the BSC and EA 8 Views frameworks identified a strong strategic
planning process. This difference is attributed to the lack of transparency and effective
communication from the executive team to the second layer of management.
Finally, the social architecture (culture) of the enterprise is defined by the behavior or shared
values within each framework. Some frameworks emphasize the "command and control" nature
of the executive team (BSC: Vision, EA 8 Views: Organization) while others acknowledge the
hands-off approach of the CEO (7S: Style; Spiral Dynamics) while others highlight the reliance
on peer pressure to influence conformance (BSC: Learning and Growth; EA 8 Views:
Organization).
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7.2.1 Identification of Root Cause
As noted, minor discrepancies exist between the various frameworks primarily based on the
perspective of the assessing group. For instance, the issue highlighted in the LESAT assessment
regarding specific lean practice deficiencies exhibits a strong bias by the respondent pool and
would require greater participation from other stakeholders in order to add credibility. The
inclusion of other frameworks adds legitimacy to the notion that the underlying root cause of this
perception is due to poor communication from corporate leadership throughout the organization.
For example, the initial discussions regarding BSC rollout have highlighted the executive team's
tendency to move directly into dissemination of action items versus open dialogue regarding the
justification for the new approach and the intended benefits.
Similarly, various frameworks have categorized leadership style as either hands-off at the CEO
level or centralized at the Board of Directors or executive team levels. One explanation for the
disagreements is the lack of transparency and adequate communication of intentions. For an
organization that is very risk-averse and data-driven, direction from the CEO is accepted as
infallible and final. However, the majority of the organization below the executive team seeks to
eliminate uncertainty as much as possible before taking action in an effort to conserve precious
resources such as time, money and manpower. This behavior does not seem as apparent at the
interfaces with the CEO; however, this assertion is secondhand as the CEO has been absent from
all thesis research and group activities.
Therefore, it appears that the root cause of the differences between the framework assessments is
poor communication within the enterprise. The poor communication manifests itself in poor
alignment and understanding of strategic objectives and company direction. Without a unifying
vision for the enterprise, each stakeholder within the organization is free to develop operational
efficiency based on ad hoc processes and prevailing firefighting behavior. Therefore, this
reinforcing loop dominates behavior as firefighting is rewarded through compensation and
recognition without focusing on fireproofing through collaboration and alignment.
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7.2.2 Evaluation of Constructive Versus Destructive Tension
As mentioned in the previous section, the variation in framework assessments leads to an
investigation of the root cause that uncovers an area of tremendous opportunity: alignment. The
executive team's focus on implementing BSC is therefore justified since the BSC framework is
most likely to promote alignment among the various stakeholders. However, the question
regarding tension in framework evaluations revolves around whether the tension is productive or
counter-productive.
As has already been discussed, the classification is dependent on the perspective of the assessor
and the sentiments regarding what action can be taken. For example, assuming that the
enterprise was unaware of the BSC framework and methodology for improving alignment, the
executive team might view this challenge as a threat to growth. Therefore, since the executive
team already relies on a strong centralized command and control structure, the organization may
develop communication processes similar to those of the military. This top-down
communication plan might improve alignment to the corporate strategy; however, it limits any
opportunity for bottom-up communication which might enhance Knowledge and inform strategic
corrective actions.
Similarly, the executive team may accept the collegial social architecture over the formalistic
described above. The consequences of such action might include "death by committee" as
enterprise action is halted due to consensus-building and inclusion efforts. The reliance on peer
pressure may produce very negative results in the form of fierce competition between individuals
and functional groups. Therefore, the enterprise may suffer from in-fighting and individual
contributors who ignore team dynamics or performance.
Alternatively, the differences in enterprise evaluations can be used to inform understanding of
the underlying dynamics. By focusing on the conflicting assessments, an enterprise architect
may discover additional enterprise attributes pertinent to transformation planning and building
legitimacy within the various stakeholder groups. Therefore, the tension between assessments is
viewed as constructive based on the potential influence on enterprise transformation.
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7.3 Impact on Corporate Strategy and Direction
The impact of the various framework evaluations is quite simply profound. Each framework is
useful as an independent source of enterprise understanding. However, recognizing that
resources are limited and investments are based on the perceived returns, the proposed enterprise
transformation process highlights the particularly insightful frameworks which should be
considered the foundation for enterprise transformations: Red versus Blue, LAI tools and
Balanced Scorecard.
The Red versus Blue framework provides a degree of strategic insight that is lacking in all other
frameworks. This deep dive into the behavior and justification for either enterprise architecture
can be leveraged into communication and transformation plans designed to affect change. The
three Axioms and four propositions are not just descriptive in their evaluation of enterprise
architectures but can be used to prescribe desired behavior.
The LAI tools, specifically X-Matrix and LESAT, are included for their uniquely powerful
understanding of organizational alignment and perception, respectively. The X-Matrix is a
powerful tool for enterprise architects since it captures alignment of four axes in the current state
evaluation and proposed future state. However, the tool's credibility is limited by the inclusion
of specific examples within each axis and the group consensus of relative alignment in each
quadrant. The aforementioned Rubik-cubing process introduces additional insights that are lost
in the holistic representation.
LESAT provides guidance on how lean practices should be prioritized based on agreement and
acceptance of performance gap between current and desired states. Therefore, should an
enterprise seek data-driven justification for enterprise improvement initiatives, this tool provides
the best results. However, as mentioned earlier, the tool's credibility will be substantially
improved with greater representation of various stakeholders. The proposed classification of
lean practices into the 2x2matrix, see Figure 28, focuses enterprise resources on items within the
"Easy Sell" category. The practices within "Easy Sell" will encounter the least policy resistance;
however, the executive team must evaluate which are most pertinent to their success.
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Finally, the Balanced Scorecard is included for its complementary characteristics to the previous
two frameworks. Whereas Red versus Blue and LAI tools serve to gain a deeper understanding
of the enterprise and the proposed direction, BSC focuses on the tactical implementation of
change efforts. The defined structure of the scorecard and transparent alignment of tasks to
strategy promote adoption in an organization where communication has been relatively weak.
The implementation strategy, however, is not as simple as presenting stone tablets to the
organization representing the enterprise vision. The process requires staged deployment with
particular emphasis on developing the communication plan detailing benefits of the framework.
Each stage of deployment introduces additional associated learning curves and opportunities to
refine the BSC artifacts. Therefore, although iterative and repetitive, staged deployment ensures
that the tool is improved over time and that the growing workgroups develops a strategy to
capture the next stage of adopters.
Therefore, the impact of the various frameworks introduces the need to improve transparency
and communication. However, the focus on improved communication must not solely be with
respect to the content and context of the strategy or approach, the methods must also
acknowledge the perspectives of the audience and develop methods for relating to them as
acknowledged by Spiral Dynamics.
Therefore, considering that the current executive team favors tactical planning over strategic
visioning, the use of the McKinsey 7S framework may benefit the group to put concepts into
perspective in simplistic form. Should the enterprise recognize the value of a multiple
perspective evaluation; then the EA 8 Views framework would provide a much deeper
understanding than what is capable with the McKinsey 7S model.
Lentesco's executive team would benefit from the comprehensive enterprise evaluation and
develop integrated solutions to drive corporate strategy and performance. The combined
framework analysis provides direction for future state development based on Red versus Blue
understanding as well as key insights for the formulation of the transformation plan via LESAT,
BSC, X-Matrix, and EA 8 Views. Finally, the benefits can be summarized in the 7S model.
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7.3.1 "As Is" Enterprise Architecture
The current state architecture has already been described in each of the framework sections;
however, new assessment tools will be introduced here to complement the previous work. For
example, capability maturity has already been referenced as a maturity assessment tool; however,
Lentesco's enterprise was not analyzed using this alternative. Figure 56 shows the current state
assessment of the enterprise based on the capability maturity framework provided. The
enterprise is shown as being at capability maturity Level 1: Initial with specific examples of
progress in Technical Solution and Project Planning. However, these developments are
insufficient to warrant classification at higher levels based on the requirements of Stage 2:
Managed.
Lentesco
Level Focus Process Area Result Current State
5 Continuous process Organizational Innovation & Productivity
Optimizing improvement Deployment &Quality
Causal Analysis and Resolution
4 Quantitative Organizational Process Performance
Quantitatively management Quantitative Project Management
Managed
3 Process Requirements Development Technical Solution
Defined standardization Technical Solution
Product Integration
Validation
Organizational Process Focus
Organizational Process Definition
Organizational Training
Integrated Project Management
Risk Management
Decision Analysis and Resolution
2 Basicproject Requirements Management Project Planning
Managed management Project Planning
Project Monitoring & Control
Supplier Agreement Management
Measurement and Analysis
Process & Product Quality Assurance
Configuration Management
1 Competent people and heroics
Initial r X
Figure 56: Lentesco Capability Maturity - Current State
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Although examples of performance in each process area exist, the dominant enterprise behavior
is reliance on ad hoc processes in response to customer complaints. The product development
process is well-defined; however it represents only a portion of enterprise activities. Therefore,
the enterprise is classified as Initial due to flexibility of ambiguity.
Another assessment tool used to determine the current state of the enterprise not already
presented in the framework discussions is the Spiral Dynamics maturity model. Figure 57 shows
the current state enterprise as it relates to the framework described earlier.
Levels of Existence as Seen by dare W. Graves
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Figure 57: Lentesco Current State Meme
Unlike the previous discussion, the enterprise is considered at the earliest level of development
since it has not fully matured into the second evolutionary phase. Therefore, the enterprise can
be considered entrepreneurial where End Values are defined by the investor group. The
dominant motivational system is highly opportunistic which is observed in the organization's
desire to grow into new market opportunities (modalities).
However, an examination of the current state enterprise through the EA 8 Views matrix template
described earlier shows that the enterprise is currently lacking in some areas with respect to
fully-defined measures and periodicity considerations. Table 30 also shows that the behavior of
the organization is geared towards individual contributors as opposed to teamwork or
collaboration. The BSC initiative is included in the assessment since the current state enterprise
is actively implementing BSC throughout the organization in stages.
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Table 30: Lentesco Current State EA 8 Views Matrix
Policy / Information
Strategy Process Organization Knowledge External Technology Products ServicesFactors
Functional PrimarilyTacit Functional Fragmented Platform Customer-Structure BSC Adhoc Groups Knowledge Groups Databases Design driven
Staged Individualistic Tribal NoOpen Independent Dependence Customer-
Behavior Deployment & Performance Affiliations Sharing Efforts on E-mail everage I soeuions
Inclusion Solutions
Formal PDP Organization Bundled
Artifacts Scorecards -mioyee lsrt P a ns FDAApproval D ab  Approved PDP ServiceAriacs Scrcad bEpoee (reporting Publications DtbssContracts
structure)
Performance #of Patents #of FDA #of Unique No Known
Measures Financial Noknown Evaluations #of Approved #of Databases Consumable MetricsTargets measures (Shiftto5) Publications Products Designs
Annual, Audit Employee Employee No Known Version
Periodicity Quarterly, & frequency Annual Turnover Tumover tracking Control of ResponseTime
Weekly unclear Pl orm
Based on the three provided assessments, the current state can be generalized as very early-stage
with limited formalization of standard processes. The organization appears to respect individual
autonomy and allows employees to define their work and preferences. Additionally, although
the risk-averse culture is not representative of most entrepreneurial organizations, the
enterprise's inclination to loss-aversion is characteristic of resource-constrained organizations.
The prevalent tribal affiliation within functional groups reinforces a culture that does not
promote teamwork. Finally, the most represented external factor is the FDA due to their role in
enabling the enterprise's existence.
The current state enterprise architecture is also a mix of Modular and Integral as examined by the
Red versus Blue framework. Although mixed, the enterprise is characterized as predominantly
Modular which supports the current maturity levels noted above. Therefore, the enterprise
appears to have great opportunities in developing a culture of knowledge sharing and value
creation through integration of the various functional groups. By developing a compelling vision
that unifies all stakeholders and encourages collaboration, the enterprise may be better positioned
to focus on delivering a critical stakeholder value: Improve Quality of Life for Patients. Once
the enterprise vision has been developed and synthesized into strategic objectives, the enterprise
may develop artifacts, measures and periodicity considerations that will sustain the new
enterprise architecture.
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7.3.2 Desired "To Be" Enterprise Architecture
Before desired state enterprise architectures can be developed, the underlying motivation driving
principal stakeholders must be understood. Therefore, assuming that the enterprise is interested
in an attractive initial public offering (IPO) or acquisition, then the enterprise must demonstrate
strong financial performance in the short-term with perceived favorable, sustainable revenue
streams for the long-term.
Recall the story regarding the two sales representative strategies. Although the performance of
both sales representatives appeared identical in the short-term, that performance snapshot failed
to capture the trajectory of sales performance. While one sales representative had reached
capacity as the adoption bottleneck, the other sales representative developed a scalable system of
adoption whereby hospitals became self-sufficient.
Assuming that the enterprise is seeking to create an industry within microsurgeries where their
products improve societal healthcare costs, quality of life for patients, and return value to
shareholders (maximization of stakeholder values) then a transformation to an Integral
architecture would be recommended. However, the current state conditions of the enterprise
require a Modular architecture to first create the market opportunities.
Therefore, the desired state enterprise architecture must be time-bound and relevant to the
externalities described in the Red versus Blue framework. In the short-term, the enterprise
architecture is recommended to be Modular in its exploitation of mass markets. Over time, as
the enterprise captures market share through disruption of existing microsurgical alternatives, the
enterprise must reintegrate in order to secure strategic partnerships and exploration of future
niche markets. Recall the evolutionary progression of enterprises from the Spiral Dynamics
section where focus cyclically shifted from competition to collaboration until higher order stages
promoted coopetition.
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The evaluation tools used to summarize current state enterprise architecture in the previous
section will now be revisited to describe the desired characteristics of the future state enterprise
architecture. Figure 58 shows the capability maturity tool with columns used to define future
state milestones. The milestones are acknowledgment of the need for stable intermediate forms
(Maier, 1998) of the enterprise throughout the transformative process.
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Figure 58: Lentesco Capability Maturity - Future State
Worth noting in the future state enterprise architectures are the progressive development of
specific process area competencies. Within the first year, the enterprise should have
incorporated processes that demonstrate Requirements Management, Process & Product Quality
Assurance, Organizational Process Focus, and Integrated Project Management. Within five
years, the enterprise should make advancements that demonstrate proficiency in all process areas
therefore shifting the organizational capability maturity level from 1 to 5. This transformation is
realistic assuming that the enterprise hires a systems engineer and a corporate trainer to fill the
gaps identified in the Skills section of McKinsey's 7S framework evaluation.
Figure 59 shows a similar staged evolution of the enterprise with respect to the Spiral Dynamics
framework previously discussed. Since the two frameworks are not at odds with one another, the
evolutionary stages are shown in similar time horizons: 1 year, 3 year, and 5 year targets.
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Figure 59: Lentesco Future State Memes
As the company develops process area competencies in project management and requirements
definition, the enterprise will evolve into a much more viability company. The increase in
viability will be primarily attributed to efficiencies gained in project execution of new modality
launches and product development improvements due to increased communication of customer
requirements from sales representatives to engineering.
Within three years, the enterprise shifts from capability maturity Level 2: Managed to Level 3:
Defined. At this stage of enterprise evolution, the organization focuses on process
standardization therefore potentially reinforcing effectiveness as well as efficiency. The result is
Market Dominance as the enterprise drives to establish power and survival.
Ultimately, within five years once the enterprise has achieved capability maturity Level 5:
Optimizing, the enterprise will have matured to a point where core competencies are fully
defined and leveraged in the market. The enterprise will have the opportunity to develop strong
brand recognition and achieve financial sustainability. At this stage, the enterprise may be at the
height of the industry lifecycle bell curve, or fast approaching. This assessment is aligned with
the Red versus Blue framework since this stage of industry maturity may include disruption by a
challenger enterprise (Integral) based on innovation along a different competitive dimension.
Therefore, the executive leadership must periodically examine the competitive environment for
potential disruption.
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Table 31: Lentesco Future State EA 8 Views Matrix (Year 1)
Policy / Information
Strategy Process Organization Knowledge External Technogy Products Services
Factors
Functional PrimarilyTacit Functional Shared Platform Customer-Structure BSC BestPractices Groups Knowledge Groups a ervices Design driven
Staged Ineedn eedneCustomer-
Behavior Deployment & Teamwork MatrixTeams Workshops '"dEfondent De-peai LeveragelP specific
Inclusion Solutions
Screars mplye BS Patents E-mails, FDA-approved BerviceArtifacts Scorecards ForrnyDP BSC Publications FDAApproval Databases PDPA-aprove
Handbook Contracts
Fi i Performance Performance #of Patents #ofFDA #of Unique NoKnownMeasures Targets Evaluation Evaluations #of Approved #of Databases Consumable Metrics
Shift (ShifttoS) Publications Products Designs
Annual, Audit Employee Voluntary No Known Version
Periodicity Quarterly, & frequency Annual T Employee n Control of ResponseTime
Weekly unclear Turnover Platform
Table 31 is a summary of the future state characteristics using the EA 8 Views framework with
areas that have been changed highlighted in yellow. The key changes in the first year are the
development of best practices, communication of that knowledge through workshops and the
building of a new collaborative culture.
Table 32: Lentesco Future State EA 8 Views Matrix (Year 3)
Policy / Information
Strategy Process Organization Knowledge External Technology Products Services
Factors
Standard Shared Platform ShiftService
Structure BSC Best Practices Str Operating Functional Networks/ degn/ AwayFromProcedures Groups Cloud Services attachments Sales Reps
Internal Brevity Customer
Behavior Collaboration Collaboration Collaboration Workshops Customer(s) Referrals Collaboration OptionsMentality (links)
Ranked Standard Standard FDA-approved Standardized FDA-approved TieredServiceArtifacts Priorities Operating BSC Operating Products Documents PDP Contracts
Procedures Procedures
Financial Teamwork Leading #of Patents #of FDA #of unique CustomerMeasures Tagets Metrics Indicato #Of Approved #of Databases Consumables HistoryPublications Products Designs
Annual, Annual, Voluntary Voluntary Voluntary Tracking of Version
Periodicity Quarterly,& Quarterly,& Employee Employee Employee Data Refresh Control of ResponseTime
Weekly Weekly Turnover Turnover Tumover Rates Platform
Table 32 illustrates the massive changes that are expected within the three year time horizon. At
this stage, the enterprise is expected to have developed a strong focus on Services, collaboration,
and standard operating procedures. Additionally, the periodicity concern shifts to Voluntary
Employee Turnover as this affects knowledge and teamwork.
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Table 33: Lentesco Future State EA 8 Views Matrix (Year 5)
Policy I Information
Strategy Process Organization Knowledge External Technology Products Services
Factors
Standard Shared Platform Shift Service
Structure BSC BestPractices Cellulartsign Operating Functional Networks design AwayFrom(matrix) Procedures Grous Cloud Services Modular Sales Repsattachments
Internal Brevity Customer
Behavior Collaboration Collaboration One company Workshops Customer(s) Referrals Collaboration OptoerMentality (links)
Ranked Standard Standard FDA-approved Standardized FDA-approved TieredServiceArtifacts Priorities Operating BSC Operating Products Documents PDP Contracts
Procedures Procedures
Financial Teamwork Leading #of Patents #ofFDA #of unique CustomerMeasures Targets Metrics Indicators #of Approved #of Databases Consumables HistoryPublications Products Designs
Annual, Annual, Voluntary Voluntary Voluntary Tracking of Version
Periodicity Quarterly, & Quarterly, & Employee Employee Employee Data Refresh Control of ResponseTime
Weekly Weekly Tumover Turnover Turnover Rates Platform
Table 33Errort Reference source not found. is a summary of the future state characteristics at year
5 as examined through the EA 8 Views framework. The principal differences between current
(Table 30) and future states include the focus on collaboration and teamwork. The BSC rollout
is assumed to be effective at establishing alignment and improving communication within the
enterprise. Functional groups still exist; however, the organizational identity becomes
dominated by the "one company" mentality. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's) are
developed that reflect the best practices of the organization and promote knowledge transfer
among employees through workshops.
Not explicitly described in this representation are the underlying changes in human resource and
BSC initiatives. One aspect of the current HR workgroup initiative mentioned earlier was the
alignment to "1-5-X". Explained briefly, "1" represents the 'one company' mentality, "5"
represents the company's goal to improve everyone to a performance evaluation of Outstanding,
and "X" represents the current year's revenue target. Therefore, as the company "upgrades"
employees to Outstanding, this performance measure might be defined using the top-level
definitions included in Table 34 to better align with the collaboration initiatives detailed in the
other frameworks.
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Table 34: Personal Performance Evaluations
5 Exce tional Team-builder. Exhibits Stron Leadershi & Initiative.
4 Outstanding Individual Contributor. Exhibits Best in Class Practices.
3 Good Individual Contributor. Occasional Mistakes.
2 Sporadic Performance. Rare Examples of Excellence.
1 Poor Performance. Re uires Excessive Direction & Guidance.
Therefore, the future state enterprise architecture can be described in each of the stable
intermediate forms as the executive team transforms the company to best reflect the justifying
conditions for the enterprise architecture. In the end, the near-term future state enterprise
architecture must honor the benefits of Modular enterprise design. The organization must focus
their efforts on maximizing shareholder value by exploiting mass markets. However, at some
point in the future, the executive team must continue to examine the conditions that would favor
reintegration into Integral enterprise architecture. Therefore, the enterprise transformation
process described above and illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. should become a part
of the annual strategy definition discussions.
Since senior leadership at the highest level of the organization is currently absent, the ability to
rely on the CEO to develop a burning platform for transformation is limited. Therefore, the
future state enterprise architectures will include strong inclinations towards incremental change
versus radical change. Evidence of the incremental changes can be observed in the capability
maturity progression detailed in Figure 58. Similarly, incremental evolution is observed in the
Spiral Dynamics maturity progression from Level 1 to Level 4 via the aforementioned stable
intermediate forms (milestones).
The enterprise architecture proposed in year 1 is therefore best described as Modular while
promoting cross-functional teamwork and identification of best practices. Radical changes to
structure and behavior will be limited to the use of shared networks such as virtual private
networks (VPN) and cloud services that would enable version control and history tracking of
enterprise artifacts. The enterprise artifacts would likely include standardized templates for
documents (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Project) as well as Balanced Scorecards. Currently,
cross-functional communication primarily exists in e-mails at the executive level due to travel.
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The enterprise architecture of Year 3 builds on the improvements realized in Year 1 and further
advances the standardization of processes including Technical Solutions and Product Integration.
At this stage the enterprise will have fully acclimated to the "one company" mentality and
demonstrate collaboration at all levels of the organization. The culture will be inclusive and
team-oriented recognizing that enterprise performance is dependent on their ability to assist each
other in delivering value to the multiple external stakeholders. However, the enterprise focus
will still be maximization of shareholder value. The BSC initiative will have developed enough
understanding within the organization that shareholder value will not limited to financial
performance; instead, the concept will include demonstrated versatility of the intellectual
property via successful new modality launches and product innovation.
The concept of customer will be challenged as the external customer will shift from surgeons to
hospital administrators; therefore, an internal customer mentality will promote individual
responsiveness and responsibility. Peer pressure will be replaced by transparent accountability
as internal customers will be empowered to demand performance from their suppliers within the
internal business ecosystem. For example, second-line managers will demand direction from
the executive team who in turn will demand direction from the CEO or Board of Directors.
Essentially, the hierarchical pyramid reporting structure will be turned on its head as managers
and executives begin to serve the needs of the employees. The employees, in return, will deliver
exceptional value to customers in alignment with the corporate strategy of boutique services.
By Year 5, the enterprise architecture may have to transform to Integral design. This
development implies that a dominant product or service design has been identified and that the
industry is attractive enough that challenger enterprises may enter to disrupt the incumbent.
Traditionally, at this point, the incumbent has modularized enough to make reintegration of the
enterprise very difficult. However, as mentioned earlier in the evaluation, the medical
technology industry may be unique from other industries. The prevalence of FDA regulations
and patent protection make late entry of challenger enterprises very difficult. Moreover, the
prevalence of merger and acquisition activity may be a result of strategic design based on
investor preference to have attractive exit strategies or a by-product of the industry's small
numbers in niche markets.
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7.4 Chapter Summary
Integration of the multiple frameworks has resulted in a potentially robust strategic enterprise
architecting process (refer to Figure 54). Although all six frameworks introduce specific insights
and benefits, three of the six are particularly informative and worth executing periodically: Red
versus Blue, LAI Tools, and Balanced Scorecard. These three frameworks serve as the backbone
to the proposed strategic enterprise architecting process. The other frameworks are beneficial to
include for their holistic consideration of the enterprise (EA 8 Views, Spiral Dynamics) and
simplistic communication methodology (McKinsey 7S).
Although minor conflicting assessments were observed, the primary source of the differences
was attributed to poor communication and alignment. Therefore, to improve the credibility of
the assessments, inclusion of all affected stakeholders is recommended where possible and
reasonable. However, recognizing that including other stakeholders does not automatically
translate to understanding the frameworks, a corporate trainer or systems engineer may be
required to develop the training material necessary to ensure the reliability of the responses to
each framework study.
Evaluation of the current state enterprise architecture highlights the early-stage maturity of the
enterprise. Most processes remain undefined to allow for organizational flexibility. However,
the relative strength of this capability actually compromises the enterprise's preference for future
state capabilities such as versatility and scalability. Standardization and collaboration promote
enterprise scalability as technology adoption and market share grow. The realization of market
growth will continue to be a function of vertical penetration and horizontal growth of new
modalities due the enterprise's versatility. Since the product design is based on a platform
(capital equipment) and modular component designs (consumables), the enterprise is well-
positioned to exploit future market needs where innovation of the consumable is required. This
innovation trajectory favors growth of the Lentesco organization since they own all intellectual
property related to the design of their consumable products.
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Future state enterprise architectures require reconsideration of the prevailing conditions and the
executive team's ability to internalize that understanding into enterprise architecture designs.
The short-term future state architectures are therefore recommended as Modular with particular
emphasis on process standardization and collaboration. The intent of both foci is to improve
knowledge transfer, effectiveness and efficiency.
The current long-term enterprise architecture recommendation is to transform into an Integral
design. This recommendation depends on re-examination of the external markets based on the
Red versus Blue framework considerations. Assuming that the industry does mature to the point
where a challenger enterprise enters the market and that the organization has not been acquired
by a larger entity, then the Lentesco executive team must mature their organizational capabilities
to capability maturity Level 5: Optimization as well as demonstrate market dominance and brand
recognition. The latter public perception depends greatly on the characteristics of the adoption
class. If the adoption characteristics noted in Figure 37 and Table 20 prove accurate, then the
locus of decision making power will shift from highly influential surgeons to hospital
administrators.
In conclusion, strategic development is very similar to demand forecasting; the longer the time
horizon, the greater the uncertainty. Therefore, the proposed transformation plan developed here
has acknowledged the importance of stability throughout the transformation process as well as
the benefits of maintaining real options. The latter phenomenon is best realized through the
periodic reexamination of the strategic enterprise architecting process and calibrating the desired
future states and transformation plans based on updated information analogous to Bayesian
updating.
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CONCLUSIONS
This chapter is a reflection on the entire enterprise architecture evaluation and key insights
gained throughout the examination process. Consideration to the efficiency and effectiveness of
using multiple frameworks in the analysis will be included to inform potential future work in this
area of study and practice. Unanticipated revelations, surprises, will be highlighted in a separate
section to acknowledge the development of anomalies in the research which might be
incorporated into future theory building regarding enterprise architecture design and
development activities. Some thought will be provided regarding future considerations for
enterprise architecting in uncertainty.
8.1 Evaluation of Efficiency of Multiple Framework Analysis
The inclusion of six frameworks in the enterprise architecture analysis proved highly inefficient
primarily due to the redundancy of several alternative frameworks. Specifically, the EA 8 Views
framework and McKinsey 7S model provided the largest degree of overlap. However, the EA 8
Views framework provided much more in-depth analysis of the enterprise whereas the McKinsey
7S model provided a convenient reporting mechanism due to its simple design and superficial
nature across the seven levers.
The most efficient enterprise architecture analysis has already been described as execution of
Red versus Blue followed by implementation of Balanced Scorecard followed by validation
using X-Matrix alignment assessment. This abridged process preserves the maximum value
contribution of each framework while minimizing implementation costs. However, the
implementation cost of using the aforementioned three frameworks is still relatively high.
Executing the Red versus Blue framework properly requires a careful examination of multiple
stakeholders, interfaces and behavior. The initial cost is extremely high relative to the recurring
costs of annual reexamination of the enterprise architecture. However, the benefits of gaining
this understanding will help guide enterprise performance to best reflect the architectural type
best suited to the specific conditions present in the industry's lifecycle.
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Balanced Scorecard requires careful crafting of the Vision and Strategy used to inform the four
components of the tool: Financial, Customer, Internal Business Processes, and Learning and
Growth. Without a robust strategy, the tool may encounter policy resistance and rejection during
staged deployment as additional stakeholders are introduced to the process and tools.
Finally, the X-Matrix is a tool that reciprocates the effort used in its development. The tool can
be as penetrating and comprehensive as desired or a quick snapshot of enterprise alignment. The
tool's utility is further expanded by introducing the Rubik-cubing process whereby highly
aligned pairs are moved to the outside of the X-Matrix. This analysis produces insights at a
deeper level where polarization becomes more evident and categorization of each example can
be defined by the relative relationship to adjacent axes.
8.2 Evaluation of Effectiveness of Multiple Framework Analysis
The multi-framework analysis yielded a truly comprehensive understanding of the enterprise
architecture. All six frameworks exhibit complementary benefits as outlined in the strategic
enterprise architecting process. Particular emphasis in the proposed process is given to reducing
the redundancy acknowledged in the previous section. Therefore, the EA 8 Views framework is
used to build a richer understanding of the enterprise through the various perspectives as well as
develop candidate future state enterprise architectures.
Alternatively, the McKinsey 7S framework is used to facilitate concise communication of the
enterprise architecture design in terms of easily recognized levers. The 7S framework also
includes acknowledgment of the interdependencies between the various levers. Therefore, the
potential domino effect of change propagation is reinforced. Finally, the placement of Shared
Values at the center of the visual representation emphasizes that an organization's core values
are central to its development and use of the other enterprise levers.
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8.3 Summary of Unanticipated Revelations
While the entire process was quite informative and revealing, the discovery of anomalies within
the analysis was quite rare. For example, the observation that the Lentesco enterprise
architecture reflected characteristics of both Modular and Integral classifications introduced a
potential contributing explanation for the prevalence of merger and acquisition activity in the
medical technology industry.
Although early-stage enterprises should prefer Modular design in order to exploit mass markets
and short-term opportunities; the enterprise architecture at Lentesco suggests that selective
disintegration allows the enterprise to protect strategic partnerships and value-delivery channels
in order to defend against challenger enterprises. This observation would require further study of
the Lentesco enterprise over time beyond the industry's lifecycle climax into gradual decay.
Alternatively, the hypothesis could be tested in other niche markets within the medtech industry
where the lifecycle has already advanced into the latter stages of Accelerating Industry Decline
and Decelerating Industry Decline. Additional case studies would add credibility to the
hypothesis; however, the development of controls with respect to investor guidance might be
required to evaluate the affects of investor exit strategies.
The realization that the process, or journey, is as valuable as the goal, or destination, is evident
throughout the execution of the various frameworks and the company's experience with BSC
rollout. Although strategy begins with a goal in mind, appreciation of insights throughout the
process enriches the experience and sustains continued effort.
Another pleasant surprise of the analysis involves the development of the strategic enterprise
architecting process. The process, mapped onto the systems engineering V-model, captures the
intended purpose of each framework and reduces redundancy by focusing the frameworks on
their principal marginal benefit to the whole. Additionally, the strategic enterprise architecting
process has been mapped to the Enterprise Transformation Roadmap (see Figure 60) to examine
how the two approaches correlate to one another.
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Figure 60: SEAP Mapped to Enterprise Transformation Roadmap
The Strategic Cycle begins with an examination of the strategic imperative to transform the
enterprise which is shown as rooted in the Red versus Blue framework and communicated using
the McKinsey 7S approach. The McKinsey 7S framework is used to engage corporate
leadership in transformation as well as communicating for the next cycle: Planning.
To understand the current state, the EA 8 Views framework, X-Matrix and LESAT are used.
The future state enterprise is developed using the EA 8 Views framework in conjunction with a
selection process (Pugh Analysis and/or House of Quality). In order to effectively align
enterprise resources, the Spiral Dynamics model is used for its benefit of informing mental
model considerations and communication methods. The transformation plan is created using the
Balanced Scorecard framework since it has the most visible artifacts that can be readily
communicated and implemented in the next cycle: Execution.
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Implementation Results
Implementation and coordination involves executing the Balanced Scorecard framework
throughout the enterprise. Staged deployment requires sequential learning curves for
newcomers. Enterprise-wide rollout may result in heavy policy resistance due to limited
absorptive capacity of the enterprise to accept change and the enterprise architect to incorporate
feedback. The X-Matrix is used to sustain the lean enterprise culture and continuously review
big picture alignment in a single snapshot. Although, Rubik-cubing would certainly reveal
useful insights about progress related to focus. Finally, the X-Matrix updates can be used to
inform the Strategic Cycle via the McKinsey 7S approach. Should reconsideration of the
industry lifecycle and Red versus Blue framework be necessary, then the entire Enterprise
Transformation Roadmap would be repeated.
8.4 Future Considerations for Enterprise Architecting in Uncertainty
Although a preliminary strategic enterprise architecting process was developed by coupling the
various frameworks together, a complementary set was identified that would maximize value
while minimizing implementation costs: the abridged version of this analysis. Therefore, future
studies might benefit from the shortened version or inclusion of additional frameworks not
considered here in an attempt to build a comprehensive enterprise architecture examination.
In practice, uncertainty is never fully resolved; therefore, frameworks must be developed that
raise the comfort level of practitioners beyond their tipping points. Recognizing that some
organizations exhibit highly risk-averse tendencies while others are risk-takers, a framework that
acknowledges this behavior at the onset may introduce optional tools within the framework for
selection inclusion of omission. For example, although the proposed strategic enterprise
architecting process developed here includes all six frameworks, a risk-taking organization might
seek to just implement Red versus Blue at the Axiomatic-level, Balanced Scorecard at an
executive level X-Matrix at a the big picture level. Conversely, a risk-averse organization may
decide to implement all frameworks with complete understanding of each before taking action.
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8.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter reflected on the principal contributions to enterprise architecting knowledge
developed in this analysis. The process of modifying X-matrix alignment to emphasize elements
of high alignment within an enterprise, termed "Rubik-cubing", introduces a powerful
representation of axis-specific alignment. The alignment by axis approach allows enterprise
architects to gain a deeper understanding of the big picture representation by focusing on
individual aspects of the enterprise.
Additionally, the categorization of lean practices into four buckets (Easy Sell, Resolve, Discuss,
and Ignore) introduces a prioritization mechanism for developing action plans regarding specific
enterprise competencies based on respondent agreement and perception. However, the
categorization methodology should be considered in concert with a strategic plan that identifies
specific practices to focus on that produce the greatest value based on potential relative impact
on enterprise performance.
The introduction of a summary table (matrix) for the Enterprise Architecture 8 Views framework
provides top-level evaluation of the enterprise with respect to succinct generalizations of each
framework to the various elements (Structure, Behavior, Artifacts, Measures, and Periodicity).
The big picture representation allows enterprise architects to identify the degree of overlap of
examples within each cell. For example, the inclusion of teamwork or collaboration showed up
repeatedly in the Lentesco future state enterprise architecture evaluation.
Furthermore, the expansion of the Spiral Dynamics memes framework to enterprises introduced
an alternative theory justifying the maturity and focus of each phase of enterprise evolution.
Recognizing the cyclic nature of enterprise focus from competition to cooperation aligns with
Fine's double helix theory regarding integration and disintegration as well as Piepenbrock's
theory of Modular versus Integral.
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The Strategic Enterprise Architecting Process (SEAP) mapped to the Enterprise Transformation
Roadmap introduces the benefits of a comprehensive evaluation of enterprise architecting.
Leveraging the perceived elements of the various frameworks in the prescribed sequence
provides an enterprise architect the baseline project plan (roadmap) for executing transformation.
Ultimately, the strength of frameworks and theories is not in the number of examples serving to
their credit. Instead, the strength of frameworks and theories is in their versatility to absorb
anomalies and be updated to increase their robustness. The research presented here aims to
contribute to existing models and body of knowledge regarding enterprise architectures. Further
work is needed to substantiate the validity of some of the assertions and observations; however,
the author hopes to have fulfilled the initial intent of building on existing work. As such, SEAP
and the mapping to the Enterprise Transformation Roadmap may be improved with the
consideration of other frameworks not contained in this analysis.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Artifacts of Engagement
Thesis Questionnaire 1:
1) Let's assume that Lentesco was tremendously successful, what are some of the potential
constraints of the current organizational structure?
a. For example, how does scalability affect future revenue and profit targets given the
current sales-heavy workforce?
b. Additionally, how do you resolve conflicts of interest within a sales representative
where incentives drive focus?
2) Consider this: what if Lentesco was to become a company ten times its current size in
revenue.
a. Would VP's or Directors of each modality make sense?
b. If so, why aren't Product Managers currently responsible for P&L performance?
c. What would you do differently NOW to enable this organizational and market
growth?
d. Could Product Managers be groomed to grow into these future VP/Director
positions?
e. If so, what do they need in order to mature along with the company?
i. What training programs are in place to facilitate this personal growth or
personnel?
ii. What "off the shelf' programs could be used? Executive programs?
Workshops?
iii. Could you encourage employees themselves to research options?
3) To extend that train of thought, would it therefore make more sense to align the organization
into modalities and have modality-specific sales representatives report to Product Managers
to avoid the "who's to blame when things don't go well" question?
a. What does that look like from the customer perspective?
i. "Oh, another Lentesco Sales Representative (SR), I just got off the phone with
Joe Blow... don't you guys talk to each other?"
b. How many surgeons currently use multiple modality products?
i. How likely is it surgeons will need to interact with multiple modality-specific
SR's?
c. Much like healthcare in general, would a Case Manager format make sense for
continuity in managing the customer relationship?
i. What about establishing a Regional Business Development Representative
(BDR) who works with Sales Representatives?
1. The BDR would establish a long-term relationship and avoid the
surgeon being bombarded by multiple SR's.
ii. What would the reporting structure look like for this organization?
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1. Sales Representatives collaborating with Business Development
Representatives who all report to Product Managers or Modality
Directors.
2. Modality Directors can then collaborate with each other to:
a. Evaluate best practice transferability between modalities
b. Determine resource needs based on market growth trends and
current performance
c. Determine focus accounts and organizational-level alignment
for Business Development Representatives
4) Does Lentesco currently suffer from the principal-agent problem?
a. Shareholders are driven by profitability and "return on investment"
b. Managers are driven by growth as it relates to their pay and influence
5) How much autonomy does the executive team have in developing strategic objectives?
a. How comfortable / confident is the executive team in challenging the direction of the
Board of Directors or Investors?
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Thesis Questionnaire 2:
1) Would you mind ranking Lentesco's current state maturity according to the below 5 stage
progression chart for Sales and Operation Planning (S&OP)?
Table 35: Sales and Operation Planning Assessment
Stage I
NoS&OP Pess
Stage 2
active
Stage 3
Standard
Stage 4
Advanced
Stage 5
pmoacti
Meetings a Colaboration 'Silo Culture -Discussed at top level e Staff Pre-Meetings a Supplier &customer data - Event driven meetings
eNo meetings management meetings * Executive S&OP Meetings incorporated supercede scheduled
'No collaboration 'Focus on financial goals a Some supplier / customer a Suppliers & customers meetings
data participate in parts of a Real-time access to
meetings extemal data
Organtration 'No S&OP organization e No formal S&OP function *S&OP function is part of = Formal S&OP team 'Throughout the
' Components of S&OP are in other position: Product a Executive participation organization, S&OP is
other positions Manager, Supply Chain understood as a tool for
Manager optimizing company profit
Meaurewments e No measurements eMeasure how well * Stage 2 plus: -Stage 3 plus: -Stage 4 plus:
operations meets the sales -Sales measured on forecast -New Product introduction -Company profitability
plan accuracy e S&OP effectiveness
inoamnation Technology ' Individual managers keep ' Many spreadsheets ' Centralized information Batch process 'Integrated S&OP
own spreadsheets ' Some consolidation, but * Revenue or operations a Revenue g operations optimization software
e Noconsolidation of done manually planning software optimization software- link ' Full interface with ERP,
information to ERP but not jointly accounting, forecasting
optimized ' Real-time solver
aS&OP workbench
S&OP Plam Integration 'No formal planning 'Sales plan drives 'Some plan integration a Plans highly integrated a Seamless integration of
*Operations attempts to Operations -Sequential process in -Concurrent & collaborative plans
meet incoming orders -Top-down process direction only process * Process focuses on profit
' Capacity utilization s Bottom up plans -Constraints applied in both optimization for whole
I dynamics ignored tempered by business goals directions company
Source: Grimson and Pyke, 2007
2) If this were to be included in a transformation plan for the enterprise, what stages would you
consider the targets for a one year plan, three year plan, and long-term plan?
3) Consider the framework below, which of the eight lenses do you believe are the most
considered lenses used by Lentesco's Executive Team? Which are the least considered
lenses?
Source: Nightingale and Rhodes, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Figure 61: EA 8 Views Framework
4) How does Lentesco inform production planning? Is there a formal forecasting process? If so, where
is the forecast generated? How? By who?
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5) What enterprise "ilities", described below, are most important to Lentesco's growth in the short-
term? Long-term? Feel free to include other characteristics that are not included here.
SEW Defining Some "ilities"
robustness ability of a system to maintain its level and set of specification parametersin the context of changing system external and internal forces
ability of a system to satisfy diverse needs for the system without having
to change form (measure of latent value)
ability of a system to alter its form-and consequently possibly its
function-at an acceptable level of resource expenditure
lexibility ability of a system to be changed by a system-external change agent
adaptability ability of a system to be changed by a system-intemal change agent
ability of a system to change the current level of a system specification
parameter
~dlflawliy ability of a system to change the cunent set of system specification
parameters
ability of a system to minimize the impact of a finite duration disturbance
on value delivery
rsts maintaning value delivery in spite of changes in needs or context
setA.iedu 0 O2 masseas bMaurTeinOgp 23
Figure 62: Examples of "ilities"
6) What product "ilities", described above, are most important to Lentesco's growth in the short-term?
Long-term? Are the desired characteristics different for products and service?
7) Although there may be no immediate "disruptive technology" evident in the marketplace, here are
some suggestions from Utterback / Christiansen. What would adopting these strategies look like for
Lentesco?
Rules for Winning
Defensive
+ Accelerate the demand for improved
perfonnance so that the trajectories don't
intersect.
+ If disruption is inevitable, join the attack and
cannabalize existing business
+ Develop an organization that is independent
from your mainstream company.
- Spin-out
- Joint Venture Alliance
- Acquisition
Class 12 Sde 18
Rules for Winning
Offensive
+ Find an application that values the characteristics of
the disruptive technology as it exists today.
The basis of competition will be different in the
new value network than it was in the old.
+ Launch from within an organization that is small
enough for small market segments to be interesting.
+ Stay flexible: iterate toward the ultimate
applications. Use the buying hierarchy as a guide.
+ Consider investing in emerging fums that
experiment with new approaches.
+ Develop plan to integrate and build upon most
promising experiments
CLn 12. She 19
Figure 63: Rules for Winning under Disruptive Competition
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8) At this early stage in Lentesco 's market creation and capture, what type of innovation would
you recommend investing in: product, process, or service?
Categories of Adopters
ea. ftqinu OftW'un
Diffusion - the early phase
25 , eyo, &w Tht* y O
20
IsN -Few b&WWS
10 lci moo w p
0O Nc *I
0 5 10
F~b~TOW
No1 2
Industry Value Migration Points
Product Focus
DaUM0
on*g
-coToM
J tNOO~t
Figure 64: Diffusion, Adoption, and Innovation Considerations
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Thesis Questionnaire 3:
1) Please highlight the description that best reflects Lentesco's social architecture (culture) using
cell filling.
Table 36: Social Architecture Styles (Culture)
ValuesLBehavior
Basisfor decision
Table 1: THREE STYLES OF SOCIALARCHITECTURE
Formalistic Collegiol
Directionfrom Discussion,
authority agreement
Personalistic
Directionsfrom
within
Form of control
Source of power
Desired end
To be avoided
Rules, laws,
rewards,
punishments
Superior
Compliance
Deviation from
authoritative
direction; taking
risks
Interpersonal,
group
commitments
What"werthink
and feel
Consensus
Failure to reach
consensus
Actionsaligned
with self-concept
Whatithinkand
feel
Self-actualization
Not being "true to
oneself"
Position relative to
others
Human
relationships
Basis for growth
Hierarchical
Structured
Followingthe
established order
Peer
Group-oriented
Peergroup
membership
individual
Individually
oriented
Acting on
awareness of self
from Leaders: Strategies forTaking Charge Chapter4, pg 129
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2) Please mark an "X" by the appropriate level of maturity with respect to capability maturity as
described here. Include anything you currently do in the Current Box. Include anything you
would like to be doing in the appropriate boxes under the 1, 3, and 5 year targets.
Lenteso Lianinerhun _
Le:l Fus ProcessArea Result current 1year 3 year 5 year
S N-kam - - hmmf & "roctivity
optimsn seeQuality
- - aisa&k
l % ePacess
-r
3 emwlmen
* - Pmcsasee
Z 4-rcr n te-qmeat
s mesn peripl ad beanic
Figure 65: Capability Maturity Assessment
3) Please Mark an "X" by the appropriate level of 'maturity' of your enterprise. Please keep in
mind that portions of Lentesco may exhibit characteristics that are at other levels of
evolution; however, I'm interested in the aggregate "center of gravity" of the enterprise.
Table 37: Spiral Dynamics Evolution Assessment
Levels of Existence as Seen by Clare W. Graves
adapted from... "Human Nature Prepares for a Momentous Leap," The Futurist, April1974
Learning Thinking Motivational Specific Nature of Problemsof
Level em System | Motivation Means Values End Values Existence Existence
G-T ern g Systemic Existential
Ailearning DIfferentIa Experience
system open
Lentesco Luminarium
Accepting
Experiencing Communion Experlentialistle existential
I I Idichotomies
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Appendix B: BSC Template
12
:11
:12
3 11
32
.. ..3 ... ..
:1i
-12
:32
: 11
2
m11
o2
q3... ...........
01
o2
0 1
o2
q .3 ............ .
01
o2
o3
Figure 66: BSC Template (Kaplan-based)
NOTE:
Although each section of the above scorecard has three potential entries, the scorecard can be
expanded to include additional entries or focused on fewer entries.
The final section, "Action Plan", includes a level of detail that emphasizes corporate
commitment in the form of "Budget" per "Initiative". Additionally, the inclusion of a budget
acknowledges the implementation costs of executing specific initiatives that might otherwise be
overlooked.
Other BSC examples included additional details missing from the generic template provided
above. The additional information included: Metric Owners, Previous Year Performance, and
Goals for Current Year and Each Quarter. The inclusion of these features helps communicate the
whole picture and is recommended for future BSC designs.
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H NANUAL
CUSTOMER
INTERNAL
LEARNING
:11
zi 2
:3 1.....
m2
:11
r $XXX
0 $XXX
a $XXX
I1$XXX
0 $XXX
I1$XXX
I:$XXX
0 $XXX
0 $XXX
......... ......
Appendix C: LESAT Practices
Section Sub-Section
Enterprise
Strategic
Planning
Adopt Lean
Paradigm
CO)
Focus on
Value Stream
-J
z
0
Develop Lean
Structure and
Behavior0
LL
0)
z
Create & Refine
Transformation
Z Plan
Implement
Lean Initiatives
Focus on
Continuous
Improvement
Table 38: LESAT Lean Practices (I)
Lean Practice
Integration of Lean in strategic planning process
Focus on customer value
Leveraging the extended enterprise
Learning and education in "Lean" for enterprise leaders
Senior management commitment
Lean enterprise vision
A sense of urgency
Understanding current value stream
Enterprise flow
Designing future value stream
Performance measures
Enterprise Lean Structure and Behavior
Relationships based on mutual trust
Open and timely communications
Employee empowerment
Incentive alignment
Innovation encouragement
Lean change agents
Enterprise-level Lean transformation plan
Commit resources for Lean improvements
Provide education and training
Development of detailed plans based on enterprise plan
Tracking detailed implementation
Structured continuous improvement processes
Monitoring lean progress
Nurturing the process
Capturing lessons learned
Impacting enterprise strategic planning
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Section Sub-Section
Business
Acquisition
and Program
Management
LU Requirements
U) Definition
CO)
LU
0 Develop
Product and
LUJ Process
-j
Manage
LU Supply Chain
U-
Produce
Product
Distribute and
Service
Product
Sub-
Section Section
00 Lean
Organizational
Enablers
z
Lean Process
Enablers
Table 39:LESAT Lean Practices (1I)
Lean Practice
Leveraging Lean capability for business growth
Optimize the capability and utilization of assets
Provide capability to manage risk, cost, schedule, and
performance
Allocate resources for program development efforts
Establish a requirements definition process to optimize lifecycle
value
Utilize data from the extended enterprise to optimize future
requirement definitions
Incorporate customer value into design of products and
processes
Incorporate downstream stakeholder values into products and
processes
Integrate product and process development
Define and develop supplier network
Optimize network-wide performance
Foster innovation and knowledge sharing throughout the
supplier network
Utilize production knowledge and capabilities
Establish and maintain a lean production system
Align sales and marketing to production
Distribute product in a lean fashion
Enhance value of delivered products and services to customers
and the enterprise
Provide post-delivery service, support, and sustainability
Table 40: LESAT Lean Practices (Ill)
Lean Practice
Financial system supports lean transformation
Enterprise stakeholders pull required financial information
Promulgate the learning organization
Enable the lean enterprise with information systems and tools
Integration of environmental protection, health and safety into
the business
Process standardization
Common tools and systems
Variation reduction
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